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In its fifth annual report for 1979, the National
Commission for Employment Policy recomeended that the nation make a
new commitment to improving the employment prospects of disadvantaged
youth. In preparing its findings and recommendations op youth
unemployment, the commission received information froM the Youth Task
Force; academic consultants; public and private agencies; public
hearings held in Detroit, Memphis, Philadelphia, and Los Angeles; and
the Vice President's Task Force on Youth Employment. The principal
findings and recommendations of the commi5sion are the following:. (1)
while most young people are able to make the transition from school
to work without undue difficulty, many, especially minorities, high
school dropouts, and low-income persons, face serious difficulties;
(2) only through intensive programs, such as the Job Corps, that
provide a broad range of services including educational remediation,
skill training, ,and placement can we hope to reverse the cumulativ
disadvantagesithat these young people have faced since birth; (3)
presently available funds for disadvantaged youth should be used to
encourage a closer linkage between schools and local employers; and
(4) the Equal Employment Opportunity )Commission should encourage
employers who are seeking to expand their proportion of minority and
female employees by diecting them to the youth who complete remedial
education and skill training and (5) the federal government,should
explore the possibilities of including in contracts commitments from
employers to hire job-ready disadvantaged youth. The commission also
noted that a sustained high level of general employment is necessary
to provide employment for disadvantaged persons and that the country
should work to increase employment levels. (KC)
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NATIONAL COMMISSION FOR EMPLOYMENT POLICY
1522 K Shoat, NW, Sults 300

Washington, D.C. 20005

(202) 724-1545

December 31, 1979

To the President and Congress of the United States:

Me attached report on Expandmg Employment Opportunities for
Disadvantaged Youth is the Commission's fifth annual submission
under the provisions of Public- Law 95-524.

In preparing its findings and recommendations on*youth unem-
`ployment, the Commission sought and received assistance from a
kfariety of sources, including the work of its Youth Task Force, in-
depth analyses prepared by its staff, contributions from academic
.«in sul tants, inputs from a large number of public and private organi-
/rations through public hearings held in Detroit, Memphis, Phila-

4elphia, and Los Angeles, and close collaboration with the staff of the
Vice President's 'Fask Force on Youth Employment:

Ibegjrincipaliindings and remmmendations of the Commission
follow:

While most young people are able to make the transition from
school to work without undue difficulty, a substantial number,
particularly those who come from families with low-income
and minority-group status and who have failed to acquire a
high school diploma, face serious difficulties. _Unless their
educational deficits can be reduced and eliminated, many will

111 not be able to obtain and hold a regular job.'

Only with intensive programs, such as the Job Corps, which
provide a broad range of services including educational
remediation, skill training, and placement assistance, can we
hope to reverse thc cumulative disadvantages that these young
people have faced since, birth.

f;



The presently available funds for disadvantaged youth should
be utilized to encourage a clpser linkage between the schools and

local employers (via the Private Industry (ounCils) and
additional funding should be made available to states and
localities that are able and willing to commit themselves to
provide remedial education, including through the estalllish-

ment and expansion of alternative schooling.

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission' should
encourage employers who are seeking to expand their propor-
tion of minorityand female employees to improve their utiliza-
tion by directing them to the ongoing supply of young people
who complete remedial education and skill naining. Further,
the federal government should explore the potentialities of
including in its grants-in-aid programs and contracts an em-
ployment requirement that would involve commitment on the

part of recipients to hire a percentage of job-ready

disadvantaged youth.

.1.he Commission is convinced that a sustained high level of
employment is a precondition for reducing the appallingly high
unemployment rates among disadvantag* youth and that the..

Administration and Congress must monitor the ongoing efforts to
bring these young people into the mainstream of the American
economy and society. Failure to do so would place our democracy in
jeopardy. 'The Commission pledges that it will continue to assist in

any and all ways the efforts of the Congress, the Administration, and

the American people to accomplish this important national goal.

ELI 6INZBERG
Chairman

vi
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I. Executive Summary

Goals

Given high and rising rates of unemployment, especially among
minority youth. and the cumulative deficits which are often produced
by growing up in a low-income or minority family and community,
the Commission recommends that the nation make a new commit-
ment to improving the employment prospects of disadvantaged
youth. More specifically:

'Fhe President and the Congress should identify (he employ-ability.and employment problems of disadvantaged youth as a
domestic issue of critical importance to the fUture well-being
and security of the nation and pledge that the federal govern-
ment and the nation will devote the resources and efforts neces-
sary to its amelioration.

WIr--)ile the federal government should take the lead role, state
and local governments, business, labor, education, and
«nu:nu:114 -based organi,cations must undertake substantial
responsibility for improving the employment' prospects of
disadvantaged youth. The local leaders ot all of these
organizations should make a new wmmitment to work together
on ameliorating the problem. and local employers should be
fully involved in helping to plan and implement these efforts.

Federal resources should be targeted on youth most in need.
While there is no simple way to identify this group, those youth
most at risk come from low-income families, are members ol a
minority group, or live in areas with high concentrations of
low-income families,

=.
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The majorpbjective of federal education, training; and employ-

ment programs an youth should be to improve the long-term
employability of these youth; that is, their basic-education, work
habits, ability to absorb new :9kills on the job, and other
competencies which will permit successful integration into the

rekular work force_

Elements of A Youth Polky_

The Commission frlieves that any new set of polic ics should be based

on the following set of prim iples:

Youth unemployment should be viewed principally as a struc-

tural problem and long-term solutions sought. Nevertheless,
there is no question that sustained high levels of employment

are an imporrant precondition for substantially improving the

labor market prospec ts of disadvantaged youth.

Remedying the educational defic iem ies of disadvantaged youth

must be high on the nation's agenda. Without basic hula( y

skills, youth are unable to take advantage of further education

or training and will be permanently consigned to the bottom of

the economic and scx la! ladder.

_Our nation shi,uld renew its wmrnitrnent to eliminate racial
disc ri minat ion and c ultural stereotyping in the labor market. In
partic ular. all of our institutions must be involved in «eating a

new environment of trust and tonfideme between thosvs.who

wine from dif ferent bac kgrounds so that a« ess to good jobs and
treatment on the job are based on perforthame alone.

Youth themselves must be more fully involved in improving
their own employability and must makc greater ef forts to meet
thc performance standards set by our educational and employ-
ing institutions. To cn«iurage disadvantaged youth to do so.
thcsc performance standards must be c !early attic ulated and
grrater rewards for sin «.ss in meeting them provided at each
stage of the employability development process.

Employment and training programs should be carefully
targeted to provide se«ind chance opportunities to those youth,

who for reasons of family bac kground, pcxir s hooling, or race,



are likely to be permanently handicapped in the labor market.
'Fliese programs should be restruc tured, where necessary, so as
to have a c umulative impac t on the long-term employability of
partic ipants.

There mwit be a new emphasig on moving those disadvantaged
youth who are ready into unsuPsidized private and publicsector
jobs. While sheltered experiences may be appropriateat various
stages in their development, the ultimate goal should be to
reate opportunities for them in the regular labor market. The

federal government should consider using a variety of
expenditure, tax, and regulatory powers to achieve this

3objective.

r
Etre specific

Specific Recommendations

recommendations which the commission believes
would implement these principles follow:

To provideadequate-job-opirtzunities: .

I ) In the event that the unemployment rate rises substantially,
that Is to 7 percent or higher, and more particularly if it stays
at such a high level for a sustained period. Congres; should
expand furining for priority national goals such as energy
conservation. In so doing it should stipulate that private
firms which obtain contracts to further these goals must hire

percentage of disadvantaged youth and adults who are
designated by the Job Service or by CEFA prime sponsors as
being ready to work.

To. impunt bmic educational competencies:
(2) The Preq-dairaltdihrfkmgre5riliiiuld6upport new funding

for compensatory education in the secondary.schools. These
funds should be Used to improve the basic skills of young
people from disadvantaged backgrounds, through well-
f u ndetl, intensive programs involving special. tutorial efforts,
extra after-school sessions, alternative schooling opportu-
nities, compensatory education linked to occupational train-
ing, and in-service training for teachers.

The effectiveness of Title 1 of the Elementary and
Secondary Education 4ct in the elementary schools must not
be jeopardized by a reduction iri funding at this level. What is



needed is a comparable program at the junior and senior
high levels (a) to sustain the positive effects achieved at the

elementary level and (b) to prrivide a second chance for those

'not adequately served at the elem tary level.

(3) To encourage a partnership with other local institutions, a

portion of the new compensat4ry education funds recom-

mended in (2) should be set aside for allocation on the basis

of close consultation between the schools an CETA. This
would be comparable to the 22 peKcent set-as.de under the

Youth Employment-ail 'flaining Progra _ which should

continue to1e4llc3SYd on the basis of such consultation.'

The new set-aside would encourage additional joint efforts

on behalf of CETA-eligible youth and might lead to the

development of more alternative schooling opportunities.

(4) -The Secretary of Education should/be provided with special

funding to collect, integrate and disseminate information

about exemplary programs, suc-h as the adopt-a-school pro-

grams in Oakland, Baltimore,. and Dallas. While schools

must retain flexibility to deal with local conditions, what has

been learned about effective ways of motivating and asgisting
disadvantaged youth to acquire the basic skills should be

mobilized to promote wider sharing and adoption of the

successful models.

To broaden opportunities formittority and female.youth:
(5) The EF)Gshiiiiiien«mrage companies with overall low

minority and/or female utilization to improve their utiliza-

tion by hiring job-ready youth from inner c ity sc hook or

those trained through CETA programs.

(6) Education, vocational education, and CETA programs
should be implemented in ways that will broaden the
occupational opportunities of young women from disad-

-vantaged backgrounds.
1

6

(7) -teenage mothers should be treated as a high priority group

in both WIN and mrA and their child care and income
neech should be fully met, with no diminution of support
under AFDC, when they participate in an education or

training program.

12
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To-linklrgormance to rewards:
(8) Schools and prime sponsors should be encouraged 'or

'required to establish local performance standards and
disadvantaged youth whO achieve the standards should be
rewarded with entrance into a more generously stipended
program, or with a job opportunity. Those who fail to meet
the standards should be given second chance opportunities,

(9)

whenever possible...,

Prime sponsors should orce,urage the Private Industry Coun-
cils to obtain specificatiOns from employers about the criteria
they use in hiring young people, and, to the greatest extent
possible, secure commitments from them that young people
who meet their requirements will have a job opening when
they Leave school or a training program.

To improve employment and training programs-
(10)-The AdiimiatialatrSiMuld-rMiiest, and ongrrss should

enact, a consolidated youth title under the Comp hensive
Employment and TraininAct, the principal goal of which
should be to improve the employability of econ&nically-
disadvantaged youth ages 16 through 21.

(11) The Department of Labor should vricourage CETA prime
sponsors to invest substantial funds in remedial programs for
the most disadyantaged, even if this increases cost. per indi-
vidual andsu1ts in a snialler number being served.

(12) The Job Corps should be maintained as a separate program,
and once current enrollment limits are reached, theprogram
should be further expanded.

(13) The Congress should designate the eligible populanon
under the new consolid4ted youth title as all youth from
(amilies (Iv hich income was at or below 70 percent of the
Bureau of Labor Statistics lower livi g standard.

(14) Piime sponsors should be permitted to utilize up to 20
percent of their funds under the youth title to assist.ruth
who tlo not meet the,incOme requirement but nevertheless
face substantial barriers to employment.

(15) The majority of the funds for the consolidated) youth title
should be distributed by foreila to local prime sponsors.

.071 ii



However, a sizeable portion should be set aside for supple-
mental grants to areas with high Concentrations of lOw:.

income families and another portion should be reserved tca

the Secretary of Labor to ieward superior performance or to

fund .innovative programs, particularly those of an
interdepartmental nature.

(16) Congress should provide for forward funding, a five-year
authorization and additiftal emphasis on staff development

under the new youth title.

To move disadvantaged--yo
(17) Sh-Ciii Tie-inn, subsidized work experiences in the Private sector'

should be permitted under CETA. with safeguards to insure
that employers do not misuse the program and that the youth

are provided with a carefully structured and supervised learn-

ing experience or training opportunity.

(18) The President, with advice from the Office of Personnel
Management, should consider making youth, who have,
successfully completed a CETA program involving experi-

ence in a federal agency, eligible for conversion to entry level
positions in the career service on a noncompetitive basis.

(19) The President should direct the Secretary of Defense to review

the experience of Project 100,000 during the late 1960's which

was successful in4ecruiting and providing special training
for 246,000 young men Who did not meet the regular qualifi-

- anon .

(20) When the various pieces of legislation that authorize grants-
in-aid are being considered for adoption or renewal, the
Administration and the Congress should consider writing in
provisions that would encourage or require that the gratu
recipients employ a specified percentage of disadvantaged
youth who are referred to them as job ready by either the Job

Service or tho.CETA prime sponsor.

(21) The President should direct the Office of Management and
Budget, with the assistance of other appropriate agencies, to
determine whether and how the procurement process might

be modified so that there would be new incentives for, em-

ployers to hire structurally-unemployed adults and disad-

vantaged youth.

8

bs:
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Finally, to insure long-term cumulative progress in improVing the
employment prospects of disadvantaged youth, the Commission
recommends that:

(22) Congress should review annually the extent to which the
gross discrepancies in the errwloyment to population ratios
and the unemployment rates for minority youth relative to
white youth and adults are narrowed as a result of imple-
menting the foregoing recommendations. In the absekce of

\ substantial and continuing progress in narrowing the gaps,
the Administration and the Congress should seek to fashion
revised and new programs whkh hold.greater potential to
ameliorate the present intolerable situation where our society
has no regular job opportunities for many young people who
come of working age.

0-

Aca
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II. Text of
Recommendations

A. A National Commitment to Disadvan

While unemployment rates for youth are very high, most youth make
the transition from school to work without serious prpblems. In fact,
among white youth, the proportion successfully entering the labor
market over the past decade has increased. Among minority youth, on
the other hand, there has been a marked decline in the proportion
both seeking and finding work. The consequences of not attending to

"this situation are serious and include crime, Alienation, and reduced
social mobility as well as lower incomes.and lost output.

Past efforts to deal with the labor market problems of disadvan-
taged youth have tended to stress the provision of jobs and have not
fully come to grips with the cumulative deficits produced by growing
up in a low-income minority family and community. Enhahcing the
employment prospects of these youth can be`achieved only if schools,
«)mmunity-based organizations, training institutions, and the job
market are more effectively involved in joint efforts to overcome the
legacy of poverty and racial discrimination.

Given the seriousness o( the problem and the nature of the deficits
which must be overcome, the Commission believes that:

The President and the Congress should identify the employ-ability.and employment problems of disadvantaged youth as a
domestic issue of critical importance to the future well-being
and security of the nation and pledge that the federal govern-
ment and the nation will devote the resources and efforts neces-
sary to its amelioration.

While the federal government should take the lead role, state
and local governments, business, labor, education, and
community-based organizations must undertake substantial

I i
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responsibility for improving the employment prospects of
disadvantaged youth. The local kaders of all these.organiza-
tions should make a new commitment to work together on
ameliorating the problem, and local employers should be fully
involved in helping to plan and implement these efforts.

Federal resourc es should be targeted on youth most in need.
While there is no simple way to identify this group, those youth
most at risk come from low-income. families, are members of a
minoi ity gioup, 01 Ike in areas with high «nu entiations of
low-inwme Lund les.

'the major objective of federal education, tra in ing, and employ-
, ment programs for youth should be to improve the long-term

employability of these youth, that is, their basic education,,work
habits, ability to absorb new skills on the job, and other compe-
tencies which will permit successful integration into the regular
work force.

B. Elements of A Youth Policy. .

'the reasons that disadvantaged youth have problems in the labor
market are many and these reasons interact. Based on the Commis-
sion staff's analysis, the most important causes of their joblessness
appear to be.the inability of the economy to absorb all those who want
to work combined with educational handkaps and discrimination
which put disadvantaged, and especially minority, youth at the end of
the hiring queiw, regardless of tlw state of t lw e«moin)t. Flie Lick of
sufficient job opportunities for these youth, or of opportunities for
upward mobility consistent with their aspirations, has produced a
situation in which many of our youth no longer strive for excellence
in the classrcxmi or the workplace. Employers, for their part, have
turned to other sources of labor4eaving subsidized work experience
programs in the public sector as the dominant source of employment
for minority youth. While these programs provide income and job
oppoi tunnies whit Ii would not (mho wise exist, they appeal to have
few long-term benefits and a limited ability to integrate youth into
the regular labor market,

Based on these findings, the Commission believes that any new set
of polit ies should be based on the following set of principles:

Youth unemployment should be viewed principally as a struc-
- tural problem and long-term solutions sought. Nevertheless,

12
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there is no question that sustained high levels of employment
are an important precondition for substantially improving the
labor market prospec ts of disadvanurged youth.

Remedying the educational deficiencies of disadvantaged youth
must be high on the nation's agenda. Without basic literacy
skills, youth are unable to take advantage of further eduallion
or training and will be permanently consigned to the bottom of
the economic and social ladder.

Our nation should renew its commitment to eliminate racial
discrimination and c ultural stereotyping in the labor market. In.
particular, all of our institutions must be involved in creating a
new environment of trust and confidence between those who
ome from different backgrounds so that access to good jobs and

treatment on the job are based on performance alone.

Youth themselves must be more fully involved in improving
their own employability and must znake greater efforts to meet
the performance standards set by our educational and employ-
ing institutions. To encourage disadvantaged youth to do so.
these performance standards must be clearly articulated and
greater rewards for success in meeting them provided at each
stage of the employability development process.

Employment and training programs should be carefully tar-
geted to provide second chance opportunities to those youth.
who for reasons of family background, poor schooling, or race,
are likely to be permanently handicapped in the labor market.
These programs shmild be restructured, where necessary, so as
to have a cumulative impact on the long-term employability of
participants.

There must be a new emphasis on moving those disadvantaged
youth who are ready into unsubsidized private and public sector
jobs. While sheltered experiences may be appropriate at various
stages in their development, the ultimate goal should be to
create opportunities for them in the regular labor market. The
federal government should consider using a variety of
expenditure, tax. and regulatory powers to achieve this
objective.

In the sec tions that follow, the Commission provides a number of
more spec ific Tecommendations which it feels would further these
objec tives.

13
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C. Adequate Job Opportunities

The Commission believes that the employment problems of disad-
vantaged youth will be severe no matter what 'he state of the economy
and most of its recommendations are directM to needed structural
changes for the longer-term. Nevertheless, it is concerned about the
possible impact of a recession on the employment prospects of youth.
The evidence is clear that youth employment, and especially minority
youth employment, is even more sensitive to the business cycle than
adult employment. Moreover, in periods of economic slack, other
measures will simply reallocate existing opportunities and will be
strongly resisted for this reason. Thus, the Commission recommends
that:

(1) In the event that the unemplgyment rate rises substantially,
that is to 7 percent or higher, and more particularly if it stays
at such a high level for a sustained period. Congress should
expand funding for priority national goals such as energy
conservation. In so doing it should stipulate that private
firms which obtain contracts to further these goals must hire
a percentage of disadvantaged youth and adults who are
designated by the Job Service or by CETA prime sponsors as
beitig ready to work.

D. New Directions for Educational Policies

Mastery of basic reading, writing, and computational skills is a pre-
requisite for other kinds of training, including on-the-job training,
with theresdh that these skills are almost universally demanded by
employers. High school dropouts, who are disproportionately black
and Hispanic, face a significantly higher probability of becoming
unemployed than do high school graduates. Even among those who
graduate from high school, especially from inner city schools, the
acquisition of basic skills is likely to be deficient. Any serious strategy
for improving the labor market prospects of disadvantaged youth
must put major emphasis on closing the basic skills gap. If this gap is
not closed, the employment prospects of these youth will worsen as
unskilled jobs in industry or agriculture continue to decline-as a
proportion of total job opportunities.

The federal government has made a strong commitment toward
providing funds for low-income students who wish to go on to
college or other post-secondary training. An equally strong commit-

19



ment nuist be made to provide funds for remedial programs to serve
low-in«nne youth who are not «illege-bound but who lack the basic
skills.

'Hie schools have been, and should mminue to be, the primary
institution for providing these basic skills. However, it is critical that
a partnership with employers and employment and training pro-
grams !e forged so that disadvantaged youth will have more learning
.opportunities outside of the regular c lassroom and greater thotiva-
tion to acquire the basic skills. Acwrdingly, the Commission makes
the following re«immendations:

(?) 'Elie President and the Congress should support new funding
for wmpensatory education in the secondary hools. These
funds should be used to improve the basic skills of young
people from chsadvamaged backgrounds, through well-
f unded, intensive programs involving special tutorial efforts,
extra after-school sessions, alternative schooling opportuni-
ties, «impensamry education hnked occupational
training, aod in-service training for teachers. 'the effective-
ness of Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education

t in the elementary schools must not be jeopardikii by a
redtu tion' in funding at this level. What is needed is a
wmparable program at the junior and senior high levels (a)
to sustain the positive effe«s hieved at the elementary level
and (b) to provide a set tnul t hant e for those noLadequately
served at the elementary level.

(3) Lo en«nirage a partnership with other local institutions, a
portum of the new wmpensafory education funds recom-
mended in (2) should be set-aside for allocation on the basis
of c lose consultation between the sc hools and CEI-A. This
would tw comparable to the 22 percent set-aside under the
Youth Employment and .Eraining Program which should
«mtinue to be allot ated on thc basis of suc h consultation.
'Die new set-aside would encourage additional joint efforts
on behalf of CETA-digible youth and might lead to the
development of more alternative schooling opportunities.

(4) lir Set retary of Educ ation should be provided with spec ial
funding to toile«, integrate and disseminate information
about exemplary programs, such as the adopt-a-school pro-
grams in Oakland. Baltimore, and Dallas. While schools
must retain flexibility to deal with loialconditions, what has

15



been learned about effective ways of motivating and assisting
disadvantaged youth to acquiie the basic skills should be
mobilized to promote wider sharing and adoption of the
successful models.

E. Broadening Opportunities for Minority
and Female Youth

The policy of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
(EEOC) &6 identify patterns of systemic discrimination against
minorities and women and to encourage employers to voluntarily
pursue remedial actions that will bring them into compliance with
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 provides a significant oppor-
tunity to increase the number and proportion of minority and female
youth who can be placed into regular jobs. The EEOC is in a position
to identify by prime sponsor area those employers whose work forces
are not representative of the local labor force.

Accordingly, the Commission recommends that:
(5) The EEOC should encourage companies with overall low

minority and/or female utilization to improve their utiliza
non by hiring job-ready youth from inner city schools or
those trained through CETA programs.

Improving the employability of disadvantaged young women, the
vast majority of whom are going to have family support responsibili-
ties at some point in their lives, requires opening up to them a wider
range of occupational choices than those that most working women
currently have. All youth-oriented labor market policies have a
potential impactfor better or worseon future liatterns of occu-
pational segregation which currently confine women, and especially
minority women, to the lowest paid jobs.

Within the group of disadvantaged young women, teenage
mothers have special needs. They not only need income support but
also require money for child care services while completing their
schooling or training in order to obtain the requisite skills which will
enable them to earn an income equal to or above that available to
them as welfare recipients.

It is with arse needs in mind that the Commission recommends
that:

(6) Education, vocational education, and CETA prodrams
should be implemented in ways that will broaden the occu-

ct,
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pational opportunities of young women from disadvantaged
backgrounds.

(7) 'teenage mothers should be treated as a high priority group
in both WIN and CETA and their child care and income
needs should be fully met, with no diminution of support
under AFDC when they participate in an education or
training program. ,

' )cF/Linking Performance to Rewards

I Too often, both in our schook and our employment-11nd training
programs. pkformance standards have not been established or
maintained. The result is that graduation from high school or (Dm-
pletion of a CETA program have had less value in helping young
people obtain jobs than would be the case if 'employers had confi-
dence ny these credentials and tyre willing ki commit jobs based on
them. 'this lac k of standards is one reason why disadvantaged youth
themselves have had little im emitive to succeed. They need to be
«mvin«A that if they take steps to improve their competencies these
efforts will be appropriately rewarded in the labor market,. Unless
they are motivated to improve their own educational wmpetencies or
employability, the c hances that such programs can be su« essful are
Am. 'therefore, the (kniimission re«nnmends that:

, (8) Sc hools and prime sponsors should be encouraged or
I

required to establish- hxal performance standards and
disadvantaged youth who achieve the standards should be
rewarded with entrame into a more generously stipended
program or with a job opportunity. Those who fail to meet
the standards should be given ve«md c han«. opportunities.
whenever ixksible.,

(9) Prime sponsors should en«mrage the Private Industry Coun-
t as to obtain spec if X ations from employers about the criteria '
they use in hiring young people. and, to the greatest extent
possible. sec tne «nnmitments from them that young people
who meet their requirements will have a job opening When
they leave sc hool or a training program:

17
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G. Stfilameetions for Youth Employment
'TR Training Programs

The Youth Employment and Demonstration Projects Act of 1977 was
designed to promote a reassessment and redirection of youth employ-
ment programh. Through a variety of new program initiatives and a
large-scale research and demonstration effort, much has been leamed
about what works best for whom, and the rebtiopships between
schools, employment and training programs, and the private sector
have been explored and fostered.

While the results of these efforts are not complete, the Commission
believes enough information is available to recommend that:

(10) The Adrtnistration should request, and Congress should
enact, a consolidated youth title under the Comprehensive-
Employment and Training Act, the principal goal c)f which
s ould be to improve the employability of economically dis-
ad ntaged youth ages 16 through 21.

The Commission,has been reluctant to suppqrt separate, progrvs
for separate groups under CETA. However, the severity-of the.ffk
ployment problems for disadvantaged youth and the importance of
establishing collaboration with the school system in serving this age
group convinces us that a separate title is needed at this time.

The Youth Title should proV"ide for a new comprehensive program
which would replace The Youth /..mployment and Training Program
(YETP), the Youth Community Conservation and Improvement
Program (YCCIP), and the Summer Youth Employment ,Program
(SYEP). 'The present level of funding for these programs must be at
least maintained if the desired results of consolidation are to 'be
realized.

Because of severe denrivation, disadvantaged young people need .
access to a wide range of services including remedial education, skill
training, work experience and knowledge of pow to look for and get a
job. For this reason, the Commission rejec ti:itgcribing approaches
under the new youth title. However, for youth in need of compre-
hensive remediation, programs must be of sufficient quality and
duration to Wake a contribution to the youth's employabiliey. There-
fore, the Commission recommends that:

(11) The Department of Labor should encourage CETA prime
sponsors to invest substantial funds in remedial programs for
the most disadvantaged, even if this increases costs per indi-
vidual and results in a smaller number being served.
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One of the most successful employment and training programs is
the Job Corps, which provides comprehensive services in residential
centers to the most seriously disadvantaged youth. Because of its
demonstrated record of success in recent years, the Commission
recommends that:

(12) The Job Corps should be thaimained as a separate program,
and once current enrollment limits are reached, the program,,.
should be further expanded.

Youth from economically disadvantaged backgrounds are more
likely than other youth to be in need of employment and erriploy-
ability development assistance. It is especially important to reach this
grouphalf of whom are nonwhite or Hispanicat an early age.
Accordingly, the Commission recommends that:

(13) ;The Congress should designate the eligible population
under the new «msolidated youth title as all youth from
families in which inCome was at or below 70 percent of the
Bureau of Labor Statistic's lower living standard.

This recommendation reconfirms .the position taken by the
Commission in its fiord Annual Report that a single set of basic
eligibility requirements be used throughout cETA and that youth
programs be income-conditioned sunder the same definitions of
in«)me that prevail in other parts of CETA.

To this the Commissnm 'would add one variation. The Commis-
sion's Youth Task you e.heard testimwy at its field hearings that a
sun 1 in«nne limit may unnecessarily penalize youth from families
with incomes slightly above the limit, youth from working poor
families and others who) are greatly in need of help to succeed in the
latxn market Therefore, the Commission re( ommends that:

(1.1) Prime sponsors should be permitted to utilize up to 20% of
their funds under the youth title to ass0 youth who do not
meet the in«nne requirement but nevertheless face
substantial harriers to employment.

Whether the purposes of a youth ink can be achieved and youth
most in need served depends on the way in which funds are allocated.
If there is poor aril( ulation betren the distribution of the populai-

cs tnm most in need arid the distribution pi available funds, the employ-
tament problems of disadvanged youth will persist. Moreover, the

Commission believes that intensive targeting on areas where there are
concentrations of,low-inwme families is needed. Finally, sufficient
funds should be reserved to the Secretary of Labor to provide incen-
tives for innovation, wordination and exemplary performance.
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Accorklingly, the Commission recommends that:

I5) rhe majority of the funds for the «msolidated youth title
should be distributed by formula to local prime svmsors.
Ilowevet. .1 sizeable pin oini sh( mid be set aside ,lot supple-

mental grants to areas with high con«.ntrations of low-

inwme families and another,portion should be reserved to

the Secretary of Labor to reward superior performance or to

fund innovative prow-arm, particularly those of an
interdepartmental nature.

'Under the Youth Employment and Demonstrations Projects Act,

the Secretary of Labor was granted a sign if ic ant amount of money for

reseau h and demonstration. In its Third Annual Report;the Com-

mission noted that it recognized the value of such programs, but

stated that once these programs have operated long cltiough to be

assessed, the succ essful ones should be foldedinto general allocatiogs

to the prime sponsors. Now that this large scale effort has been undr-

taken. the Commission recommends that reseau hand demonstration

money under the youth title be reduced. There are, however, two

projects the Commission would like the Secretary to pursue under

recommendation ( I 5) above. In collaboration with the Secretaries of

Education, Commeue, Housing and Urban Development, Health
and Human Services. and the Administrator of the Community
Services Administration, the Secretary of Labor should support
efforts aimed at uti hating funds from various agent ies on joint pro-

grams and services to improve employability preparation for young

people, and to enhance wmmunity economic development, partuu-

laf Is III Ow 11.11u ni cuI Ies and counties wit-h the largest imurnita

lions of disadvantaged youth. Efforts should be taken to disseminate

the findings from the more successful efforts and to modify depart-
mentally-funded programs to retie( t the new findings. Second, while

all prime spcmsors should be expected to achieve their prescribed

performance goals, ahe Secretary should establish an incentive pro-

gram to reward prime sponsors who do an exceptionally gocxi job at

meeting their performance standards.

' Cr uc ial to the ef («live operation of uth employment programs is

,..adequate planning and implementa ion time, a stable funding and
programs environment, and dedic ted, experienced staff. To
acwmplish these objectives and prom( e more eft« live cooperation

.among local educational, training and employer c ommunities, the

(..ommission rec ommends that:
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(16) umgress should provide for forward funding. a five-year
authorization and additional emphasis on staff development
under the new youth title.

It should be noted that the major federal education programs already
have these wmponents.

0.

H. Moving Disadvantaged Youth into Regular Jobs

Federat employment and naming programs have failed in the past to
adequately involve the private sec tor in the employability develop;
ment prot C'ss. nee Youth Employment and Demonstration Projee is
Act c ontained several new experiments to en«iurage the private sec tor
to par tu mate more ac tively in training and employing young people
with labor market handicaps. im luding up to 100 percent subsidy of
their wages. In addition. the Private Industry Councirs created under
rule VII of ( TTA have been encouraged. to undertake a number of

activities to Improve the employybility of youth. Private Industry
(Anim i Is, by %/mum of their independence and the «immunity
sundmg and eiqier len«. of their members. arc. in a unique position to
ontribute to unproving the employability derlopment of youth by

insuring that it is related to the skills employers seek and by opening
up opp)rtunities for training and later employment in the private

H . the largeted jobs I ax (:iedit, passed as part of the
Revenue Act of 1978. provides mientives for employers to hire dis-
advantaged youth between the ages of 18 and 2,1.

l'he Commission has earlier supported all of these initiatives for
mpegrating youth more ef fee tivelyinto the private sec tor. and believes
that suc h efforts should tic carefully monitored and wherever possible
expanded. In particular. the c urrent prohibition against private
WI tor work experience hnder CETA is depriving youth of opportuni-
ties to learn more readily transferable Skills, to be exposed to a wider
variety of work senings.:and to acquiPe valuable contacts and refer-
ences for future employment. In addition, such experiences could
help to break down ihe resistance of many employers to hiring youth
from disadvantaged minority «immunities. A«ordingly, the Com-
mission re«nnmends that:

(17) Short-term subsidized work experiences in the private sector
should.be permitted under CETA with safeguards «) insure
that employer's (to not misuse the program and that the youth
arc provided witha carefülly sail( tured and supervised learn-
ing experience or training opportunity.
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Whilp the above efforts to integrate youth into the regtilar job
market are important, they by no means exhaust the lev4rage of the

' federal government since the latter accounts, directly or indirectly
through its grants to other levels of government and to Private con-
tractors, for a substantial Proportion of all employment.

With a civilian workforce of 2.8 million and a uniforMea military
force of 2.1 miltion, the federal government is the nation's largesttemployer. Spince it believes that the federal go nment should take
the lead in providing opportunities for disa vantaged youth, the
Commission recommends that: .

(18) The President, with advice from the Office 'of Personnel
Management,- should consider making youth, who have.

successfully completed a CETA program involving experi-
ence in a federal agency, eligible for conversion to entry level
positions in the career servi ona noncompetitive basis.

(19) The President should direct the Secretary of Defense to review
the experience of Project 100;000 during the late 1960's which
9s successful in recruiting and providing special training
for 246,000 young men who did not meet the regular qualifi-
cations. .

Federal grants-in-aid to state and local governments are now in the
range of $80 billion per year: While a substantial portionof ihe grant-
in-aid funds are used to provide services or benefits t individuals,
such as &giants for medicaid and inc e security paym ts, many of
the grants sustain or generate emplo menu Some movem nt toward
targeting a portion of the employ men,i__!v-perated by grant funds has.
taken place in the recent past. Mandatory\approaches were proposed
in the Labor Intensive Public Works Act of 1978, and voluntary ap-
proaches in the National Public Works and Economic Development
Act of 1979. Serious consideration is also being givsn to the po§sible
use of administrative requirements and incentivA to accomplish
employment objectives. .

The Commission believes these efforts should be extended and
recommends that:

(20) When the various pieces of legislation that authorize grants-
in-aid are being considered for adoption or rene,wal, the
Administration and the Congress should consider writing in
provisions that would encourage or require that the grant
recipients employ a specified percentage Of disadvantaged
youth who are referred to them as job ready by either the Job

/Service or the CETA prime sponsor. %
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During fiscal year 1978 the government spent some $95.6 billion
through contracts for supplies and equipment, research and develop-
ment, and construction and other services. About 35 million yorkers
are covered by federal contract compliance,regulations unde xecu-
tive Order 11246.41though the contract procurement mechafism has
long been considered a potentially fruitful area for pursuing a
targeted einployment)Sbjective, relatively little is knownobout the
range of employment that is generated through the procurement
process. The Commission believes that, as a result of the
establishment of a Federal Procurement Data Center under OMB's

collect data will help to illuminate the question of whetherc*Office of Fe Procurement Policy, it is now possible to begin to

procurement policy should be used to pursue targeted employment
goals. Thus, the Commission recommends that:

(21) 'The President should direct the Office of Management and
Budget;with the assistance of other appropriate agencies, to
determine whether and how the procurement process might
be mOdified so that there would be new incentivr for
employers to hi?6 structurally unemployed adults and
disadvantaged yourh.

I. Monitoring Progress

It will not be possible to eliminate the employment problems of
disadvantaged youth quickly or cheaply, and the Commission
believes that the nation will need to make a sustained commitment
over many years if real progress is to occur. This progress must be
monitored and changes in programs implemented as more knowl-
edge becomes raVailable. For these reasons, the Commission
recommends that:

(22) Congress should review annually the extent to which th
gross discrepancies ip the employment to population rarT o
and the unemployWent rates for minority youth relative t
white youth and ' adults are narrowed .as a- result of
implementing the foregoing recommendations. In the
absem e of substantial and continuing progress in narrowing
the gaps, the Administration and the Congress should seek to
fastlion ?evised and new programs which hold greater
potential to ameliorate the present intolerable situation
where our society has no regular j6b opportunities for many
young people who come of working age.
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Chapter I:
Overview

Over the past year, the National Commission for Employment Policy
conducted an extensive review and reassessment of youth labor
market policies. This review was based on information gathered
from: field hearings conducted by the Commission in four cities in
May and June 1979; several meetings and seminars with ex rts and
practitioners; the background papers and deliberations of a n tional
conference on youth employment in August 1979, cosponsor by the
American Assembly and the Commission; and several research
projects sponsored by the Commission. Three topics were examined:

the dimensions, causes and consequences of youth labor market
problems;
the goals, priorities, and options for public policies to reduce
these problems; and
the lessons from past program experiences.

One recurrent theme in this report is the lack of definitive answers
to some very basic questions. After years of research on youth labor
market problems, one would think that there would be some
agreement, for example, on why youth joblessness is high and why
minority youth joblessness is even higher. After years of experience in
operating education, employment, and training programs, one
would have hoped for a better understanding of what works best for
whom. This overview is written without many of the usual caveats
about the "need for further research." But the reader is forewarned
that the next generation of youth labor market policies will have to be
developed with incomplete and uncertain Understanding of what it is
that will really help. One solid lesson from our past experiences is
that one needs to be cautious about expecting too much from whit,
ever policies are developed.
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A. Youth Labor Market Problems

The report opens with a review of the dimensions, causes, and conse-
quences of youth labor market problems. Chapters 2 and 3 emphasize
that the high unemployment rates of youth are only one aspect of the
problem. A more coinplete picture is obtained by examining
employment rates, wages, occupations, and the patterns of progress,

, or lack of progress, which occur as youth age. Non-labor market
activities such as schooling and military service are also important,
both as an explanation of what youth who are out of theJabor market
are doing and as additional signs of whether they are on paths that
will lead to successful adult careers.

The majority of people go through their teenage and young adult
years (ages 16 through 24) without serious problems. Their early
labor market encounters may involve unemployment and almost
certainly involve very low wages, relative to what they will earn later
on, but by the end of the period they have made a successful transition
to normal ajult work roles. .

Those wh less well are the subject of most of this report. Along
some continuum of need, the odds of making a less-than-successful
transition are increased greatly if one is from an economically-
disadvantaged family or is a member of a group that has been subject
to widespread discrimination. Black and Hispanic youth still have
unemployment rates much higher than those of white youth and a far
smaller proportion of each of these groups is employed; indeed, along
both dimensions the position of black youth has been deteriorating.
This is not to deny the progress that has occurred: the black youth
who do have jobs are earning wages which are much closer to those of
white youth than was true even a decade ago.

Another group that faces substantial discrimination in the labor
market is young women. The main problem for this group is occupa-
tional segregation: women start out with somewhat higher unem-
ployment rates and lower wage rates than men of the same age, but in
very different occupations; this is an important factor in the widening
of the earnings gap that comes at later ages.

'The reasons why some youth are especially likely to have problems
in the labor market can be put into three categories: those associated
with a lack of jobs; those that relate to the characteristics of youth
themselves; and those that involve the mechanisms through which
'young job seekers are matched with job vacancies. These causes
interact, but it is useful, especially in developing policy, toattempt to
distinguish among them.
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Youth employment, especially minority youth employment, is
particularly sensitive to the state of the economy; in a recession, their
employment losses tend to be relatively greater than those incurred by
older workers. But even in a period of strong demand, employers tend
to place youth toward the back of the hiring queue. Legal and social
floors on wage rates, as well as youth's own preferences, limit the
degree to which youth can move ahead in the queue by offering to
work for lower wages. An additional reason for their unfavorable
position in the hiring queue is discrimination which is especially
acute among minority youth. Another factor that contributes to
youth unemployment is a growing imbalance between the types of
jobs that employers need to fill and the qualifications of youth.
Finally, the huge growth in the size of the youth labor force in recent

',Tars and, to a lesser extent, the growth in the number of women and
ndocumemed workers, has also increased the competition for jobs.
Not 41 of the problem can be blamed on a lack of jobs. Whatever

the number of available opportunities, youth woUld be ill a better
position to compete for them if they were better prepared for work.
Their chances of su«-ess are reduced by a lack of basic reading,
writing, and mathematical skilk; poor credentials (e.g., lack of a high
st hool diploma); unwillingness to accept the kinds of jobs for which
they qualify; lac k of initiative; and poor altitudes. Employers look to
educ ational attainment and previous work experience as indkators of
whether a job candidate will stmeed. Minorty youth, despite
wnsiderable progress in recent years, still are behind other youth in
educational attainment, basiti.sitills, and experience. Also, some are
reluc tam to take «Tulin kinds den trylevel jobs for fear that they will
never break out of that market; the experience of their parents
provides a basis for these fears.

Finally, lac k of knowledge of the world of work, how to look for
work, and how to «induct oneself in a job interview are serious
impediments for some youth. For youth whose families and friends
chi not part ic i pate in gixid jab networks, finding work can be particu-
larly diffic ult. One indicator of this is the substantially lower fraction
of blac k than of white youth that movedirec tly into a job without any
intervening unemployment, a factor that has contributed to the
widening gap in their unemployment rates during the past decade.

While youth unemployment is high, there is a substantial drop in
the unemployment rates of every race-sex poup as they age, causing
many to question the seriousness of the proble% Apart from the lost
earnings and output that result when young people are Out of worL
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why should society be especially concerned? Some of the answers are
provided in Chapter 3, which examines the impact of early labor
market experiences on later success in the labor market, on attitudes.

and on crime early childbearing. While it is difficult to disen-.

tangle causality, there is growing evidence that nonemployment in
the initial period after leaving school is an important cause of lower
earnings as an adulteven after taking into account individual
characteristics that may have contributed to both. The adv&se psy-
chological consequences appear to include loss of self-confidence and
lowered aspirations. A link between poor job prospects and the
decision to participate in criminal activities also appears to exist,
although the evidence is less well-developed in this case. Finally.
there may be a link between poor labor market prospects and very
early childbearing. If this link exists, it becomes all tOe more
important to reduce unemployment, especially among young
women, since teenage parenthood quite clearly leads to poverty,
welfare dependency, and impaired life chances for these families.

B. Policy Development

Any new set of youth labor market policies should be baii4cili a clear
understanding of what it is that we are trying to accomplish and for
whom. Once the goals and priorities are established, then the
strategies for achieving the goals and the design of effective programs
to implement the strategies can be considered. But without well-
def ined goals, it is difficult to tell whether a program is even working.
Chapter 4 addresses three issues: the goals of youth labor market
policies, the priority that should be given to youth relative to adults,
and the criteria that should be used todetermine which youth should

receive assistance.
I wo fundamental poll( v goals are stiggested as relevant: Ilw first is

to provide immediate employment; the second is to provide experi-
ences that will improve long-term employability. Present employ-
ment and training programs for youth largely emphasize the former,
while education programs tend to emphasize the latter. The
appropriate balance between the two goals will depend partly on the
age and situation of the individual being served, but normally the
focus should be on employability for the youngest age group with
employment taking on increasing importance with age. In addition,
a more gradual transition between education and work might be
desirable.
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Given limiled resources, difficuli decisions about who should be
given prionly in any new programs will need to be made. Young
people are no, Ihe only ones who tan benefit from labor market
assistance and, among ynulh, there are likely to be many more with a
reasonable claim ihai can be (served. In a life cycle perspective, the
hoic e is ween helping tomorrow's adults now or waiting for them

to age. ili qisuing the employment goal, a case can be made for
waiting, given the generally grealer family responsibilities and pro-
duciivity of older workers; however, the long-term consequences of
not providing employmem 10 jobless youth may .argue in the other

. ihreul ion. In pursuing the employability goal, the case is stronger for
helping people early in lifeif they-are mature enough to be helped.

In c hoosing among youth, three kinds of criteria should be con-
sidered, each of whit h may lead io a different targeting decision:
putting the resources where they produce the greatest results; target-
ing on youth who are most in need; or using the resources to provide
incenti% es tor %,( )1irh 10 lx.ha%e I fl soc ialls -applosvd w.i s. One possi-
ble approm h would be to first c !assay youth acwrding to the kind of
assistance whir h is most likely 10 be eff« live in meeting their needs,
and ihen to targel ihe assistance nol only 10 those who are moSt in
need but also io those who dernonstraie a willingness to meel certain
approved performance standards.

In Chapter 5, eleven major polu y options whir h might be used to
at hieve the employment and employability development goals are
inesented and discussed. The options for increasing job opportuni-
ties include: macroe«momic stimulation, targeted job crealion,
minimum wage reduc turn, antidisc riminal ion ac tivilies, and reduc -
ing the number of undcx umented workers. While ii is clear that
mac me«momic stimulation Mcreases job-opporlunities for youth,
alid that without itall other polic ies simply reshuffle opportunities,
by itself ii will c enjinly nol eliminate the relativelY high rates of
youth ..cmemployment OF the differentially 1)001' prosper ts of.
minorities. Subsidiled job c minion and c hanges in the minimum
wage are two additional ways of slimulating demand. Both involve
mdth ing the «pits of employing youlh, with itw former being more
«nay lc) the federal gmernment, bui probably mon effec five and
a« eptable. Vigorous enforc ement of laws prohibiiing discrimina,
non against !ninon lies and women «mtin WS to be needed, but it
would be mina( nc al and possibly «runterprociuctive to extend
wverage to all youl b. Finally, although undo( umented workers are
probably in competition wilt] some youth, it would be diffic tilt to
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reduce their numbers without curbing civil liberties and jeopardizing
our relationships with other countries.

The options for incl.-easing the qualifications of youth and improv-
ing their ability to find employment follow directly from the earlier
discussion of some of the causes of youth labor market problems.
Improvement of basic educational competencies for those who have
not mastered the three R's is critical, and will become all the more
important as our economy becomes more technologically sophisti-
cated and paper oriented. Specific skill training is less important
since many skills can be learned on the job but early exposure to
vocational training should be considered as a means of motivating

*the participants to stay in school and to acquire the more basic skills.
Improvement in basic socialization and motivation for both educa-
tion and work is acknowledged to be important for some youtti.
However, it is not clear what could be done by the federal government
that would have a major impact.

The options for improving labor market transitions include:
increasing young people's general knowledge of the world of work
and of different career options; providing them with more specific
information about job vacancies in their own labor markets; and
teaching them how to search for and obtain employment. These
activities are especially important for youth who have not been
exposed to successful adult work patterns and who do not have access
to good informal job networks.

C. Program Experiences

For a number of years the federal government has sponsored sub-
stantial education, employment, and training activities for youth,
spanning all of the major strategies presented above. Any new direc-
tions for youth-oriented policies should build on the lessons from
these programs successes and failures. The final chapters review
what is known (and not known) about the impact of several major
programs on the employment and employability development of
youth.

Educational activities- play a critical role in the employability
development of young people. During the past decade and a half, the
federal government's role in supporting education has sharply
increased. Chapter 6 reviews three types of educational programs:
vocational, career, and compensatory education. The Imajor issue
examined is the impact of these educational activities on the success
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of youth in the labor market It is recognized, of course, that this is
only one of Severs1 goals for these programs.

The potential role of vocational education in this regard is to
provide ,skills which will give the participants access to particular
jobs and'or to motivate youth to stay in school and acquire basic
skills, work habits, and a diploma. The state of the art in pwram
evaluation precludes definitive asse§sments about this or ariy of the
other programs reviewed. But it appears that, on average,' vocational
education improves., the immediate eMployment prospects of its
graduates by only a small amount. For young men, there is no lasting
impact on their employment stability or earnings. Foryoung women,
there do appear to be long-term positive inipacts, related particularly
to the acquisition of clerical skills.

Career education is a much smaller and newer program. It enconi-
rt.

passes a variety of activities to expose students to the world of work
and work values and to make their education more relevant to their
career development. Thuft, far, career education has mainly benefited
middle:class youth: Its potential for helping disadvantaged youth
appcars limited.

Major federal involvement in compensatory education began with
Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965. Since
the youth who partic ipate in these programs are mostly very young,
we cannowbserve a dire( link between compensatory education and
su« ess irkthe labor market, but we can ask if cognitive skills are being
increased as a result of the programs. The answer appears to be yes.
Recent evaluations of Title I indicate that educationally-disadvan-
taged youth are, on average, gaining in reading skills as a result of the
programs being sponsored with these funds. An important issue,
which is now being studied by .the Department of Education, is
whether these positive impacts are sustained beyond the students'
partic ipation in the compensatory progiam.

Chapter 7 of this report reviews federally-sponsored employment
and training programs for youth. These encompass a wide range of
activities, from short-term work experience programs to intensive
training and other services in residential centers (the Job (orps). In
addition, the enac tment of the Youth Employment and Demonstra-
tion Proje«s Act (YEDPA) in 1977 introduced several new program
initiatives, whit h are currently being operated and assessed.

Esaluatunis of job creation programs for youththe largest
programs [wing the one for employing youth during the summer
indu ale that they have been siucessful in $im reasing theemployment
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levels of youth beyond what they otherwise would have been. Their

primary goal has not been to develop the participants' employability.
and the assessments indicate that little, if any, employability develop-

ment has occurred. One premise of earlier work experience programs
funded as part of theNeighborhood Youth Corps was that the pro-

vision of jobs would enable more disadvantaged youth to stay in
school; this appears not to have occurred. the new Youth Incentive
Entitlement Pilot Crojects, authorized under YEDPA, have the same

objective. In fact, this program explicitly links job entitlement to
school attendance and performance, but it is too early to tell whether

this strategy is succeeding.
The training activities reviewed in Chapter 7 include institutional

skills training, on-the-job training, and the Job Corps. These
programs are all intended to improve the employability and.earnings
of participants, most of whom are economically disadvantaged.
Although the methodological problems in measuring the long-term
impact's of such programs are severe, it appears that, in general, the

programs have succeeded, although success varies with the quality of

the training, equipment, supportive services, and job placement

assistance provided.
The Job Corps. which tends to enroll the most seriously disadvan-

taged youth of any of the major employment and training programs,

appears to produce significant earnings gains, more 7nployment.

and less crime among those participants who stay in chi program for

a sufficient period of time; for early dropouts, the program does not

prnvide any measurable benefits. This link between program dura-
tion and benefits is also found in other training programs.

Fr6m this review of employment and training programs, it appears

that it is relatively easy to provide employment for youth, but much

more difficult 'and expensive to improve their employability. The

activities that succeed tend to be costly. It is simply not reasonable to

expect that problems which may have been accumulating over many

years can be eliminated easily.
It is hoped that this review of what we have learned and the record-

mendations which build upon this knowledge base will help to
insure that any new policies are designed and implemented in ways

which will improve the employment prospects of disadvantaged

youth.
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Chapter,2:
The Nature

of the -Problem

High unemployment among the nation's youth has 4rcome a
relatively permanent feature of the labor market. Over the past decade
(1968-1978), unemployment rates for persons 16 to 24 years of age
have averaged 12 percent, triple the 4 percent average for older
workers, aged 25-54 (see Figure 2-1). Among youth who are members
of minority groups, unemployment rates have been still higher,
averaging 22 percent among nonwhites and 17 percent among
Hispanics (data for the latter group cover the last five years only). In
addition, the nonwhite unemployment rate has shown a strong

. .

upward trend over the decade, with.the result that there has been a
widening gap Ixqween the unemployment rates of nonwhite and
white youth. -

Although uneniployment has been highamong young labor.f&ce
participants, the proportion o, the youth population which is em-
ployed lias been gradually rising. However, this upward movement
has been due to the increasing propensity of white youth to seek and
find work; the proportion of the nonwhite population which is
employed has fallen sharply.

This brief review of the data suggests that there are,three questions
which need to be answered:

(1) Why is youth tmemployment higher than adult unemploy-
ment?

(2) Why are minority youth unemployment rates so much
higher, and their employment iates so much lower, than
those of other youth? .

(3) Why have gaps between the experiences of minority and
other youth widened over time?

-t
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This chapter examines what is known about youth labor .markets
,and, in the process, attempts to shed some light on these three
tiuestions. The first section describes the dimensions of-the problen0
in greater detail. The second section examines its causes.

A. The Dimensions of the Problem

1. Indicators of Success and Failure

, Many have argued that unemployment rates understate the extent of
youth's labor rarket problems because these statistics do not reflect
the substantial proportion of youth who have become discouraged
and dropped out of the labor force entirely.' Others have argued that
the conventional employment and unemployment statistics exag-
gerate their problems.2 They point out that by incltiding many youth
whose primary activity js attending school and who are Only inter-
ested inagart-time work, the cOnventional statistics-are misleading.' \
FuLthermore, many young people are unemployed because they are
in the process of exploring the market as they moie from school to
work or from one job to another before settling down into a more
permanent position.' It is often observed that much yOuth
unemployment is relatively short term and thus may not create
substantial economic -hardship.. On the other hand, recent studies
suggest that a rather high,proportion of all youth unemployment is
due to a relatively small number of young people who experience ,

lengthy spells of unemployment.'
'Persons who are not acitvely seeking work because they believe they cannot geta job

because no jobs ate available en_ beeaose they feel some personal factor would preclude
their finding work are considered "discouraged workers." rather than unemployed. In
1978. 250,000 of the 850.00 discouraged workers estimated in the Current Population
Survey were between the ages di 16 and 24. If they had been count/11as unemployed, the
youth uneniployMent rate would have been increased from 12.2 percent to 13.1.percent.

5For ex5mple, see Michael Wachter. 'The Dimensions and Complexotes of the
Youth Unemployment Problem." in Youth Employment and Public Polity edited by
Bernard AndeQon ana Isabel Sawhill (New York: Prenuce-tiall. 1980. 4

oln 1978, 68 percent of the labor force participants ages 16.17 were voluntarily
employed part-tune (less than 35 hours per week) or seeking part-time wark 29 percent
01 the p:it omits airs 18-1) weir um'. and 13 pest vdt t he inapants am,-)W
21 weir part-time. Within each age group. 114 unemptelymens rates of the part-time
and full:time labor force were similar.

'In 1978,71percent of the unemployed teenagers were new entiants or reentranis Into
the labor force: 10 percent had quo their last job; and 19 percent had lost their last job.
Among unemployed adults. only 35 percent were (re)entrants: 15 parent had gun; and
49 percent had lou their last job.

'For example, it was estimated that in 1974.54 pen cm of the weeks of unemployment
among oui-ol-scluxil young men were experienced by youth unemployed for more
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Figure 21

Labor Force Participation Rates (LFPR); Employment to Population
Rates (EJP); and Unemployment Rates 40) for Older Adults and
Young Adults, Totpl, Whits, Nonwhite, and Hispanic, 18611-1978
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Each of these criticisms of the statistics has some merit.6 Clearly,

some unemployment is endemic to the school-to-work transition, but
is unlikely to be of serious 'consequence. On the other hand, some
wilemployed youth do become discouraged and leave the labor force

and some have real difficulty finding work and remain unemployed
or long periods of time. us, on an individual level, some youngri Th

people-make the transition to the stable work patterns of adulthood
quite successfully, while others encounter problems. Moreover, these
problems may impede success in later years. These longer-term
consequences are discussed in Chapter 3.

It is useful to attempt to identify those groups for whom the
transttion years are problematic. The evidence presented below
suggists that women minorities, high school dropouts and youth
from low-income fam lies are among the groups that are most likely

to have problerfiS , wt the transition from school to work. We
. compare their expifienceslo those of all young men in the post high

school years. Of course, this is a very aggreOte comparison. Within
eiich subgroup there ,are individuals whose experiences may be
considered successful, ancl.others for whom the transition years are
unsuccessful. Moreover, same youth may face multiple difficulties as
They enter the lalior market. .

When evaluating the labor market problems oI these groups, we go

beyond a simple. inspectionof nnemployment rates. We also
considered tie extent and stabihty of employment as well as young
people's invOrvement in competing 'activities, such as schooling and
the military. Youth, more than adults, are likely to be engaged in one
of these activities, and focusing on labor force experiences alone
would he misleading. Moreover, these experiences outside of the

than six months. This group constittned only 8 percent of the labor force tif the age

group. (Kim Clark and Lawrence Summers, "The Dynamics of Youth Unemploy-

ment. paper ptesented to the National.Bureau of Economic Research Conference on
Youth Unemployment, Airlie, Virginia, May-1979.)

5/to additional possible problem with the statistics relates, to the way in which the

data are collected. In the Current Population Survey, the parents (typically the mother)

are asked about the child's labor force activities; the child is not asked directly. A
coMparison of results from thie-CPS with those rrom the National Longitinlinal
Surveys (in which youth report their own activities) indicates that the extent to which

young men are working and young women are looking for work, may be underesti-
mated in the CPS. See Michael Borus et al.. "Counting Youth:A Comparison of Youth

, Labia Force Statistics in the Current Population Survey and the National Longitudi-
nal Surveys," in US,. Department of Labor, Conference Report on Youth Unemploy-

ment: Its Medsurement and Meaning (Washingtdri, D.C.: U.S. Department of Labor,

1978); also Richard Freeman and James MAW, 'Why Does the Youth Labor Force .
Activity Differ Aross Surveys?" paper tiresented to the National Human of Economic

Research Conference on Youth 'Unemployment, Airlie, Virginia, May 1979.
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labor market may be important because of their influence over the
future course of young people's lives. For example, there is evidence
that additional years of schooling contribute to, while teenage
pregnancy impedes, success in later years.

Finally, we examine the labor market experiences of youth both at a
point in time and over time. This is important since young people.
differ not only in their initial positions in the labor market, but also
in the paths they begin to follow as they_gain experience. At the
beginning of their careers, variations between groups may appear
largely in the form of unemployment rates and other measures of

'employment stability; fewer differences may be found in the wagei
they earn in their entry-levekjobs. However, over time variations
ahnig all of these labor market dimensions may emerge; scune . may
move quickly into the more stable, higher-paying jogs associated
with a work roles while others may have difficulty locating slid)
work. For these reasons, we also examine such measures of labor
market success as earnings growth and occupational upgrading.

2. The Labor Market Experiences of Youth: Mainstream Patterns

The years between ages 16 and 24 are often termed the "transition
period." Schooling is ,replaced with...job search and full-time
employment; parents cease to be a primary source of income as "Own
households" begin to be formed. And, within the labor force, young
people move from their first entry-level jobs to more permanent
positions whit It will be held lot sevetal years. or possibly a lifetime.

For most youth, thistransition period is successful. By age 22-24, 85
percent of all young people have graduated from high school and of
thew. 20 pet( ent have «nnpleted college. 'Fhis latter wont) of c ollege-
edm ated ha% ing spent added years on educ anon. has
lot tiled it solid base for the start (il adult life.

Among those who do not attend college, virtually all young men
are employed some part of their first year after leaving school as well
as some part of the ensuing years (Tables 2-1 through 2-3). More
important for them is the increasing stability df that employment.
Between the ages of 18 and 19, they average about 40 weeks of work per
year and their unemployment rate is above that of the nation as a
whole. However, by age 22-24, theY are averaging almost full-year
ernployment (46 weeks) and their unemployment rate is below that of
the nation.7

71n October 1978 the unemployment rate for 18-.19 year old male high school
graduate:. WAS 8.8 pert mit; for 22-2:1 year olds. it WAS 5.6 peurnt. At the same time. the
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Table 2-1
Exparlonces of Ws and Female Youth

Widens WNW,

Men WON

I8-17 lea 22-24 111-17 18-19 22-24

Unemployed as a Percent of

All Educational Wm/Nis

the Labor Force, 1978D 19.0 12.3 6.7 172 14.7 8.0

Employed as Percent of the Civilian,
Noninstitutignal Population, 1978a 39.9 62.4 83.7 17'3.3 51.5 65.9

Employed, Enrolled or in the Military
as Percent of the Population, 1978D 93.6 90.0 90.3 93.1 772 70.8

Percent of Thnse Aged X in 1977
Who Had Completed High SchoolD 4.4 69.1 84.11 7.0 76.6 842

Percent of the Civilian, Noninstitutional
Population Enrol kid in College. - 352 192 - 362 132

Nescsliele Youth.

Average Weeks Worked Per Year of 25-28 25-28
Those 16-17 in 19§6 (19613 for Women)
and As They AgeDD 28.6 39.6 45.6 21.8 28.3 38.1

Hourly Rate of Pay (in 1978 Constant
Dollars) of Those Viho Were 16-17 in
1966 (196A for Women) and As
They AgeD 2.87 4.33 6.31 2.09 3.04 3.84

Percent Increase in Average Hourly
Rate of Pay from 18-19 to 25-26u 45.9 , 26.4

a SOURCE Current Population Survey, October 1976.

SOURCE. National Longitudinal Surveys. unpublished-data (all NLS unpublished data shown in this chapter were
provided with the assistance of Tura Eisele under a NCEP research contract to Stanley Stephenson).

SOURCE. Current Population Survey Series P-20 No. 333. February 1979.

Base is an those who worked one or more weeks during that year

In these first years after leaving high school, some upward
movement in occupational status begins. Most young men start their
careers by working as unskilled laborers or operatives, or by entering
the military. But by their early twenties, many have already moved

national unemployment rate was 6.7 percent. See U.S. Department of Labor. Bureau of
Labor Statistics, "Students, Graduates and Dropouts in the Labor Market, 1978,"
Special Report No. 215 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Labor, forthcoming).
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Table 2-2
Experiences of Minority Youth by Sex

Experience Indicator

MEN WOMEN

Lacks MopsWcs loco Nlmmiles

111L 11 22-
17 19 N

15- 11 21
17 19 '24

11 11 22-
-17 19 24

11 11 22-
17 19 24

111- -11 22- 11 11 22-
17 AD.. 24 17 19 24

, Average Annual Unemployment
Rate, 19781

Employed o a Percentage of theSivilian,
NoninstItutional Population, 1078u

Employell, Enrolled, or in the 101litary
as a Percent of the Populationo

Percent of Those Aged X In 1977 Who
Had Completed High Schoold

Percent of Civilian, NoninstItutional
Population Enrolled in Collegeb

All Ellomlimal Colsemits

16.9 10.8 7.6

43.9 662 85.5

93.8 91.7 91.9

4.4 72.8 85.0

- 37.5 .18.9

40.0 30.8 20.0

16.3 40.0 71.4

92.1 792 79.0

3.7 438 77.5

- 18.1 17.8

45

272 13.8 9.3

15-19i 20-241

46.1 81.6

N/A NiA N/A

3.0 45.8 71.4

- 22.5 13.6

17.1 12.4 8.3

41.6 55.5 67.9

93.5 79.6 72.4

72 78.6 86.1

- 36.8 13.0

41.7 36.5 213

13.7 28.5 52.1

90.8 62.5 60.0

5.8 64.4 71.9

- 31.1 11.9

303 16.6 13.1

18-11f 20-241

34.7 50.8

N/A N/A N/A

4.8 54.9 52.4

- 52 5.7



Table 2-2, continued
Experiences of Minority Youth by Sex

Expwiwes INOIcalw

MEN WOMEN

Whits Slacks 114111101 WbIles Slacks 11141Mkg

16-
11

11
19

22-
24

11
17

16-
19

22-
24

11 18- 22-
17 19 24

11 16-
17 19

22-
24

I&
17 19

22-
24

16. 18-
17 19 24

Average Weeks Worked Per Year of Those
16-17 in 1966 (1968 for Women)
and As They Agee

Hourly Rate of Pay (1978 Coiistant 110 llars)
of Those Who Were 16 to 17 in 1966 (1968
for Women) Rnd As They Aged

Percent Increaser in Average Hourly
Rate of Pay From 16-19 to 25-26c

Nonallsfe Yomth

29.9

2.97

41.9

4.60

51 8

25-26
47.0

25-25
6.98

25.3

2.57

34.3

3.73

28.2

25-26
42.8

25-20
4.79

N/A N/A N/A

N/A N/A N/A

N/A

23.9 30.0

2.07 3.04

31.9

25-26
37 3

25-26
4.01

18.1

2.11

24.8

3.06

159

2126
39.4

25-20
3.54

N/A N/A N/A

N/A N/A N/A

N/A

a SOURCE U S Bureau of Labor Statisfics. Employment and Earnmps. Vol 24. No 1, January 1979

SOURCE Current Population Survey, October 1978

c SOURCE National Longitudinal Surveys, unpublished data
iJ SOURCE U S Bureau of Census. 'School EnrollmentSocial and Economic Characteristics of Students.- Series P-20, No 333, February 1979

e Base is all those who worked one or more weeks

SOURCE Monthly Labor Review, Oecember 1978
N/A Not available
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Table 2-3
Experiences of High School Dropouts and Graduates by Sex

Experience MOW*

NEN WO NEN

10. MIN
kodraMs

No CNN's

NonermMAY
NM MOM

WO MAN
Deism

Ns Coils, liNnadmeril

15-
17

IL 22-
10 24

IS
17

11.
II

22-
24

11
17

11
10

22-
24

11
17

11
10

n-
24

Unemployed as a Percent of the Labor Force. 19781 N/ A 8.8 6.6 34.5 17.0 12.4 132 13.9 7.0 32.4 23.4 19.7

Employed as a Percent of the Civilian.
NonInslilutional Population 19781 74.0 85.9 91.4 , 454 73.1 79.6 74.5 68.9 722 34.2 38.4 36,8

Average Weeks Worked Per Year of Those 16-17 in 1966 25-2i 25-20 2620 25-21
(1968 for Women) and As They Agebc 419 392 46.9 343 40.4 432 22.9 30.3 40.9 18.6 22.4 291

Hourly Rate of Pay (in 1978 Dollars) of Those Who Were 25-20 25-20 2540 25-2S
16-17 in 1966 (1968 for Women) and As They Ageb 2.87 4.45 6.84 2.87 4.09 521 2.07 3.16 4.07 2.09 2.65 3.19

Percent Increase In Average Hourly Rate of Pay from 18-19
to 25-26b 53.6 272 28.7 191

a SOURCE Current Population Survey. October 19M.
b SOURCE National Longitudinal Surveys. unpublished data.

Bata ts al) those who worked one or more weeks during the year
N/ A - Not available



into professional or managerial occupations or into the skilled.
crafts.'

Finally, as a result of both the progression of occupational status
and the gains which acetify from work experience, the real (inflation-
adjusted) earnings of young men who do not go on to college rise by

about 46 percent in their-first seven-years-after leaving-sclool-,

3. The Labor Market Experiences of Youth: Other Patterns

Women
The problems that women encounter during the transition years
begin appearing in the statistics at around age 18. (See Tables 2-1 2- .
3.) Before that age, they are just as likely as men to be enrolled in
school or eniployed. Also, women are much more likely than men to
be high school graduates by the age of 18 or 19 although men catch up

to them in educational attainment at a later age.
Within the labor force, women have somewhat more difficulty

findiag work than men. Both at ages 18-19 as well as at ages 22-24 the

proportion of unemployed women is*greater than that of men within
each race (or ethnic) group and among high school graduates and
nongraduates alike.

But the greatest problem women experience is with the wages they

earn. In particular, noncollege women begin their work career
receiving hourly wages that are about 75 percent that of men and over
time this wage gap grows; when they are 25-26 these women are
earning only 61 percent as much as men.

Part of the wage differential may reflect women's relative lack of
experience. After leaving high school women work fewer weeks per

year than men. Further, the proportion of women who are employed
declines over the transition years due mainly to their increasing
family responsibilities. But another part of the wage differential is
due to the differing occupational distributions of men and women.
Women begin their work careers in a different set of occupations than
men and as they age, men experience greater occupational upgrading
than women.°

'About 50 percent of the noncollege young men begin their work careers as
operatives and unskilled laborers. but a Intle over 15 percent are already employed as

aaftsmen. By their mid-twenties, the proportion working as operatives and unskilled
labor has declined, to 42 percent; the proportion working as craftsmen has doubled.

and 7 percent are in professional and managerial jobs. (National Longitudinal Surveys
unpublished data which.exclude college youth.)

°In contrast to the occupational distribution of men at age 18-19 over 80 percent of all

noncollege women are in clerical, service or operative occupations. By their mid-
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Minorities
The labor market problems of today's youth are particularly severe
among members of minority groups. "The problems they experience
are evident in all of the labor market indicator& shown in Table 2-2.

At age 16-17 comparable proportions of white and minority youth
are either employed, enrolled or in the military. However, at ages 187.
21, minority young people are less likely to be involved in one or more
of these activities. In particular, the schooling measures indicate that
proportionately more whites than blacks or Hispanics complete high

hool and enroll in college, with Hispanics being the least likely to,
graduate from high school.

Once in the labor force, minority youth have a serious problem
finding jobs. The unemployment rate of black males is at leap two
and one half times larger than that of white males of the same age.
The unemployment rate for Hispanic males is also significantly
higher than that of white males. but is less than that of their blac k
counterparts. Among women too, the unemployment rate for
Ilispanics is muc h larger than for i,hites, but less than that of blacks.
For both sexes, differences in the employment to population ratios by
race or ethnic ity tell the same story as the unemployment rates.

Among the nonfollege youth who do work, at each age blacks
average fewer weeks of employment per year than whites. They also
earn lower wages at every age (although the disparity is not very
signific ant among teenage women) and the growth in earnings
between the ages of 18-19 and 25-26 is twice as large for whites as it is
for blacks."

While minority youth today dearly have a disadvantaged position
relative to whites, along some dimensions the situation is better than
it was a decade ago. First, the wage gap between blacks and whites is

twenties. women have experienced hit k upgrading: while 8 percent arc an professional
and managmal ranks. at age 25 or 26. 80 percent arc still employed as operatives,
leric al or semi( e workers. (National Lintgitudinal Surveys unpublished data whir h

ciu hide wIlege youth
1°E1 onometru rewan h whic Ii adnists for other difkremes between the two groups

has found an insignific ant difference in the hourly wages of 18.19 year-old black and
white men. At the same nme. an annual earnings differential exists. relic( ting the
greater employment instability of blac k men. Among 20-24 year-old men. blac ks were
found to earn significantly less than whites on both an hourly and an annual basis.
Ric hard Freeman. "Economic Determinants of Geographic and Individual Variation
an the Labor Market Position of Young Persons." paper presented to the National
Rureau ut EA munnic Rewarc h Contemn( c on Youth I 'nemploymeni. Aube, Virginia,
May 1979

I lit ii bi.si k soiiih itieist %vitally, iAage in( ie.iiienSti them i,ini.il seal, in die
lahm market appears to he due not only to their less frequent. but also to their slower
movement out of low wage. )(ibis For example. at age 18.19 about 20 percent
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much reduced, at least among those at the beginning of their careers.
As important, there has been a significant increase in the proportion
of blacks who are completing high school as well as attending,
college)

High School Dropouts
Along most of the dimensions reported in Table 2-3, schooldropouts
fare worse in the labor market thari graduates. At every age (and for

both sexes) nongraduates have unemployment rates from two to three

times those of graduates. Also, dropouts are much less likely to be
employed than are graduates, although the differerices between
graduates and dropouts in average weeks worked per year are not as

large as the unemployment iate differential.
Among those who work, the wages of graduates and dropouts differ

little at age 18-19; for example, male dropouts earn 90 percent as
much as male graduates. However, the percentage increase in hourly

rates of pay is considerably 14rger for high school graduates than
dropouts. By the end of the transition years, there is a substantial
wage gap between the two educational groups.

Youth from Law Income Families
Finally, Table 2-4 provides data on noncollege youth who come from
economically-disadvantaged families.12 These figures indicate that

of white men. but 40 percent of black men, are workingas unskilled laborers. By the

lime youth are in their early twenties, this figure has already been halved for whites, but

among blacks little change has occurred. It takes black men until their mid-twenties for
significam upgrading to appear. By that age, the proportion of black men employed as

unskilled laborers has fallen to 20 percent, the proportion found among whitei at age

18. (Natibnal Longitudinal Surveys unpublished data whicl . exclude college youth.)
"In 1967, 56 pen cm of blac k 18-24 year olds completed high s hool and 23 percent al

them attended college. A decade later. in 1979. two-thirds of them went on to college.
While the proportion of whites who complete high schookis greater than that of blacks.

among those who do graduate, equal proportions subsequently enroll in college. The
increasing enrollment rates of black youth seem to be one of the reaions for their

lining employment to population ratios (see Figure 2-1), saner black youth tend no:

to attend school and work simultaneously. If black youth were not attending schoorat
their current levels, their employment-to-population rates would be considerably

higher than they are at present, although still below those of whites. See Pdul
Osterman, "The Employment Problems of Black Youth: A Review of Evidence and

Some Policy Suggestions," paper prepared for the National Commission for Employ-
ment Policy. July 1979 .

oThe relative paucity of information on this group is due to the fat t that tiff u ial
(Current Population Surveys) data on income are roller teA for households and not, as

is important here. for parents ofyouth. Since ovfi 90 percent of the 16-19 year olds live

with their parents, for this age group household income is a reasonable proxy for
parental economic status. However, the proportion of youth living with their parents
declines substantially with age. making household income a less reliable family-
background indicator for the older age groups. The data from the National
Longitudinal Surveys in 'table 2-5 use parents' ncome.

I
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0 Table 24
,Expariences of Noncollag) Youth From Economically Disadvantaged and Nondisadvantagad Famillas by Sex

Eimalarro lei licaler

*Ell '

All
.

Ilio lisaingsged

Family

Satan loot
Family

AN
1111110kadnalli

Family

1ehmill111
Fealty

IL IL Th.
17 19 25

II IL 25-
17 19 29

IL 11 25-
17 11 21

IL IL 71-
17 19 21

IL IL M.
17 19 21

III U. flo
17 19 21

Unemployment Rate.
March 19/88

Employed as a Percentage of the 6ivilian,
Noninstitutional Population, March 1978.

tetr,g72k7 WortokredviPoemreY:)ar of Those

and As They Igen
Hourly Rate of Pay (In 1918 Dollars)
of Those Who Were 16-17 in 1966 (1966
for Women) and As They Age II

Percent Increase in Average Hourly
Rate of Pay from 1819 to 25-26C

22A N/A N/A

35.6 N/A N/A

218 39.6 45.6.

'2.66 4.33 6,431

45.9

18.5 NIA N/A

40.0 N/A N/A.

291 41.6 46.7

2.95 4.92 7.13

45.1

35.5 N/A N/A

24.5 N/A N/A

26.6 36.4 44.6

2.55 3.52 4.79

359

258 N/A N/A

30.4 N/A N/A

21.6 28.3 36.1

2.09 3.04 3A4

214

1721 N/A N/A

35.4 N/A N/A

24.0 31.3 . 38.1

2.13 3.16 4,07

26.7

29,9 N/A N/A

18,9 N/A N/A

17.7 24.3 31.4

1.91 2.91 3.50

20.3

cogRGE. Correct Population Gunny, March tP/8 Tha income cutoff used to defina a tamita's scanararc flatus ts 100 dercentzt mc e1.4 Lew, Living Standard.

6 SOURCE NatiOriat Longitudinal Sorusys. Unpubitchad data. Tha income cutoff nod to dating a tarnilylattrAornic MAWS apprOxlmalas Nu Lowsr Wing Standardfor tingly *Mut

c Rau Li Ill thoSa who worked ono weak or more during that yam.
La; N/A - Not avadable
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even at age 16 to 17, there are subst;ntial differences in the employ-
ment experiences of lossl-income, and higher-income, youth. For both.
men and women, the unemployment rate of the disadvantaged is
almost twice that of their more advantaged counterparts and low-
income youth are also less likely to be employed in these early years.

As important', these young people begin their work lives earning
less than nonpoor youth and they fall further behind as they:age..
Among men, in particular, coming from an economically-disadvan-
taged family seems to be osociated with even greater wage problems
than leaving school early.

4. Summary

The fact that women, minorities, high school dropouts, and youth
from low-income families have various labor market handicaps
should be no surprise. It must also be remembered that these are
overlapping categories and that youth who belong to more than one
of these groups experience particularly serious problems.

If there is any one indicator which might be used to judge the
relative seriousness of the problem for various groups ofYoung men,
it might be annual earnings at age 25-26. This indicator tells us who
concludes the transition years reasonably successfully and who
concludes these years with A deficit, either because of low rates of pay

or unstable employment. Table 2-5 shows that, among the various
subgroups of men, blacks and those from low-income families have
the lowest hourly rates of pay, with high school dropouts not faring
much better. Blacks have the lowest annual earnings because they-

work fewer weeks per year.
Estimated annual earnings is a less satisfactory indicator for young

women, since they may voluntarily withdraw from the labor force or
work fewer hours because of family responsibilities. For them, hourly

rates of pay are better measures for assessing their transition years'
experience. These data (in Table 2-5) show that even the most
advantaged subgroup of women, white females, averages an hourlit
rate of pay below that of ,the most disadvantaged male subgroups
(blacks and those from low-income families).
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.(

Uhl, 2-5
Est Imolai Annual Earnings at Ago 25-21 of Noncollogo

Mato and Female Youth From Diffsront Subgroups

Snom Newly NM
d Ply

haw Wats
WWI

Istria Aided
Fasidtp

All Men, aged 25-26 i 6.31 45.6 811,509

White kw 47.0 13,122

Slack 4.79 42.8, 8,200.

Hispanic N/A N/A N/A

High School Dropouts 52*1 432 9,002

From a Low-Income Family 4.79 44.6 8$45

All Women, aged 25-26 3.84 38.1 5,852

White 4.01 37.3 5983

Slack 3.54 314 5,579

Hispanic N/A NIA N/A

High School Dropouts 3.19 29.8 3,802

From a Low-Income Family 3.50 38.4 5,376

Base Is all those who worked at all during that yam
b

Estimated annual earnings . hourly rate 0.1 pay r 40 average weeks worked par year mil assumption thit all
subgroups work 40 hours a WOO 13 made for nictitation Clearly. this is nOt the case and this assumption
overtOOMS MMItional differences between these subgroups All figures are staled In terms Of constant (1978)
dollars

lilA Not available
SOURCE National Longitudinal Surveys of Young Men and Women, unpublished data The data for youngmen are

from the 197b survey and for women from the 1977 survey

B. The Causes of the Problem

I. Overview

sec lion provides a capsule review of the reasons why some youth
are especially likely to have problems in the labor market." The
partic ular focus is on unemployment althbugh, where possible, the

"An earlier Commtss brief mg paper by Carol Jusemus (1978) provides an
extenslye mosey of the literature r1fl.fle causes of youth unemployment. Subsequent
papers and inter Ins report% ;otntnisston by Elijah Anderion, Ronald Ehrenberg,
Ru hard Freeman, Rolwrt N and (duenopher Winship. Paul Osterman, and'
Muhael Wachter were also particularly useful. Fhe Anderson, Freernan, Wag litcr



other labor market problems described in the preceding section are
also considered. As noted at the beginning of this chapter, in
discussing unemployment thew are three basic patterns that need to
be accounted for: first, there is the high rate of youth joblessness

relative to that of older workers; second, among youth, one must
consider the higher rate of joblessness experienced by minorities;
finally, there is the question'of why the gap between black and white
youth joblessness appears to have widened in recent years.

To anticipate the policy analysis that begins in Chapter 4, the
factors likely to lead to unemployment are organized into three
categories: (1) thoSe that are assoalted with a lack of jobs, (2) those

that affect the employability of youth, and (3) those that involve
problems in matching young job-seekers with existing jobvacincies.
At the outset, it should be pointed out that.these problems interact,
complicating the analysis and the development of appropriate
policies.

2. Lack of jobs

Introduction
A lack of jobs for youth niay be due to: (1) inadequate total demand.
(2) discrimination, or (3) various structural imbalances, such as a
decrease in the kinds of jobs typically open to youth relatiye to the size

of the youth labor force. Each of these factors may contribute to youth
joblessness. low wages. or both. One can envision employers ranking
job cahdidates in order of attractiveness. The total number of jobs
determines how far down in the queue they go. Of course, how youth

come to be disproportionately at the end of the queue involves their
own characteristics." as well as employer behavior. One way that a
young person could plaice 4hmsel1 or herself more attractive to
potential employers, is to offer to work for lower wages. However.
legal and social floors on wage rates, is well as youth's own
preferences, limit the use of lower wages as a market clearing device."

Inadequate Total Demand
In one sense, an insufficient number of jobs can always be given as a

cause of youth unemjiloyment: as long as job opportunities can be

pawn were prepared as background for the (brominism and American Assembly.'
cosponsored Assenthly on Youth Ymploymem. in Aug., r970. They willbe pubhshed

in Youth Employment and Pubhc Policy edited by Bernard Andetson and Isabel
Sawhill.

wiliest. characteristics will be discussed in the section that follows.
"The role of minimum wage legishnion is addressed in Chapter 5.
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expanded, youth employment will increase and youth unemploy-
ment will decline. For example, during the four-year period
following the last recession ( l975II-l979.ID, when the aggregate
unemployment rate declined by 3.2 pelcentage points, that of
teenagers fell by 4.2 points. The role of Macroeconomic policy at a
means of increasing youth employment and reducing youth
unemployment is examined in Chapter 5. The evidence reviewed
there cigar}, demonstrates that youth employment, and especially.
black youth employment, is highly sensitive to aggregate econcimic
conditions (the business cycle)." This suggests that when jpbs are
available, yPuth are there to take them."

Discrimination
Although it is diffisplt to measure, discrimination is still an
important SourcePf !Nor market problems for minorities generally,
and especially for thpse who are young. DiscriMination against
women tends to take the form of occupational segregation and low
earnings; their unemployment rates are not much higher than those
of young men.

Clearly much discrimination can occur before young people enter
the work force." Our concern here, however, is with their experiences
in the labor inlirket, where discrimination Gal result no less
employment, lower earnings, or both, for equallyqualified minority
youth.

Since the early sixtie% racial earnings differentials among y uth
have narrowed signifii-antly. At the same time, however, ie
unemplPyment rate differential has risen. The reasons for these\
opposing trends are not well understoocl. One possible explanation is
that equal opportunity legiSlation has resulted in a tradeoff between
wage discrimination and employment discrimination.0 That is, if

"See Freeman, (May 1979); James Luckett and Robert Flanagan, "Youth Employ-
ment Policy Review Issues," (Washington, D.C.: Council of Economic Advirrs, April
1979); Wachter inNnderson and Sawhill (1980); Ralph Smith et al., "Recession and the
Employment of Derhographic Groups," Brookings Papers on Economic Activity, No.
3 (1974): Paul. Osterman (July 1979). See also Stan key Friedlander, Unemployment in
the Urban Core: An Analysis of Thirty Cities with Policy Recommendations (New
York: Praeger, 4972).

"Also see the discussion later in this chapter under the heading "Willingness to
Work."

"For an analysis of the black educational experience in thiscontext, see John Ogbu,
Minority Education andtCa.ste: The American System in Cross-CulturalPerspective
(New York: Academic Press, 1978).

'9See in particular the discussion in Robert J. Flanagan, "On the Stability of the
Racial Unemployment Differential,;American Economic AssocOtion Papers and
Proceedings, Vol. 66, No.2 (May 1976).
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equal otiportunity legislation or social pressures force employers to
provide equal pay, then discrimination may increasihgly take the
form of not hiring minorities instead of paying them less. While it is
unlikely that employers are more prejudiced than in the past, it is
possible that they have substituted 'One form of discrimination for
ahlither, thus accoUnting for some of the widening disparities in die
employment prospects of minority and other youth.

There is evidence that discrimination is affimportant explanation
for the current disparities. Research has fgund that holding constant
those factors known to influence the e4loyment prospects of all
groups (such .as geographic location and. previous experience),
minority youth are More likely to experience Amemployment than
Whites. For example, one study of young men-(l6-21) in low-in.come
areas found that almost 50 percent of the black/white unemployment
rate differential was attributable to race.2° Further, approximately 90
percent of the differential between Spanish-speaking and white
young adults appeared to be due to ethnicity.21 The presumption is
that these di(ferentials are due to discriminatio , although there may
also be sorhe unmeasured differences in pr uctivity not easily

captured in the analyses.
A substantial proportion of unemployment rate differentials has

been attributed to age..22 However, to some extent (especially among'
men), age is a proxy for the number of years of labor force experience.
That is, the older the person, the longer the time he or she has had to
learn about how the labor market operatei and to gain on-the-job
training. Thus, it is almost impossible to specify what portion of
youth/adult unemployment differentials is due to age per se (age

discrimination) and what part is due to the effects of previous
experience (legitimate diffe ces in productivity).

zoDuane E. Leigh and V. Lane wlins, "Racial Differentials in Male Unemploy-
ment Rates: Evidence from Low-Income Urban Areas," Review of Economics and
Stalistics. Vol. 56, No. 2 (May 1974). Osterman ,had similar findings: 55 percent of the

tlifference in the average annual weeks of unemployment between blacks and whites

could not be explained by differences in their personal characteristics4 See Paul
0;terman, "Racial Differentials in Male Youth Unemployment." in U.S. Department

of Labor, Conference Report on Youth Unemployment: Its Measurement and
Meaning (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Labor, 1978). See also, Robert
Flanagan, "Discrimination Theory, Labor Turnover, and Racial Unemployment
Differentials," Journal of Human Resmirces, Vol. 13, No. 2 (Spring 1978)r

21Leigh and Rawlins. This evidence should be taken as indicative onlyNinte the
sample size for Spanish-spe)iqgjouth is small.

uLeigli and Rawlins comparecfl1Ief1ect of being 16-21 versus 22-34 years old among

whitesAblacks and Spanish-speaking men. Their findings indicate that controllini for
other factors, 43 percent of the age differential in jmemployment rates among whites is
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The major problem with the research to date is that while
einployers apparently do.differentiateamong workers on the basis of
age; race (ethni( ity), and sex, we know little al3)ut the process by
whkh this differentiation takes place. The information which does
exist strongly suggests that there are wide variations in hiring
standards and that subjective evaluations of job applicants may be the
rule."'These hiring procedures may' effectively exclude minorities
and women from certain jobs even in ((he absence of conscious
prejudice on ,the part of employers. A sufficient condition for
exclusion exists when employers do no more than exercise their
natural preferences for those with similar backgrounds, values and
lifestyles and use recruiting networks consistent with these
preferences. 14 addition, there is the possibility of statistical
discrimination. That is, employers may base their hiring decisions
less on the background andqualifications of the individual, and more
on the presumed characteristics of the group to which he or she
belongs.24 Problems stemming from this form of discrimination may
be citinpounded by occupational stereotyping. Employers may view
only some jobs as "appropriate- work for women, men, whites,
blacks, Hispanics, or young people in general. If vacancies exist for
other positions, employersmay not consider hiring a person from the
"wrong" demonaphic group.25

Structural Imbalances
Another set of explanations for high youth unemployment, and the
/widening differential between black and white youth in particular,
focuses on a growing imbalance between the types and locations of
available eniployment on the one hand and the qualifications and
locations of youth on the other.

One hypothesis is (bat joblessness among black youth is relatea to
associated with age; among blacks, 46 percent; and among Spanish-speakingpersons,
55.percent.

"Daniel Diamond and Hrach Bedrosian, Industry Hiring Requirements and the
Emptoyment of Di.sadvantaged Groups (New York: New York University, School of
Commerce, 1970); E. Lynton et al., Employers' Views on Hiring and Training (New
York: Labor Market Information Network, 1978); Oswald Hall and Richard Carlton,
The Study of Mbertown, Occasional Paper I crohnito: Ontario Economic Council,
1977r-

"Nor example, if youth in general are viewed as having high turnover rates, then an
individual young person may not be hired for a job which requiresa great deal of on-
the-job training..See E.., Anderson in Anderson and SawhiU (1980) for a discussion of
this problem for black youth.

"ft should be noted that we also know little about the occupational desires ofyoung
people and the extent to which they place restrictions on the occupations they will
accept.
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the fact that they are disproportionately located in central cities where
few entry-level jobs are available. The empirical evidence saggests,

-however, that residential location is not a major factor in explaining
either"the relatively high rate of joblessness among black youth or the
deterioration in their relative position. It has been estimated that if
the black population had been reloOted to match the residential
distribution of whites, the black teenige unemployment rate would
only have been reduced by about 5 percentage points in 1978 (from

40.5 to 35.1 percent).26 In addition, there is no evidence that the
suburbanization of employment opportunities between 1960 4nd
1970 had any significant impact on black youth employment. This
may be due to the simultaneous movement of jobs and white youth to
the suburbs, which gave minority youth in the city an opportunity to
rapture a larger share of the remaining pool of jobs."

.

On the other hand, the labor market problems of black young men
do appear to be related to the changing industrial structure of the
economy." Young men of both races are disproportionately
concentrated in certain industries and these industries have
experienced either no growth or only sluggish growth over the past
decade. As the relative number of youth jobs has declined, young men
have not moved into otheil sectors of the economy. Instead, it appears
that white youth have been capturing an increasing share of a rather

stagnant pool of jobs.
One important change affecting black youth more than white

youth has been the decline in agricultural employment. In 1960, 15

percent of all black teenagers were employed in this sector but only 6
percent of white teenagers. By 1970, the proportion of this age group
engaged in agriculture had declihed to about 4 percent for both racial

groups.
Finally, it has been argued that the rapid growth in the size of the

youth cohort, and in the number of older women and undocumented
workers in the labor force has worsened the employment prospects of

young people. An increase in the size of the youth cohort might
reasonably be expected to influence labor market opportunities.
Wages may be depressed, making alternative activities, such as
schooling, relatively more attractive. Also, to the extent that

"Employment and Trammg Report ol the Presulent, 1978, p. 73.

2'Sre Paul Osterman. "Black and White Youth Employment: A Cross-Sectional
Analysis," (Boston: Regional Institute for Employment Policy, June 1979).

"See Osterman (June 1979); Robert Mare and Christopher Winship, "Changes in
Race Differentials in Youth Labor Force Status." paper prepared for the National

Commission for Employment Policy, December 1979.
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employers do not view youth and aclults as substitutable at the
prevailing wage sc ales, tlw shwe of youth who are employed will be
adversely affec ted. Remit reseal( ii has indicated that the population
-bulge of the youth cohort has had a negative impact on the percentage
of youth employed while simultaneousl.y increasing the percentages
unemployed in sc hool and engaged in other non-market activities.29
- Whether older women workers and undocumented workers.affect
the labor market for youth depends largely upon the degree to which
these groups are substitutable for young people, and thus in
competition with them. -l'here is little direct evidence on this issue.
Recent work has indicated that in the manufacturing sector, older
white women (25 years or older) do.appear to be substitutes for youth
( 11-2.1 year olds) and that unless there is a dec line in the cost of hiring
young people, some displacement will Occur." I lowever, we do not
know whic h youth Older women are replacing." Also, the degree of
substitutability among these YariouS groups in sectors other than
manufac luring has yi.t to be estimated."

The possibility of competition between undo( umented workers
and youth c an Only be inferred. Studies on the( haracteristics of these
workers have dealt althost entirely with those from Mexico (little is
known about the non-Mexican groups). These studies suggest that
undmumented workers are in their late twenties, predominantly
male, poorly educated (the great majority with less than six years of
5( hording), often farmworkers from rural areas, and economically
motivated: In the U.S. they are generally employed in low-paying,
low-skill jobs."' All of this would suggest that undmumented
Wor kers may be displacing youth, par t ularlx young men. Ijowevgr,
the siue of the effect is not known, largely because there are no reliable
estimates on the number Alton of undo( umented workers."

z9See Mu had Wachter and (:hcx,ng4x, jim, -Time series Changes in Youth
Joblessnevs," paper presented at the Nati nal Bureau of.Eronomic Reseau h on Youth
Unemployment, Auhe, Virginia, May 1 79.

5°Damel Ilamerrnesh and James Grant, "Do Employers Substitute Workers of
Different Ages, Rares and Sexes, and What Does thi, Imply for 1.abor Market Policy?"
paper prepared lor ihe National Commission for Employment Poll( y, th tober 1979.

" 1 he existen«. uf ix c upational segregation by sex suggests that older women are
most likely to displace younger women.

"Researc h currently underway for the NCEP by Daniel Ilamermesh and James
Grant should shed some light on this issue. [heir final report is expeded early in 1980.

"Wayne Cornelius, "Illegal Migration lo the United States: Recent Research
Findings, Polio; Implications and Researc h Priorities" (Cambridge: Massachusetts
finsiliow of 1 cc hnology, 1977); Joy«. V ialet, IUrgaI Ahern; A nalyin and tiackground
(Washington, D.( CongresSional Researc h Servir e, 1977).

"IN% reports iridu Ate that the majority of undo( umented workers are in the South-
west. 1 !owes el, it must be noted that INS data are not representative of the total
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3. The Employability of Youth 4

Introduction
While there is uncertainty about the relative importance of various
factors that affect employability, there is general agreement that
together they can seriously reduce the likelihood that youth will be
successful in the labor market. The factors considered here include:
lack of education as measured by years of schooling or basic com-
petencies, lack of work experience or training, and "poor" attitudes.

Educational Competencies
The literature on the determinnts of earnings strongly supports the
commonsense observation that people with mote education receive
higher pay. Controlling for other factors) college graduates fare better
than nongraduates, and high school graduatesiare better than those
without a high school diploma. The reasons for the relationship
between education and earnings are still in dispute. One possibility is
that education enhances productivity and that higher earnings reflect
this greater productivity. Another possibility is that education simply
signals other characteristics about peoPle. For example, it may be that
intellectual ability and motivation are responsible for a youth both
completing high school and earning high wages."

The nature of the relationship between education Rnd unemploy-
ment is even less well understood. The literature on the determinants
of unemployment among noncollege youth has not produced
consistent findings. As indicated at the beginning of this chapter,
high school dropouts tend to have much higher rates of unemploy-
ment than graduates; but after adjusting for other differences between
the two groups, the relationship is less clearcut. While some research
has indicated that a diploma raises the probability of obtaining a job,
other studies have found it has no effect and still other studies have
found that a high school diploma assists young white men but not
members of other demographic groups."
undocumented population. Increasing numbers of aliens from other nations than
Mexico are also entering different parts of the U.S. particularly' the northeast and
trudwest."Fhus, in addition to the southwest, large concentrations of undocumented
workers apparently can be found m New York City, mine. Detroit. and in the San
FranciscoBay area. Recently, there has been a relatively rapid expansion of this group
in other major urban areas from California to the Connecticut-New Jersey arra aswell.
.1-his expansion reportedly is centered in manufacturing and in ihe sinvice fields.
particularly hotels and restaurants.

" ['his issue is taken up again in (.hapter 6, in whit h cdut at ion program expericn«-s
related to Youth employability are reviewed.

3,1tetran hers who found that a high stlmol diploma lowers the probability of
unemploy mem are Jennne Johnston and Jerald Bat hmail.. The namition from I igh
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In any case, it is difficult to argue that a lack of schooling is
responsible for the deterioration in the employment prospects of
minority ycnith since their educational attainrdent has been rising
rapidly. Between 1970 and 1977 the proportion of the population.
aged 25 to 29, with a high school degree increased from 66 to 87
percent among whites and,from 38 to7.1 percent among blacks. It is.,
of wurse, possible that achievement among minority youth (as
distinct from attainment) lags behind that of whites and that this
differential is partially the c ause of their current employment
problems. Still, there is no evideme that differences in achievement
levels have widened over the decade and thus explain the worsening
employvent situation of minority young people."

Work Experience
Among non«dlege youth, being employed while in 'school is
associated with a lower probability of unemployment during the
period shortly following school attendance." Several explanations
for this have been proposed, 'I'hrough employment while in shool,
young people may a«juire useful skills or learn about the "world of
work" how to behave and how to dress for a job interview. They
may also gain references which reduce a potential employer's hiring
risks, or establish a network of job contacts whic h is useful when full-
time, full-year employment is desired. Finally, it has been suggested
that young people who work during theirsc hool yrars may simply be
a more ambitious anci highly motivated group and that their later
employability reflects these particular personal characteristics rather
than their previous employment. Recent research indicates that the

Si !tool to ii t5rit the ieuil .111audr, am! Varly 0« upatumal tic pewit( r, of Young
%len %MI 111111, 1.111%11%W, of Nil( hlgan lust lime fin So( ual Resean II. 1973) SUIlly of

"1 114 leSval(11 t..Iii (11 401111(1 110 rife( I ou unemployment of a high sc boot diploma
hides I aigh and Rawlins, !hi belt KUM.% alld Andrew liathen, "Labm Market

xproem e oil Non-( 4,11ege Youth A Longitu)trial Analysis," in i hind ht
bupun.oig the framitom tWashingtim, ( NCMP. 19761. and Stanley

Stephenson, I he I ransituni hi on St hool to Work with Job Seal( h Implo alums,- in
( S I kparlment Lookrrm Hrpmt on ''outh ( nrolphtwornt.
Alraitirroirnt Atraning, I W.t.h I) (. I S Department Of I Abor, 197th.
Results who h dillerrd NY de grapho group wen. obi. I by, lin example, Paul
%nab MOIL Wolk .ittitudr, and / ahor Market I' spr7IFM r, (New )1 or k Praeger hew
1978)

"J. 's P *nub and F 14. Welt h, "Ma( k While Male Wage Raton 1960.70,"
.-Imeroati tonomu lievirw. tI 67. No 3 June 1977) See also thy disi ussum tit
( ha)ly,

J01111..14)11 derv! Appelbaum and Ross 1,So1pel, I be Impiu I of
So,k ttuuties Voluted Pilot to I .abor Markel F nu), on Ihe Pim ess in Early Lihol

%ilamment, UI A MI isdiii 1978), Stanley Stepbenum, I lw Short Rim
httplos mem ( t's of %Vink +mei len«. Wink in Si hool,- paper prepared lor
Me National totruiiission No F inplos mem Polo y j December 1979)
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explanation may be even more straightforward than the above
hypotheses would suggest. Namely, youth who are employed part-
time during the 5( hool year typically move into full-time positions
with the same employer after they leave school."

Within ihe already-experienced labor fort e of young men, years of

job tenure are important in reducing the likelihood of unemploy-

ment when the national unemployment rate is rising and-layoffs are
occurring throughout Che economy." Indeed, the lack of seniorio,
among young people is mie of the reasons for the cyt heal sensitivity

of their unemployment during emnomit downturns. However, even

when the national unemployment rate is low and few layoffs are
wring, it appears that jo6 tenure does not reduce the likelihood of

a layoff among young blac k men.4' One reason is that black youth are

wmentrated in o«upations and industries which even in "good
tunes" provide unstable job opportunities. In fact. a «insiderabk
part of youth labor market problems arises because the jobs youth
(and espe( rally minority youth) hold aredisproport ionately low skill.

Such jobs requrre little investmern (in the form of recruitment or
training ( osts) on the part of employers, and eMployees feel free to

quit, knowing that another "dead-end" job will be easy to find, Thus,

work experience may be no protec ticin against unemployment if it
does not involve on-the-job training.

Attitudes
Employers, whether cn not they are looking for workers with special

skills, do want their emphiyees to have certain attitudes and work

halms. Sin h harac teristic s as si neat appearance, a respectful
demeanor, an interest in the type of work a firm is doing, and a
general alertness are found to be impirtant in the hiring dec isions of

employers," As reasons for mit hiring youth, employers frequently'

c inunaturity, instability and high turruiver." Of «mrse. it may be

that a v u unis irc le (4( urs: youth are confined to hiw -paid, dead-end

"Sleplicipon ME( iinI,i, 1(174) I long Icon elle( 1,14 no iiiti i,k wink in hi lot are

iIii tivall in ( liattici 3 Sin , iii lion, do nulit alt:111.11I'MH11014 C. tam k in thy

,attit or a ratted Ix c twattott, 1, .1 ituirt 11.11,n 1/11N111 mong to tl) applit ant, Sec

lhaintrtul and !kiln mian
I)lintlt,ion, of onth t 'iwntplo,1114.111.. in Ikitat multi ol

I Alm ii ( areer rhre %Inas. Vol VI (55'.t,Itingtott. I) ( I S I )rvattment ud LaNn

(),Itintatt I9713)

'F lanagan Sin ing VIM)
'31 ',Moll ei al . Paul owl I .41xn Maar! Slott Mfr. No 26 (Boston

Hinter!, I mixt ,at , Dep.1111111111 iii it ono' Int No, embri 1978)
"Ibatittintl and II,'tl, u i'a,i fl t S Kuwait ol I .abt n Venuill I nem plutyment

and tl Humor, Wage,. Runyon 1657 (w.loungtim. I) (. I S Guyer:Huron timing
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jobs on the grounds that dies air too it responsible and unreliable for
skilled ones %V hen dies arc. then absent. or quit in disgust. the c in le is
«mipfew; Mrs have proven their

Alternativel. it may be that employe: pen eptions of youllt
brhas 101 are largels a« urate and that the kinds of jobs youth hold
reflect their own preferem es. For the most part. Unburdened by
famds I espcnisibilities. soil tig people may choose a lifestyle that
maxi:Imes leisure time, working primarily bn mise they require

n spec ifn put poses, bec ause they are urged to do so by their
parents or bec ause thcl value the so( ial interac tioli. Ac«nding to this

south pass through a Inormorium period.' which naturally
subsides as they mature."

While it is c lear that employers vim young applicants with some
suspn loll. there is little dire« es idence on youth attitudes. Fhat
which ertasts suggests that the view of sl with as um ommined and
unreliable workers is overstated. :on trolling for tlw o« upations in
whit 11 peciple are em ployed. there are virtually no differences by age
in absenteeism nor in views on what makes a job attractive. For
instance. both youth and adults "desire to do meaningful things.**

want intellectual stimulation." and "a c ham e for personal
grow th.-45 Al the same time. those who operate youth programs in
the held «insistently report that young people are more motivated by
the wages or stipends they r« rive than by any other asp« t of their
employment.

Willingness to Accept a Job
Orw of the reasons suggested for unemployment among youth is their
unwillingness to a« ept employment at the going wage. Ac cording to
his siew sorm.,propornon of youth unemployment is "voluntary"

bet dust. as ailable jobs are rejec ted.
Fhe willingness to a« ept. a job offer depends largely upon die

attractiveness of the offer wages. working «niditions and
prosp('t ts'for the future) «nnpared tti ac ma 1 or per( civet] alternative
opportunities. An individual's estimate of the worth of his or her
alternative uses of lime is c ailed the "reservation wage.** Youth

"Kull ().ienn.m. I he Sinn um. n1 the 1.41)nr NU: ket lin g Nlyn- Minton
Itipann l'Iner+m, Drp.ortmuni III Ii inonni S. und.ne(1)

"Fin ,nnu (il !hi. rowan Ii M tin% arra %rt. 1ndrps.nn (1)7H). Sue Ikr man, -1 oudi
numplusincuo .ind (...nerr hdin mum Rr.vomable I xpri Lot Ions.- Publir 11,101.

I 151 mu., 197th, and Paw( la Miller and 1Velli.un Snnon, "Dn
%% in 5% ijik iii I S ni oh 1.11,nt. Supplementary Paper( fr(IIIi the
( uirt ferem tiri ) u,,, li I nemplwyme ?II 11$ Lienillrement aud .11eamng(%1'.1.hsligum,
I) ( I S DunarnInlit (il 19714)
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unemployment may occur if their reservation .wages are higher than
the wages they can actually command in, the labor market.

Empirical evidenu. on the reservation wages of young people is

sketchy at best. One kind of evidence which supports the contention
that unwillingness to accept a job is not a major source of youth
unemployment is that youtli typically take the first job they are
offered. One study found that .78 percent of successful young job
seekers took the first job offered.°. Another study found that 90
percent of both black and white male job seekers took the first job
offered and that the reservation wage of youth adjusts dowieward the
longer they search for work.° These studies, however, are based on

limited samples and their. general validity has not been established.
On the other hand, there is some evidence that young peoples

reservation wages, as manifested by their occupational aspirations.
may be too .high. One study found that 59 percent of young white
males and 52 percent of young black males aspire to profesgional or
tec hnical careers, while only 15 penent of all employed males work in

these fields."
There is also limited evidence to support differences in attitudes

between minority and white youth toward the acceptance of
lowpaying menial jobs. One study reports that the wageexpectations
of blac.ks aged 16-19 were IS cents per hour higher than whites of the
same age and More than 30 cents higher than what they earned at their

last job.° As one author described the situation, "But for the inner
city blac k youth with high aspirations and real doubts about his
prospec ts in the lalxir market I low-wage] jobs are very easily viewed as
'deadend,' offering the spec tor of a permanent position at the bottom

of the soc ial order."°
Reservation wages may be high too because of the existence of

alternative sources of in«ime. Employment in the subewnomyfm
instan(e. feru ing stolen merchandise, hustling, pimping or

'thwonan (November 1978), we alts I lylan t Alvls ri ,11 , Improving tifipluympni
oppuriumiars trrnalr Mai h Ternagrrs in Nen., Vogt City (Waqiunguini. S.

Department of !Ann, Employment and I i g Adinamstaanon. 19771.
"Stanley %ft-Omuta. I he houannu s of Youth Job Seats h tIcli,i ii Uvnets, of

k and Slangs( sAol 11;111. No. 1 (February 1979).
"John Giasso and John Shea, Umattonal Edwalion and Training: Impai I nn

Youth (Berkeley Ube Cairn-me( AMM ii on Nub( y Studies an I I agher him anon, 1979);

wc Ago ntbew Salk. 'Is It Me in Me Systeml 11w Anthavalense of Youth
rnemployment,- Internal Repot!. Edna :onnell Clark Foundainm (November
1978).

"Paul I) E Wm and Paul NI. Rynt asap.. "I anyering Youth rnemployment:
Mau II and At What C:osfe'. m I S nepartmem of Laboa. Coniereme on Youth

"nemplownrnt Its rasurrnynt and Afranang 119781.
I. Andevam m Anderson and Sawhall (1980).
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traffic kmg in drugses one. st1( h sour( r. II has been suggested that
the. slibeelmonts is .1 map)! senne 1 of inwme. for soung men in urban
(churls."

Welfare. and other In«nne. maIntenane 1. payments .111 a ,se.e (mid
source. of tn«une. that mas redue e. the s;itlIteigness of youth to w`Ork.
11"Iiile. rants els few teenagers :Terme unemployment benrfits.'2
teenagers Inas be Aire led by I lir transfer th111110111 iMailable to other
Wilds members. I hit ti idem 1. on this issue is mixed. One. study
found that me teases in nem-earned In«mirfedll«' work effort innong
20 to 21 sem old Mell .11-1(} yventren by only small imumms." In
contrast. a study of the Seattle. and Denver Itimme. maintenance
eXpet intents found +ignite( ant retitle teems in work Mort amongr,
south who do not head finnthes and these reductions were related to
the tee rip( of in«mie. transfets,"

4. Lakor Market Transitions

One reason that youth have higher unemployment rates than adults
is simply because they are more likely to be new entrants to the labor
force and to move frequently among employers before settling down
inio a more permanent career. In 1977, for example, about 70 percent
of unemployed teenager% but only about 40 percent of unemployed
adults, had recently (w)entered the labor force. Also in thatyear about
one-third of 16-24 year old men, in contrast to about one-quarter of
older men (25-44), worked for more than one employer. Still, a spell cif
unemployment need not accompany labor force (re)entry or job
changing. A person out of .the labor force may hear of a job and
become employed without ever having actively sought work. In
addition, there is evidence (cited below)cthat many workers move into
the labelr force and between employers without becOming unem-
ployed.

A major part of the black/white differential in unemployment atn
be traced to ,the difficulty that minority youth have in making suc-

"Paul Malin k, I Oppurtumf carreri- in ihr boner Lay (Ann Athol
InoI Huh. of I Abut .nu1 huhnoit Gil Kan ed nno, 172)

th, pabc.tit,.11 P4)1141.1%14111 SIM MIIIN purl tannnplt mem oul -
ol oi hood mak iernagyt torn. terxnfii1 i Ix in El iii u,uni plo$ mmtn wourdm e
bend h

"Stank.% Nlamet (inkel. l'Aitmaisag ihr Labor 'supply...I-We( is ol
l,,ir tlasniraanir If,, nQtS fl ( Net% ink ,11.811tmli hobo. 1977) I h i i ud}, wao

kionl iii Ilk. 1%7 Ytacs 11 hIlinIM u Opp niunil$ mid du. 1972 I'mn.1 i utly
[of sum I h mum, o

.911, h h.ntl W col . hr no Ii fd thr %rank and Draper, 1m IMIr Maudenarue
prrinfrail mi ihr I aluir upPlv vii ,h Pig Noahrpds. thiptl incpared fin I lir

(II 1 Ira 1th , 1.11in .n if al .nnl Wi.11.ny Oulu. 19714)
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cessful transitions, either into the labor force or between employ
Black youth are less likely to find a job without active search; that is,
they are less likely to move directly from being out of the labor fore to
being employed. Alsci, while black youth are no more likely to qu t a
job than whites, they are more likely to quit into unemploymefrit.
Finally, once unemployed, young blacks spend a longer time tlan
young whites searching for work.55

Whether a young person becomes unemployed, or rema ns
unemployed, depends in part upon the amount and quality of he
labor market information that he or she has at hand. Clearly, evei if
youth have no employability problems, they must know where d

how to look for work. There is good evidence that minority youth aind
perkons from low-income families tend to usejob search mechanisMs
that differ from their w hi te/nonpoor counterparts. They rely more pn
formal mechanisms, such as want-ads and public employment
services; by contrast, white youth and persons with higher incoMes
use "informal methods," such as contacting employers directlyt or
asking friends and relatives about available opportunities." At the
same time, surveys of persons and of firms indicate that the mOst
effective means of looking for work is by direct application tol the

Plyemployer or by contacting friends or relatives.57 Of course, SI

altering the job search methods used by minority and low-inc me
youth will not necessarily be sufficient to reduce their unem loy-
ment. Certainly the use of friends or klatives, for example, is o ly as
effective as the knowledge of the labor market that those frientls and

.- relatives have.
Some portion of the unemployment differential between age

groups, and within the youth population betw.een the races may also
be attributable to young people's lack of occupational information.

isSee Osterman (1978); Ronald Ehrenberk "The Demographic Sbmture of
Unemployment Rates and Labor Market Transition Probabilities," paper prepared for

the NCEP (February 1979); John Amos abd Wesley Mellow, The Y outh Labor Market:
A Dynamic Overview (Washingtdst. DO: U.S. Department of Labor. 1978); Kim Clark

and Lawrence Summers, The Dernographtc Composition ot Cyclical /Variations m
Employment (Washington, D.C: U.S. Deparunent of Labor, Office ot the Assistant
Seaetary of Policy. Evaluation and Research. 1979).

NFor example, in the National Longitudinal Surveys, 16percent of black young men

but 10 percebt of whites use a public employment agency; and 40 percOni of the whites,

but percent of the blacks contacted employers directly (U.S. Depunent of Labor.
Career Thresholds, Vol. I (Washington. D.C.: U.S. Dtpartment of herb. See also,

Leigh and Rawlins; Bullock; Osterman (November 1978). /
'Nee Harvey Hilaski. "How Poverty Area Residents Look f Work," Monthly

Labor Review, Vol. 94, Nd. 3 (Mardi 1971); National Chamber forecast and Survey
Center, "A Survey of Federal Employment and Training Pr ms," (Washington.

D.C.: U.S. Clamber ol Commerce. 1978),
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Employers indicate that they prefer to hire people who have some
basic knowledge and interest in the type of work for which they are
applying. Employers also indicate that young people have miscon-
ceptions about alternative occupations." National surveys of youth
report similar findings: young people have little understanding of
various occupations, the job tasks embodied in them and their
educational requirernents. The problem is particularly severe among
black youth." -

But the extent to which a lack of occupational information is
responsible for unemployment problems among youth has not been
determined. Researchers have mit found that better occupational
information reduces the likelihood of unemployment anV there is
only sketchy evidence that it reduces the duration of the job search
per iod.P

5. Conclusions

At the outset of this chapter three questions were posed regarding
unemployment among young people. Why is their unemployment
rate highek than that of adults? Among youth, why does chi; minority
population experience greater problems than the white population'
and finally, why have the racial differentials in employment and
unemployment been worsening over die past decade? The evidence
on these issues indicates that there are no simple answers to these
questions.

Whether one wishes to stress preparation for work while in school
or access to jobs later on, it is clear that not all youth are likely to
experience difficulties. Many young people make the transition to
adult roles quite successfulfy: a substantial proportion of youth
unemployment reflects their Movement from school to work as well
as their natural tendency to move froM job to job. But some youth
unemployment is also the result of the failure of the economy to
expand sufficiently to absorb all new entrants into the labor force. To

"See. for example. Lynton et al.
."On an occupational information test that was administered. 44 percent of the white

mak high school graduates received a high score, but only 12 itercent of tlw black men
mewed such a score. Among female high school graduates, comparabk figures for
white and blacks were 45 and 22 percent, respectivgly; U.S. Department of Labor,
( awry thrrsholds. Vol I, I S Immo of I Abbr. Fears for Detsium. Vol. II
(Washington. D.C.: (I .S. Department of Labor, 1971). See also Phyllis Wallace,
Unemployment Among Block Teenage Females an Urban Poverty Neighborhoods
(Washington. D (:. U S. Department of Labor. Manpower Administration, June
1972)

.0U.S. Department of Labor, Career Thresholds, Vol. III (Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Department of labor). Parnes and Kohen.
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the extent that eiisting.jobs are reserved for their incumbents on the
basis of senioriq, the problem of absorbing new entrants is inten-

sified.
Tlw current .-experience and historical trends found for minority'

youth are not fully understood. Over the past several decades there has
been a confluence of events that seems to have affected their labor
market position. First, part of the widening employment gapbetween
blac k and white youth is due to the int reasing number of blacloyouth
who are enrolled in school. In addition, there.have been shifts in the
industrial structure of the economy that have eliminated jobs in
which minority youth were disproportionately employed'. This trend
has been exacerbated by an increasing supply of white youth (and
possibly older women and undocumented workers) from whom
employers could also choose their new workers. CAnicomitant
increases in legal and social minimum wages, along with fear of
being 'found in violation of antidiscrimination laws, may also have
made employers increasingly reluctant to hire black youth. Finally,
the aspirations and expectations of black youth may have been
increasing at a more rapid pace than their qualifications.

As with these long-term trends, there appears to be no one cause uf
the employment difficulties of today's minority youth. Relative to
their white counterparts, these young people have educational
defic its. They also do not have access to the informal contacts Which

help people secure good jobs. Finally, problems of discrimination
continue. Subjective evaluations play an important role in hiring
de( isions and it appears that similarly qualified minority and white
youth are not treated in a similar fashion.

E.;



Chap et 3:
The Conse uences of

Youth's Experience in the
LaborMarket

While the.preceding chapter documented the nature of the problems
'which yOuth face in the labor market aWd some of the reasons for their
high unemployment, it 'stopped short of addressing, why society
should be particularly concerned about the iSsue. In fact; many have
argued .that youth 'unemployment is not a particularly serious
problem; rather it is a natural part of 'the transition from school to
work and settling down into a relatively permanent job. The last
chapter indicated that not all youth Ware equally "at risk": some
groups make this transition more easily.than others, and it would be
unwise to generalize-about the seriousness of the problem. Also, since
virtually all groups' unemployment rates fall sliarplyas they age, it
seems reasonable to ask whether there really is a "youth labor market
problem." Apart from some immediate loss of output and income,
should youth unemOloyment be a cause for concern?

This chapter addresses this issue by examining evidence on the
longer-run consequences of being.out of work during one's adoles-
cent years. The discussion is organikd around those outcomes which
are economic (employment and earnings), those which are psycho-
logical (attitudes), and those which are social (Crime, early
childbearing). In each case, labor market problems may directly affect
the individual and they may also impose costs on others. The case for
government intervention is, particularly strong where there are
collective, as well as individual, consequences -to be considered.
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A. Economic Consequences

It is apparent that involuntary joblessness represents an immediate
economic cost in terms of earnings foregone.' Recent r ch has
attempted io determine if there are .1Onger-term eco c conse-

quences as well. This work has investigated the connectio between

a youth's current employmient and unemployment experience on the

one hand, and his/herluture employment and earnings on die other.

It is not difficult to document a col-relation between' early labor
market difficulties and liter joblessness and low earnings. Until
recently, however, it has been very difficult to determine whether the
earLy difficulties cause the later ones ("scarring effects"), or whether

some third factor (e.g., family ba(kground, motivation, ability) is
simultaneously responsible for both ("signalling"). This has been an

,
important issue because it affects the strength of the argument for
targeting job creation efforts on youth. If there is clear evidence of
"scarring," then targeting resources on unemployedyouth his long-

, term, as well as immediate, payoffs. We turn now to a review of the

evidence.
To begin with, iLhas been found that extensive unemployment in

one year is highly predictive of unemployment in the next year.
Youth with 15 or more weeks of unemployment in 1977 had an
unemployment rate in March of 1978 that was at least 4 times the

unemployment rate found among youth without previous
unemployment.2 At the same tinie, other research has found that,
among young men at least, an early spell of unernployment is not

4 ,causally related to the later unemployment.3
In a similar vein, nonwork in one year is highly predictive of

nonwork in the following year,4 but for young men any cadsal

'One study estimated that the mean earnings loss because of unemployment in May
1976 was about $100 per week for young men and $85 for ycung women between the age

of 16 and 19. Among men and women ,20-24 the mean weekly earnings loss was
estimated at ;158 and ;155, 'respectively. See Piul Ryseavage and Curtis Gifroy,
"Earnings Foregone by the Unernployee in Prucetidings of the Business and
Economscs Sectson (American Statistical Association, 1977).

5Robert Lerman et al.. roncepis and Measures of Structural Unemployment
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Labor, 1979).

3David Ellwood; 'Teenage Unemployment: Permanent Scars or Temporary
Blemishes?" paper presented to the National Bureau of Economic Research
Conference on Youth Unemployment, Mrlie, Virginia, May 1979.

'Adele Harrell and Philip Winz, "An Analysis of the Antecedents of Youth
Unemployment." paper prepared for the NCEP. August 1979; Robert Meyer and
David Wise. "High School Preparation and Early Labor Force Experience," paper
presented to the National Bureau of Economic Research Conferend on Youth
Uneisployment, Airlie. Virginia, May 1979,
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connection is short lived. An extended period without work in the
first year after leaving school has been found to reduce the amount of
empldyment in the following year, but the effect diminishes sharply
thereafter.5 By contrast, among women being without employment in
the first years after leaving school does seem to be causally related to
not working during adulthood.6

For both sexes, the effect of joblessness on earnings-is also short-
lived if that joblessness occurs during the schooling years. In the first
year atter leaving high school, youth who have already° been
employed receive higher wages than those without such experience;7
but, five or six years later, there seems to be no difference in the annual
earnings of the two groups.9

Research findings on the earnings impact of joblessness aftei
leaving school are quite different. While the precise magnitude of the
effect has not been determined, being out of work.in the initial period
after leaving school appears to bean important cause of relatively tow
earnings during the adult years.9 The effect remains after adjusting.
for individual differences that could simultaneously explain both
early and lateris,necess in the work place.

This is not to say that brief spells of nonworkor unemploy-
mentnecessarily have long-term deleterious effects. The evidence
suggests that some time spent looking for work may ultimately result

in higher. wages. Rather, it is lengthy periods of nonwork that have a
long-term, negative impact on earnings.10

B. Psychologfeal Consequences

At the beginning of their labor market careers, young people are
committed to the world of work and, hie older workers, they "desire
to do meaningful things," want "intellectual stimulation" and "new
challenges" from their jobs. Moreover, the occupational status of the

'Ellwood.
'Mary Corcoran. "The Employment; Wago and Fertility Consequences of Teenage

Women's Non-Employment,' paper presented to the National Bureau of Economic
Research Conference on ,Youth Unemployment, Airlie, Virginia, 'May 1979.

'Meyer and Wise.
'Wayne Stevenson, "the Transition from School to Work," in TheLingering Crisis

of Youth l'oemployrnent. edited by A. V. Adams and CL. Mangum (Kalamazoo: W.W.
Upjohn Institute for Employment Research, June 1978).

'Ellwood; Corcoran.
41°Brian Becker and Stephen Hill. "Teenage Unemployment: Some Evidence of the

Long-Run Effects on Wages" (Washington. D.C.: U.S. Deparunent of Labor.
Employment and Training Administration, undated).
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jobs td which they aspire is high-too high perhaps given their levels
of education and the status of their current jobs.,1

One of the first consequences of a poor labor market experience*
shortly after leaving high school is 'a downward reviSion in aspira-
tions." Among women, holding a low-skill job (such as being a-
service worker or an operative), or moving into one from a white
collar job, is associated with a change in labor market plans for the
future. Controlling for other factors, these young women are more
likely to decide that they no longer plan omworking in later years.

Young men, after leaving high school, experience Unemployment,

or hold jobs in which there are few chances for upgrading, revisetheir
occupational aspirations for the future downward. Simultaneously,
the occupational ambitions of otherwise comparable young men who

do not experience unemployment, or whose initial job includes
favorable prospects for the future, are raised...Of course, the implica-

tions of these differential outcomes are not totally clear: while it seems

likely that some youth are being discouraged, it is also possible that
some youth are simply becoming more realistic. °

At the same time that these young men's occupational aspirations
are being lowered, their commitment to the labor market changes

little because of unemployment orlow-wage jobs. Having had either
of these labor market experiences does have some negative short-run
effect on their commitment to work, but it does not last into the adult

years.
Finally, one of the most important w ys a lack of success in the job

market can affect individuals psychol 'cally is by lowering their
sense of self-confidence. In the short- n, both unemployment and

(relatively) low earnings soon after %wig school have this impact."
However, while the impac of joblessness on self-confidence
diminishes over time, the ef ct of low wages persists into adulthood.
Moreover, the researci uggests a vicious circle exists; other things

"Paul Andrisani, "g ects of Unfavorable Labor Market Experiences on the Work

Related Attitudes of outh," paper prepared for the NCEP. December 1979. See also

the discussion pter 2 under the heading "Willingness to Work."

"Unl noted, the research findings reported in this section are based on

An red for the NCEP. This work examined the effectof a variety of

la ences (such as unenfployment, low-wage jobs, occupation and
oyment) among out-of-school youth on thiir attitudes several years

la , the attitudinal conse4uences of labor market problems while in high

school have not been researched. t> t.-

"Young men who were in the military, but not commissioned officers, during the

last years of the Vietnam conflict were also found io have a lowered sense of self-
confidence. The research indicates that this feeling continued into their early adult

years.
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being equal, individuals who lack self-confidence have less
subsequent success in the labor market (increases in earnings and
occupational status) than their more confident peers.14

C: Social Consequences

In addition to being a possible sOurce of long-term economic and
psychological problems for -the indiviidu4l. youthunemployment is
also believed to be a cause of such social problerhs as crime a"nd very
early childbearing.

There are several reasons for expecting youth with poor-labor
market prospects to engage in illegal activities. Such activities can
provide both a source of income and a source of status among peers.
Engaging in illegal activities may also rskeve the boredom associated
with joblessness or aie tediousness assMated with holding a dead-
end, low-paying joinally: when no other avenue is open, acts of
violence can provide a Means of venting frustrations against society.

Several studies have shown that all of these reasons are important
in understahding the sources of youth crime,'5 What is missing is
documentation of direct causal links between various labor market
problems and illegal activities. Some studies have shown that more
crimes are committed in high unemployment areas and when the
national unemployment rate is high. Other studies haVe shown that
the inciderwe of crime is greater in low-income areas. But the litera-
ture has not shown that, for an individual youth, there is a causal
relationship between joblessness and low wages on the-one hand, and
crime oh the other. Nevertheless, the evidence is persuasive that an
environment which consists of unemployment, low-wage jobs and
few prospects for future improvement is conducive to youth crime.
Moreover, some government programs which have provided employ-
ment and training opportunities seem to have been iuccessful in
reducing the likelihood of committina, a first aime and in reducing
reCidivism. (§ee the review of the Jobs Corps in Chapter 7.)

At the same time, it is imporiant to hote that for some young people
the availability of jobs may have little todo with their probability of

"See Andrisani (1978).
osel Anderson In Andersmi and Sawhill (1980): Bullor Silk: Paul Barton.

"Juvenile Delinquency. Work. and Education" (Waihington, D.C.: U.S. National
Manpower Institute, August 1976); Daniel Glaser, "Economic and Sodocultural.
Variables Affecting Rates of Youth Unemployment, Delinquency and Crime," in
Conference Repoil on Youth Unemployment: Its Measurement and Meaning
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Labor, 1978).
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engaging in crime. For them, difficulties in the labor mark'et and
crime seem to go hand-in-hand: joblessness, low-wages, and crithinal
activities are symptoms of other problems. These other problems may
begin in school, in the home, or in the community and cannot be
addressed through job opportunities alone."

While crime is a problem principally amaAg young men, early
childbearing constitutes a problem for young women, particularly
those who are 16 or younger. Teenage motherhood can be viewed
both as a consequence of early labor market problems and as a cause
of later ones. A study of youth eligible for the entitlement program
(i.e., individuals who are 16-19 years old, economically dtsadvan-
taged, and with less than a high scitool education) found that 26
percent of the eligible females had at feast one child:'7

Research on this topic has do'cumented the individual and social
costs associated with adolescent childbearing. Women who have
children in their early to midteen years are less likely to complete their
educaiion and are more likely to have larger families. In turn, these
factors work to reduce their participation in the labor force and to
increase their likelihood of welfare dependency." One study
estimated that of the women receiving AFDC payments in 1975, 61

percent had had children while they were in their teens. About 50
percent of the total monies expended on AFDC in that year (or about
4.45 billion dollars) went to households in which the mother had
borne a child before she was twenty." Moreover, even when teenage
mothers are later employed, their lack of education still ensures that
their occupational status and earnings will be low.20

Finally, women who become pregnant when they are youngdo not
always find that marriage is a solution to their economic problems. In

some cases the women report that the fathers (also of ten teenagers) are

too unstable to make good partners. When marriage does occur,
divorce is a frequent outcome.21

"See particularly Barton. and Glaser.
"Suzanne Barclay et al.. Schooling and Work Among Youths from Low-Income

Households: A Baseline Report Irom the Entitlement Demonstration (New York:
Manpower Development Research Corporation. May 1979).

"Sandra Hofferth et al, The Consequences of Age as First Childbirth: Labor Force
Participation and Earnings (Washington. aC. The Urban histitute. August 1978).

"Kristen Moore. "The Economic Consequences of Teenage Childbearing."
Testimony before the U.S. Housed RepresentativesSelect Cornmiuee on Population.

February 28. 1978.
"Holifenh et al.
"Helen Koo et al.. "Long-Term Marital Disruption-Fertility and Socioeconomic

Achievement Associated with Adolescent Childbearing" (C:hapel Hill: The Carolina
Population Center, April 1978): Harriet Presser. "Sally's Corner: Coping with
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While the consequences of teenage motherhood are reasonably
lear, little or no researc h exists on the extent to which labor market

problems among young women, or their male peers, contribute to
early childbearing. We can only sketch thqiLocely linkages. First, the
incidence of teenage motherhood depends neo y on the probability
of pregnancy but also on the decision to keep the child. The best
evidence to date suggests that the vast majority (81 percent) of teenage
pregnancies are unplanned.22 "The great majority of these woriten
who do not plan to have a child later regret the timing of their
motherhood. Secondly, the failure to control this timing appears to
be based as much on "indifference toward pregnancy" as on a lack of
information about how to prevent it. This indifference, in turn, may
well be related to a perc-eption that few benefits will accrue from more
education, more work experience, and a decision to delay
motherhood.

D. Conclusions

High-quality research on the consequences of youth jinemployrIent
is scarce and most of it has only recently become available. Much of

DS

the earlier work was marred by a failure to distinguish carefully
between correlation, On the one hand, and causation, on the other.
Nevertheless, the following conclusions seem warranted:

First, for both men and women, being out of work during the
initial period after leaving school reduces earnings during
adulthood. In addition, among women it reduce% the likelihood that
iheN will «mtiniw to work ai all. Similar «nisequen«.s do not befall
those who are unemployed while in school.

Sewnd, unemployment or working in a low-wage job after leaving
hool is associated with a downward revision in occupational

aspirations among young men and with a decision not to continue
working among young women. In addition, there is some evidence
that unfavopable labor market expe'iiences (especially low wages)also-
undermine self-confidence and that a lack of self-confidence, in turn,
has a direc t and negative impact on subsequent earnings andbccupa-
tional status.

'nmarned Motherhood," paper presented to the American Sociological Association,
San Francisco. September 4-7, 1978.

nliarnet Presser. "Early Motherhood: Ignoran r Family /Nanning
Perspectwei, Vol 6, No. 1 (Winter 1974).
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Finally, while the links between youth unemployment, on the one
hand, and crime and early childbearidg, on the other, are less well
documented,-it is quite-reasonable toexpect that a relationship exists.
Moreover, interesting new evidence on the experience of young
enrollees in the Job Corps suggests that providing employment and
training opportunities can reduce antisocial behavior.

Taken together, these findings suggest that there are long-term
payoffs to increasing the labor market opportunities of youth.
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Chapter 4:
Goats and Priorities

The preceding chapters found that some youth face serious problems
in their early encounters with the labor market and end up with
serious cumulative deficits in terms of years of education and labor
market experience by the time the majorjty have settled into stable
adult work roles. The remainder of this report exathines rhe policy
implications of these findings. First, however, it is necessary to clarify
what it is that-federal, youth labor market policies should be trying to
achieve and, given scarce resources, who should have priority. The
resolution of these issues,involves a number of societal value judg-
ments that are best made within a political arena. But the debate can
be more productive if the participants have a clear understanding of
the issues.

The key questions around which this chapter is organized are:
What should be the goals of youth labor market policies?
What priority should be given to youth relative to adult labor

market problems?
Within the youth population, who should receive priority

attention?
Once these issues are resolved, then the strategies for achieving

goals and the design of effective programs to implement those
strategies can be considered. These topics are the subjects of. the
chapters that follow.

A. Employment vs. Employability Development

Youth labor market programs can and do serve a large number of
specific purposes. But there are two fundamental policy goals for
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youth in the labor market and the two may lead to very different kinds
of programs.

The first goal is to providevinployment. The "crisis" of the youth
labor market is often described in terms of high unemployment rates
and low employment rates for youth in general and for minority
youth in particular. The provision of more jobs for youth is seenas- a
way of providing income, work experience, and social participation
for the jobless youth themselves and, perhaps, some output,
reduction in transfer payments, and antic rime and riot insurance for
the rest of society. Su« ess or failure in achieving the employment
goal is measured by the «mventional employment and unempkiy-
ment statistn s.

Ihe semnd goal is to provide experiences that will improve the
long-term employability of young people. These experiences may
involve education, training, employment, or other learning activities
to prepare for subsequent produc live and rewarding labor market
parm ipation. Here the activities of youth are evaluated as an invest-
ment that Icads to higher lifetime earnings, productivity, and
ernploymeni, -rather than in terms of their immediate impact. Success
or failure is more dif fie ult to Measure since the anticipated outcomes
are in the tenure Early indicators inc lude educational attainment and
test sc ores that measure whether the individual at least has the
knowledge or skill that is thought to Ix. linked to subsequent employ-
ment and earnings growth. Developing longer-term indicators of
succ eSs. stu h as lam mr earnings, requires longitudinal data whic h
are rarely available.

No one would argue against the worthiness of providing employ-
ment to youth who seek work or of improving their employability.
But neither c an be ac h lewd for free arid the pursuit of one goal could
even he at the expense of the other. This tradeoff «mid exist for three
reasons. First, given se arce resourc es, the more money spent on pure
job c reation, the less c an be spent for development outside of the work
environment or enru hment of the work experienc e itself. Second, the
time spent by the youth themselves in employment reduces the
amount of time available for other a tivities. inc luding education and
training. l-hird. pursuit of the employment goal by the fedcral
government may provide an incentive to some youth to drop out of
so hool in order to take the jobs that be«ime available.

In the past, the major emphasis of federal eMployment and
training programs for youth has been on employment. Educators, on
the other hand, have tended to emphasize employability and have
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shown less «mc ern for the immediate employment problems of the
young people they serve.

What is the apptopi tate balam e between the two goals? .The
answer depends, partly on the age and situation of the individual
being served, It is tempting to dismiss the high unemployment rates
of youth as nothing more than the normal symptoms of transition to
achiltlicxxl. Mans. ixliple need tune to settle &win. Indeed, there is
ser ious question about the a« unit y and relevan«. of the convent ional
unemployment statistics when applied to a group with marginal
anac hment to the labor force. The real question may not be whether
they. are employed or unemployed. but whether the activities in whit h
the youth are engaged.have long-term payoffs. for themselves and for
sot lily. For some youth. at some times in their lives the most
important activity in whic h they an engage is education. "The
emplciy ment gcial should be sec ondary and employment should be
considered as a means of preparing the individual for subsequent
roles, not as an end in itself.

Beyond some point, which is dillit ult to fix and whir h people
reach at dif ferem ages, employment emerges as the more important
goal. I-he minimum criterion for determining that that time' has
wine is that the individual is capable of performing a productive role
in tlw labor market if given the c hance. Employability development
should still be important. but it becomes sewndary. One problem
with the existing systems of educ anon and employment is that each
system tends to spec whit.. making it difficult for youth to make a
gradual transition from the pursuit of employability development to
the pursuit of employment.

As stated by the President of the Interstate CAmference of
Fmployment Sec urn y Agent ies at a Commission field hearing:1

Educators have long recognized that, in terms of learning
ac ademic subjec Is. there is a «minimum of steps in a very long
and «nnplu kited prcx ess called educational development...
learning how to earn money requires a developmental process.

The employability development prcxess is similar to the educa-
nonal process in that c ertain fundamental steps are first
ne«.ssary befort. other. more «implic ated steps are undertaken.
One has to learn, for example, what is involved in a job assign-
ment before one c an supervise others in that job...employment

.kon W Nu huh, testimony beim,. the NCFP Youth I ask Foot., Ian Angeles.
.aldor rut. Ione I I, 1979 Mt Nu huh; is alu, the tor of the Idaho Department of
mployment and Exe< lame Due( tot of the Idaho Manpower tinasoritum.
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and training policy mtWt recognize that at any one point in time
person can secure e ployment but the employability process

continues.
Finally, it Should be st essed that many young people uxlay are

ready, willing, and able t work And that their lack of employment is a
loss to them and to th rest of society. In 1978, when the overall
employment rate was percent, the unemployment rate for labor
force participants betWeen the ages of 16 and 24 was 12.2 percent. The
rates ranged from 4 V.7 percent for black females, ages 16-17, to 7.6
percent for white ynales, ages 20-24. As indicated in Figure 4-1,
unemployment ra Ifs fall with age for every race-sex group suggesting
that some fraction of youth joblessness reflects the normal process of
school to work/transition and job change early in one's career.
However, what/figure 4-1 also indicates is (1.) that the entire structure
of unemployMent rates was lower in 1969 (when the national
unemployment rate was 3.5 pen-ent) than in 1978 (when the national
unemployment rate was 6.0 percent) and (2) that there are substantial
ra ial differences (and some small sex differences) at every age. While
setting numerical targets for youth unemployment and employment
is an inherently arbitrary exercise, one possible goal for national
policy would be to bring down each age-race-sex, group's unemploy-
ment rate to the rate for white males of the same age in a high-employ-
ment year (1969). In 1978, this would have required at least 1.4 million
more jobs bir youth, of whic h nearly half would have been for black
youth. The total youth employment gap was probably closer to two
million, taking into account the labor force expansion that more jobs
would induc e.2

It is sometimes c laimed that the employment deficit for youth will
evaporate over the next decade as the size of the youth population
declines. Between 1978 and 1990, there will be 5.8 million fewer
peoFille in the 16-24 age group and it. is projected that the size of the,.
youth labor force will shrink by between 0.5 and 3.3 million.' This
will undoubtedly relieve some of the pent-up demand for youth jobs,
making it easier to provide employment for a larger fraction of the
young population. It may also induce employers to lower their
standards and/ or to provide on-the-job training as a means of
meeting their employment requirements.

rflus and the prokc norvi reported below are dest rabed In Ralph E. Smith, 'Goals for

National Youth Employment Polu National Cummtsmon for Employment
Poll( y Briefing Paper 7-6-79 ( Marth 16. 1979).

'Based of the range of prok«ions made by the Bureau of Labor Statntke (Ftaimand

Fullerton. 1978).
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Figure 4-1

Unemployment Rates by Age, Sex, and Race, 1989 and 1978
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But It is doubtful that donographi« hanges will ubstantially
diminish the need for youth-oriented policies. The projecteddecline
in the size of the youth labor force is confined to white males, the
group that already has the fewest labor market problems. The popu-
lation of young blacks and Hispanics, and probably the number of
them in the labor force, will not dedine.4 The expected continued
growth in the labor tome participation rates of young white women
should offset the reduction in the site of this population, resulting in
little, if any, decline in numbers in the labor force. All of these groups
will be 'helped by the reducticm in Competition from young white
males, but they must be in a position to take advantage of the
situation. 'This could be an excellent opportunity for minority and
female youth to become better 'integrated into the labor market. It
becomes all the more important that they be provided the preparation
that will permit them to take this opportunity.

B. Who Should be Served?

Once again the scarcity of federal resources requires that some
daft( ult thou es be made. Young people are not the only ones who
can benefit from labor market pdhcies to incTeaa employment are
employability. And. among young people, there are likely to be many
CM He With a I ('J')t1Jt)I( t !dim H 14,4-91.111( e tIiti 1.111 1w wryed. I he

decisions ultimately Involve politkal judgments made with
incomplete information. These decisions shciuld be based on an
assessment of where the money will i?e most effective and where it 14

most neede
It may be helpful to view the youth vs. adultchoice within a longi-

tudinal per (live. -The tradeoff may really be between helping
tomorrow's a its ow or waiting for them to age. In pursuing the
employment goal a case can be made for focusing on older people:
they are more likely to be in need of intone and to already have the
necessary skills. their foregone Patin ings and productivity are, on the
average', mtuh higher than,those of youth.5 On the other hand, they
are also more likely to be eligible for unemployment insurance, since
the work.history eligibility rules disqualify inexperienced job

'The black population. age 16-24. sn 1990 se projettell to be abbut tte same as sn 1978;
the lalxir form prom lions hm this group range between a 300,006 des-rease and an

8C10.000 uu rease See Addendum A
'Paul Ryscayage and Curtis Gilroy estimated that the mean earrtings loss because of

unemployment sn May 1976 was about $100 per week amomf unernployeA mate;
teenagers. $158 lot males between the ages of 20 to 24 and $218 for rruth,s age 25 to A.
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seekers. Afso, the, literature on "scarring", reviewed in Chapter 3,
indicates that lad( of employment among youth can lead to later
pioblems with li rn.o uninlate ovei a litetiuw. Filially, one suspet Is
that any connection between joblesSness and antisocial behayior
weakens with age.

In pursuing the employability develowent goal, the case for
helping people while they are young is basedon the genedlly lower
costs of doing so and tte. longer peiiod over which they can benefit.'
On the other, hand: some people may simply not beaready to learn
until they have acquired a certain level of maturity or until the need
for income becomes more pressing..

tven more difficult issues arise in choosing, 'from among a large
number 'of youth who could bef it froth 'Various labor market
programs, those who should recent priority. Some policies, such as
macroeconomic stimulation, tend td benefit all youth, even though
they may disproportionately benefit certairksubgroups (for ekcample,
blacks). Other pohcies, such as enforcement of antidiscrimination
laws, ale inherently anned at helping sPecific .groups. The reai
hoit es that must be made are in programs such as CETA, in which

there may be more youth than slots. Criteria must be used, explicitly
or iniplic itly, to determine who is to he served.

ledsi thin dif felon !yin's of ( tiro ia may be -used in (lesigning
eligibility' rules. First, targeting decisions May be basedon efficiency
onsiderations; that is, on the need to use scarce resources w-here they

will produce thck greatest indiiiidual or social benefits per dollar
spent. (For example; there is some evidence that young 'women,
benefit more from institutional .skills training than young men.)
Semnd, targeting decisions may be based on notions of rairness, with
resOunes being used to reduce social and economic inequitieS over
which youth have no control,- such as family inqome and race.6 Third, .

.

targeting decisions can be used to provide incentitres for people to
'change j-jeir behavior or act in socially approved ways. An examble of
this latter type of targeting is provided by the Youth Entitlement
Program, which guarantees jObs to ytmth who are willipg to remain
in, of rinirn it); hool. Benefits are also conditioned on school
pc, loi111.111«.' Mid utmmh.mm wt k atiendati(e.

Mere are a number of diffieulties in using these criteria-to design
anti implement eligibility standards. The most (lbviou one is that the
three arguments listed above lead to different ruteaid possibly the

'I si m te ,1 the number and t harm terisin s of youth from low-income fain iliesare
proctded ut Addendum B. .
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selection of difierent people: those who can be helped the most; those
who need help the most; and those who, by their own behavior,
leiirly demonstrate a- desire to be helped. Also', any ruks that sort

people into grdups of allibles and ineligibles are inherently,
arbitrary for the borderline cases and (if based on need) run therisk of
ctigmatizing the participants. One possible approach Would be to
first classify the youth population-according to the kind of assistance
which is most liken./ to be effective in meeting their needs, and then to

target the assistance-provided to cach group on those who are the most
disadvantaged and who condat themselves in socially-approved
ways.
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Chapter 5:
Policy Options
for-the 1980's

In this chapter the major policy options which might be used to
increase youth employment and to provide experiences that will
improve their loni-terin emOoyability are presented and discussed.
As background fgr thisdiscussion, there are a number of conclusions
based on the analysis in the precediick chapters which can be briefly
summarized as follows;

rilaj(n ity of the j)opulation goes through thc transition
from Inith 10 adidtluiod'with few wrious employ`ment prdb-.
lems and ( omes out of it prepared for adult wolk roles,
Some youth experiencelPtious problems in the labor market
and these problems persist into adiilthood.

, The youth most likely to have employment and employability
problems are those who come from economically-disadvan-
taged family backgrounds, are members of groups that have
been subject to extensive disciimination, or have physical or
mental diPabilities.
The population at risk is not likely. to diminish significantly
over the next decade.
Policies to increase youth employment and employability drill
need to address a wide variety of problems; no one problem
dominates.

"The policy options presethed here are grouped according to
whether their intent is ( 1 ) to increase the number of jobs employers
are willing to offer young people without changing the latter's quali-
fications; (2) to increase the qualifications of yOuth and thus their
ability to compete for existing job offers; or (3) to improve the ability
of youth to successfully negotiate the transition from school to work
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or,from one job to another tty providing.them with more knowledge
of where the jobs are and how to obtain them. Table 5-1 provides a
range of, policy options grouped under each of these three major
strategies. If the probkm is mainly one of inadequate 4b
opportunities, then solutions should not be directed toward
improving the employability of the younger generation. Conversely,
if the pPoblem is that youth are poorly qualified for .the jobs that exist,
then something should be done to improve their basic and vocational

skills, their work habits, and experiences. Alternatively, if the
problem is largely the inefficient ways in whkh youth search for and
obtain jobs, then it is this process which 'should be given the Most
policy attention..Of course, die issue is further complicated by the fact

that the problem may vary depending on which group of youth is
being examined. \totem, et-, the alternatives are !early not mutually
exclusive. The diagnosis cif the problem presented in Chapter..2
indicates that pursuit of all three strategies.may be needed. Any hew
legislation shoulcicombine the best elements of each approach and
remain sensitive to the diverse needs of different groups of young
people.

lite next three sections describe and assess each option, but a few
general points'should be kept in mind. First, these options are not an
exhaustive set. For example, no explicit consideration, is given to
various soc ial services (e.g., treatment for drugabuse, child care, and
.health servi( es), to policies to restrict wmpetitain from women and
older workers, or to v.arious military and national service options,
These were.otnitted largely because thcy were judged to be less effec-
tive or politically feasible or becatise they involved issues outside the
expertise of the staff. .

lit,s1 of the options are otiti trine, tathei titan inoiess,
oriented-. They 4re intended to focus attention on what needs to be

done. Om e the several approaches are agreed upon, one still needs to
determine how to implement them and what kinds of legislative and
institutional changes are required;

Third, it can alWays be argued that a strategy for increasjng the
employability of youth will be ineffective if the jobs do not exist; that
a-strategy of increasing job availability will not work if the youth
most in need of help,are not prepared to work; and that improving
matching mechanisms is futile if there are no jobs or employable
youth to be matched. Each Of these arguments. is- valid and
underswres thc importance of naving all conditions met at the same
time.
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Table 5-1
Policy Options

A. Increasing the Nuniber of Jobs for Youth
I. Stimulate the national economy
4. Create jobs (via wage subsidies or tax credits (or public or

private employers) targeted on young people;or on certain sub-
groups of young people, or on areas where these groups live

'3. -Reduce thdniinimum wageor create a youth differential in,the
minimum wage

4. Reduce discrimination against youth, especially minority
youth, on the part of employers

5. Reduce competition for existing jobs by curbing the supply of
undcx umented workers

B. Increasing Employability
,I. Increase basic educational competencies (reading, writing,

arithmetic) and life coping skills
2. Increase specific occupationA skills
3. Improve basic socialization and motivation for both education

and work

C. Improving Labor Market Transitions
I lease soling people's genrial knowledge 1 tuie world of

work and of differenPcareer options
2. Provide young people with more specific information about job

vacani ies in their own local labor market
3. "Feach young people how to search for and obtain a job

4.

Finally, we recognize that during the next year or so the bleak
economic outlook will tend to weigh heavily in most polky discus-
sions. Hence, employability and matthing strategies will be subject
to the jobs-do-not-exist criticism. But it should be kept itnnind that
the subjei t of this report is the next geperaticm of youth labor market
policies. ones that will be in place beyond tha current recession.

e, A. Increasing the Numher of Jobs for Youth

The options considered in this section are based on the underlying
premise that over the next decade ihere will be a substantial number
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of job-ready youth whose main problem is a lack of jobs. To help
these youth will require, at a minimum, that measures be taken to
increase total job opportunities or to increase the proportion of jobs
that go to youth. The five options presented here would each,clo one

or beith, but involve quite different approaches, different anticipated
impacts on' the employability development of the youth who gain
employment, and different kinds of costs imposed on the rest of

sot iety.

I. Stimubting the National Economy

The firsiand most obviousstrategy for increasing the number of

jobs for youth is to use monetary and fiscal policies to expand total
job opportunities. A stimulative macroeconomic policy would be one
whish generates aggregate employment growth at least proportion-

ate to expected labor. force growth and, to the extent consistent with
other goals, is used to lower the national unemployment rate. It is
well established that sttinulat Ive ma( It) poi it Its ( butt...Ise the

aggregate demand for goods and services; that an increase in aggre-

gate demand- translates, with a lag, to an increase in aggregate ern-

. ployment; and that youth, including minority youth, share in Abe

employment gains.
Me strong" bond between the overall state.of the, economy and

youth unemployment and employment is illustrred by the cyclical
behavior of youth unemployment during the past. decade. During

each of the two periods in which the nation's total unemployment,
rates rose (1969-71 and 1973-75) the youth unemployment rate rose by

over 4 percentage points. In sharp contrast, during each of the two
expansionsary periods (1971-1973 and 1975-1978), the youth unem-

ploN mem t ate fell bs osc.t 2 i!oints. Likewise. the employment-
population rate of youth declined during both recessions and
increased during both expansions.

Black and Hispanic youth shared in these gains iind losses. The

syt lical sensitivity of black youth employmeht was sometimes over-
shadoted by the secular deterioration in their situation, but the two

should not be confused. During the two recessionary periods, the

unemployment rate of black youth rose bY 4.5 and 7.5 percentage

poiqts. During the two periods of expansion, their unemployment

rate fell by 1.6 and 1.8 points. Their employment rate followed a
similar pattern. The data for Hispanic youth have only been available

since 1973 and, therefore, only inclu le one cycle of contractiori and
expansion. The same story can be .told: in 1973-1975, their

St)
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unemployment rate inc teased by 8.1 points and.in 1975-1978 it fell by
6.6 pciiiits. !hese: statistie 5, reinfor«.d hy. econometric studies that
(over a longer per iod. indu ate that youth (un)employment is, in fact,
more cyc heally responsive than that of adults and that black youth
tun (employment is more sensitive than that of white youth)

Fhis histOry also serves to illustrate the main problem with relying
solely on mac roewnomic poll( ies to reduce the black-white unem-
ployment differential even in good times: a wide gap remains. In
1(169. ss hcn 1hr 11.111011.11 11/1,1111)14W1111111 1.111* Was 0111% 3.5 pen ent,

the rate for white youth was 7.4 percent and the rate for black youth
was 15.5 percent. In view of the secular deterioriation in the position
of blac ks since that time, the gap associated with a low national
unemployment rate would probably be much wider today.'

. I.he impact Of stimulative policies on the, employability
development of youth is not as well uriderstood. In theciry, it could be
positive or negative% First, a strong labor market could help yoiith
sec ure jobs that provide on-the-job training and career ladders. As
firms pave an increasingly diffic ult time recruiting and -retain ing
sk lied labor, one response is to train new entrants..At leasebne study
has found that upgrading is more common in an economy with a low
unemployment rate.' Another way a healthy economic environment
can improve the employability of youth is by enabling more of them
to a«luire work experienc e and good employment records.' The
negative argument is that some youth might be induced by thegreater
availability of jobs:to urtail their education. Whether this would
reduce their long-term earnings depends on whether the foregone
education would have had a larger impact than the employment
gained. [his is an important issue in many of the policy discussions
on youth employment, and we do not know the answer.

' I .tic keu and Flanagan (1979). Wac h ter (19791. Smith. Vanski. and Holt (1974). fhe
kett.F lanagan estimate's, for example. are that an inc tease of one percentage in the

unemploynwnt rate of males, ages 25-54. is assoc lated with an approximately 1 5 point
inc rease in the rate of white youth (ages 16-24) and 2.5 Point inc tease in that.of black
south In addition, other studies have shown considerable lalxn force responsiveness
Irs these groups co changes in aggregate demand

nc kett and Flanagan (1979) estimated signific ant pcnuive unemployment rate
trends for !mist groups of youth over the 1953.1978 per RxI. with thcise for bloc k youth
bring abouj triple those for white youth

'Arthur Okun, L 'pward Mobility in a I figh.Pressure Ewnomy.- Brook,ngs Papers
on 1..1 onornn .1( tiy, Iv. Vol 1 (1979) Spec ificakly, the industrial «imposition of em-
ployment shifts toward high-wage industries in a high-demand economy, and
issis tated with this shift Are movements up the ladder,- try youths and adults. It isnot
known whether these unpin is last after the lxioni ends
\ 'See the disc ussion of sc arring effects'. in Chapter 3 for evidence that work

experienc . injreases subsequent earnings
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The case against using macroeconomic stimulation to help youth
is that it is an dveneuction to a very specific problem and that its
limits are reached before the problem is saved. Macroeconomic
policies, by their very nature, cannot be targeted on particular groups,
although they do tend to increase the employment of youth,
especially minority youth; proportionately more than that of adults.
The limits are set by the adverse Side-effects of such stimulation on
inflation. There is some disputeubout the sensitivity of inflation to
the level of aggregate demand, the unemployment rate at which an
adeleration of inflation occurs; and the amount of inflation one
should be willing to accept in order to achieve lower unemployment.5
But ii is clear thit, whatever the terms of the tradeoff, aggregate
demand, Arnie, will leave a wide gap between the employment status
of minorities and whites.

2. Creating jobs (Via Wage Subsidies or Tax Credits (or Public
or Private Employers) Targeted on Youth, or on Certain Groups

of Youth, or on Areas Where These Groups Live

A second way to increase job opportunities for youth is tosubsidize-
employers to hire and Twin more youth (or particular groups of
youth) than they otherwise would. Such stibsidies can be provided to
either public or pri%;ate employers. Currently, the major programs in

the public sector are the Summer Youth Program, through, which
nearly one million people under the age of 22 were employed in the
summer of 1979, and Public Service Employment under CETA which
is more oriented to adults but still serves many youth. The major
program in the private sector is the:Fargeted Jobs Fax Credit,
through which employers can claim a tax credit based on the wages
paid to various groups of qualified workers, including disadvantaged
youth.

This approach is intended to overcome the main drawback of
macroeconomic policythat it is target-inefficient, with the result
that youth unemployment, especially among minorities, remains at
high levels long after inflation constraints are reached or exceeded.
The issues addressed here are whether targeted job creation appears to

'Wachter (1979) estimates that in 1976 the nonaccelerating infbticm rated aggregate
unemployment was between 5.25 and 6.25 percent. The actual rate in that year was 6.0
percent. For further discussion of these issues see Isabel Sawhill and Laurie Bassi, "The
(Iallenge of Full Employment.- in tmploying she Unemployed, edited by Hs
(.in:berg New York Baur Books. 1980)
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be an effective way to increase the employment' of youth, in concert
with other options, and its impact on the rest of society.'

While subsidized job aeation 'may partially substitute for
unsubsidized employment in the regular labor market, as youth are
drawn from one sector to the other, it does appear to increase youth
employment and permits the government tb 4ocus on particular
groups of youth that are most in need. The summer jobs programs,
for example2have employql millions of youth over the past decade,
many of whom would otheiwise have been unemployed or out of the
labor force.'

It is less clear whether these programs increase their paiticipants'
employability. Some would argue the opposite. The long-term
impacts of targeted job creation can only be estimated by tracking the
subsequent labor market experiences of youth who received jobs'
through the programs and cOmparing them with others who did not
participate. In the absence of such information, one can only specu-
late about these effects. Witnesses at our field hearings expressed
writ ern that jobs created in the public sector, in particular, could be
detrimental to the participants' long-term employability if the jobs
arc mit 1st Iisr and well supervised. Some witnesses feared that
the participants would develop work habits and attitudes that are not
suitable for unsubsidized employment and that potential.employers
would use participation in such a program as a negative screen
("damagAi goods").

On the other hand, targeted job creation does provide the lederal
government with a means of influencing the employability develop-
ment activities. of the participants in a way that simply does ot exist
when the jobs are created through macro stimulation. To th extent
that the government has leverage over employers through o ring
and withholding the subsidy or varying its amount,it can use the

rTwo important issues in implementing this approach are the mtx of public vs.
private job creation and the degree of In:feral subsidy to be provided pzr inb in each
set tor See babel Sawhill. "Employment Subsidies and Tax Credits as a Response to
t'nemPloyment." Appendix A in The Fourth Annual Repoli she Plesident and
Ittire I the N.aiirtai Mr1111 %%%%%% ti or Ilanpmerr (W,I.Itingt(m, C
' S Government Printing Office. 19781, To summarize the conclusions of this earlier

report more emphasis on private sector Inducements is warranted and greater subsidi-
zation per iob may be approtariate. With the exception of one small demonmration
program, under the Youth Entitlement Projects, subsidization of private sector employ-
mem has dot been pencutted under cETA.

'Estimates of the direct impat t of these and othn programs on youth employment
and unemployment rates are reported by Charles Killingsworth and Mark Killings-
worth in ton ferriu e Report on Youth l'oempioyment: !Li Measurement-and Meaning
Washingjon. D ( S. Department of Labor, 1978)
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leverage to set conditions regarding on-the-job training and released
time Inc courses, for example. The new guidelines for the Summer
Youth Program reflect this approach. Otcourse, the more onerous are
the conditions put onpotential employers, the less attractive it will be
for for them to participate at all.

While targeted job creation' may increase the employment and
employability of youth, its impacts on the rest of society must be
considered. Thc4 impacts include the effects of inflation, the degree
to which the additional jobs gOing to youth are at thie expense of older

workers, and the costs of inducing employers to creite the jobs. There
is some agreement among economists who have examined the first
issue that targeted job creatiOn programs are less inflationary than a
simple expansion of aggregate demand through monetary and fiscal
policies. The combination of macro and targeted job expansion can
be used to achieve a higher level of employment for the same inflation
'tate than could be achieVed with macro stimulation alone. Careful
, targeting can be used to channel the gains to youth in general Or to

economically-disadvantaged, or minority youth in panicular."
fle ause of the higher overall levels of employment, this is not entirely
a "you th-win-and-adu ks-lose" proposition. Nonetheless, it would be
unrealistic to expei gains for the target group to occur without some
dis'Placement of workers not covered by the program.

Finally, the cost to the government of targeted job creation will
depend largely on the size of the subsidy that is needed to induce
emidoms to hoc ifirmbef s of the laf gut gum!), and Itir extent In
whit b dn. Inoue% ir'tiIi' iii 110111' l'1111)101111111. 1.0101 111,111 !mewl
%Nagy., fol ihr w ()Ike! s hued III windfall gains in the !midi« n u iale
cfnidowf ' ho lining i)enple Ibai the% would hac !wed anvw.n.
Some amount ()I v. Indian is innbabl% unavoidable I lowem, the.
w Indian 111.1% WIW .11 a plow( hull f(0 (01111 .111 ilir r%1111 ul A111

it mi()Ini( (lowlitulti. b !educing Ow plobabilii that illy% ,,N1
hii(h.. iti huii.iiol ho La. IS %VI) 111W1111i1W

II) «111. W11011 WrIIIs 11111(' 110011(1 ix' Moil(' 101 11011%1W iii

)01). hit u11111 4

ilwse and other issues invo(ving targeted )ob treanon are examined in John
Palmer. ed.. Creating Jobs. Publu Employment Programs and Wage .Subsidies (Wash

ington: D.C. rhe Brookings !munition. 1974
101 course. (me consequent C qf targeting on a specific group of youth is that other

youth may ix displmed
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V
3. .Reaucing the Mihimum Wage or Creating a Youth Differential

in the Minimum Wage

The federal minimum wage rose from $2.60 to $2.90 per hour in
Jaktuary 1979 and is scheduled to im reuse to $3.10 in January 1980.
One way to reduce the real (inflation-adjusted) minimum wage
would he to cam el or delay future increases. Alternatively, a youth
differential can be created by raising the minimum wage only for
workers over a certain age. Either approach would require
amendment.of the Fair Labor Standards Ac L.

11w basis for «msidering such an ac tiori here is that either alterna-
tive -would Indic( e employers to hire more young workers than they
are likely to hue/when the new. (and subsequent) minimum wage
Inc teases take effec t. In principle. a reduc lion in the minimum wage
is similar'. to a wage subsidy_ Both lower the wst to employers of
luring and retain ink er tam . winkers. It is. therefore, useful to
wmpare the impac ts of this option with those of the preceding one.
Redm lion of the minimum wage im teases employment in a way that
would be near Is mst less to the federal governmenrand whit h would
«mit ii bute to the fight against inflation..Uhere is little doubt that the
existem c of a min i man wage [Om es employroen I opportunities for,
youth, sspl Lilly the youngest Ones, and that lowering the minimum
(or dela s inlg an inc rease) would lead to more youth employment..Fhe
theor is snmlar to that used in suppcnt ot wage subsidies:employers
vs ill mit him e sonwone whose expel ted produc tivity is below thews(
of their emplin men t: lower the cost, and more low-productivity
Wor kVm will be lured. I rowl'stl , unlike the case of a wage subsidy, a
lower Minimum wage would also resuh in a lower in«ntive, to work
lot some' s outh. I his suppls effec t, of unknown magnitude, !educes
the net emplosment impact.

A numbel of attempts haye been made to emanate the employment
impac t of past inc teases in the minimum wage rate and us (overage.
While estimates sars wrdels, it would appear that a seven pef«nt
increase in the minimum wage ($2.90 to $3.10) would be assoc iated
w till a ledm lion in teenage employ mew lu between one and one-and-
(me ha II peu cot with a smallei loss fin older south."' l'hc impac t
would lx largem for minor its south. J his ploy Ides all indication of
(he employ ment ( !canon impact that c mild be antic.ipated from

Juij,ord I, rimy. Kag,in. Minimum W.Igr. and thr
Simk, I / hr CUld Shffitilt 19771



postponing the increase.ti If Ayouth differential were instituted, the '

youth employment impac t would be larger, since employers would

have an incentive to replace older workers with y.outh.
t of a minimum wage/eduction on the employabihty of

youth is probably very small. Unhke the subsidy option. there are no

means of effectively setting condition for employers regarding
training, education, or kinds of work experience offered. Also, by

definition, the added employment would be litnited_to the lowest-

paying Jobs, which may be the ones least likely to 'provide

opportunities for development. The only advantage of this option

with respect to employability development is that there is no question

'at)out whether the 'Jobs are -rear as there is with completely-
subsidized ME jobs.

A ir objec non to tampermg with the minimum. "wage as a

mea s eif nu refining youth employment is the rationale/or the Fair

ir
v
Standards Act itself. legislation whic h enjoYs 'considerable

pular support-File minimum wage sets a floor on wages (in the

covered set tor that prey ents em ployers from explortft workers suctl,',..

as youth. who have little or no bargaining poweidnd it limits the

extent to whu h unemployed workers c an De used inid down wages.

he legislation mile( Is the view that if a job is wmth doing at all, theh

the employer should be willing to pay at least the minimum wage.
A south differential. in ;hit ular, i strongly resisted by organized

lalior and others because it allegedly vudates the principle of equal

pay for equal work and induces employers to substitute youth for

adults. I he rec ent history of attempts to institute a differential

illustrate the intensity of the debate: the absent e of a youth
differential was major reason for President Nixon's.vetci of the 1973

minimum wage bill. in 1977. a youth differential amendment was

11,1, .41 41 iii I ill I limsi Its inglt c I lit Minimum Wage 'studs
(..ommissum is i urrently examining the die( ts on youth and adults

that should tx. anti( ipated if a differential were to fx. created.

4. Reducing Discrimination Against Youth, Especially
Minority Youth. on the Part of Employers

I he pro, low) two options eat h were Intended to lower the cost to

employers of hiring and retaining young workers. Ihe assumption

was that if youth were c heaper they would be more attpac tnie. Ihe
A

that given precedi and expet ted the real minimum wage rale W1 II be

drt waging In arw event and what it, bring t unuttered here Is, larger redtu non tn real
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\
present option is based on the sssumpon that one reason why
employers do not employ more y uth, es (tally minority youth, is
that they have prejudged them, a a grou to be less desirable than
older workers or ottjser youth. "F erefore, particular in. , or a
particular minority youth, has le s of a chanee of being tif than
someone else with equal qua li f ica ions. I'he evidence that employers .
still discriminate, reviewed in Chapter 2, is strong. One policy
response to this would be to make it illegal or unprofitable to
disc rumnate and to enforce the.taw. Subsidies and reduced minimum
wages provide a carrot to induce employers to change their behavior,'"
antidiscrimination entor&ment is the stick.

It is illegal to discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, sex,
or national origin, but there is no federal law against discriminating
against youth. However, it is doubtful that adding youth to the list of
prole( ted groups would be effec tive; it could have some harmful side-
effects; arid there has been no proposal made byK either the
Administration or the Congress to do so.

. 1.1w most telling argument against making it illegal to
discriminate against youth is that it is alrody illegal todiscriminate
against every group of, young people except white males, the group
that is least in need of assistant e.--Adding white male youth would
dilute opportunities for the other groups.12'In addi t ion, a prohibition
against youth discrimination would be extrOnely dif fit ult to enforce,
sin( e most CM ployeri would justify the use of previous employment
experiem es as a job-related qualification,1 whuh would serve to
si ',tin iu ilit s,mogc.: job secktts

,( A)ntinued vigorous enformnent of the laws prohibiting
disc rumnatum against minorities and women should help to narrow
the blac k. white. Hispanic white, and female male youth employ-
ment differentials and improve the (Ong-term earnings prospe s of
these groups. l'he recent Weber dec ision strengthens the ability o the
government to c ombat employment. discrimination and makes it
easter for emplosers to take positive steps to increase opportuniti =s
for minot Ines- without fear of being found guilty of rever
(its( !limitation.

But there is no basis bn expecting antidiscrimination enforcement CI
a to lw able to eliminate the wimp employment differentials. Such

efforts may rlot even eliminate the part of the gaps assoc iated with

%living the 21 't IIIIIhun perstms between the ages of 16 aml '2.I who were employed
III l'17H. the m.ijortit, weir !northers of gomp5tmered by I elle VII of the Cool Itighot
4 I ,tI NIA .1114I %Atoms (-set to I%r Indrr% II prI( (III were while females:9 proem were
rd,o ktt. and 't pro rot were I Itoption s
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discrimination. As long as a disproportionate number of minority
youth lack the qualifications employers seek and there is an ample
supply of other workers to c hoose from, it will be extremely difficult
4in/ermine "statistical discrimination," whereby personnel officer's
assume that an individual applicant has inferior qualifications based
on group norms. Moreover. dtscrimination can be quite difficult to
prove. since it. May take such subtle forms as biased recruitmerg
channels. biased tests, and inadequate support on the job. Finally,
even the employer who sets out to hire a minority 'or female worker-
may well choose an older one if availablebecause the older one is
perceived to be (and may be) more stable, more experienced, and less

threatening.
Nonetheless, combatting discrimination, even if the direct benc-

h( lanes are adults, can still be important for minority and female
youth in at least three indirect ways. First, the swiessftil integration
of the adults will help open up employment opportunities for the
youth. Semnd, as the young people see that it is possible, at least as
adults, to secure employment in previously-c losed. occgpations and
mantles, they will be enwuraged to gain the neCessary education'
and iraming to qualify. Finally, the placement of more members of
their groups in t hc.se,areas will inc tease the effec tiveness of tlJir own
-old boy'. networks.

5. Reducing Competition for Existing Jclbs by Curbin
the Supply of Undocumented Workers

A final strategy for itureasing the number of jobs for youth involves
warn ling the supply of potential wmpetitors. In a narrow sense, if
one assumes a fixed number of jobs in the emnomy, then redo( ing the

supply of any other workersc it liens, legal migrants, or

undm umerned Workerswould increase job opportunities for the
remaining workfone. However, diere is no reason to make this
assumption. Indeed, the remrd of our emnomy-has been that, aside
from c y lug floc tuations, total job growth has approximately kept

pa«. with labor force growth. bemmes an issue cif

mac men (mono( polu y.
Fhe arguments for bx using on undo( omen ted workers are that the

knuk jnbs Me% seek ,nr Mc same as Mose sought b% man%
unemployed youth, espec oilly minority youth; that undocumented
workers have an unfair competitive edge; and that they have a less-

valid c laim to U.S. jobs. Estimates of the site of this workforc e of

1)1



undocumented workers range anywhere from 2 to 12 million, and the
numbers are expected to increase over the next decade.

Although, by defini tion;one cannot get a very accurate picture of
the kinds of jobs the$e workers are engaged in, it does appear that
thew would be a subst.intial overlap with the kinds of jobs for,which
many youth are "qualifiedentry-level, unskilled, lbw-wage
positions. One study, based on the distribution of Occupations of
about 800 apprehended undocumented workers in the early-1970's,
found that 25 percent had workedtas operatives, 20 percent as service
workers, 19 percent as farm workers, 15 percent as nonfarm laborers,
and Another 15 percent as craft workers. Hardly any were in
professional, managerial, sales, or clerical positions." Their
occupational mix, along with their geographic concentration along
the Mexican border and in several large cities, increases the odds that
undmumented workers are competing most directly with male
minority youth, especially Hispanics.

The competitive edge of undocumented workers comes from their
lack of opportunities in the,,ir home countries and their vulnei-ability,
given their ungocumented status. They are said to work "hard and
careci." Hence, minimum wage. health and safety violations, for

example. are not going to be reported by the workers for fear of
apprehension. .

It is very diffn ult to estimate the impact on youth employment that
would come from -cutting off the flow of undocumented workers.into
this country ol ol &potting dir niw jImtid hoc. lilts would
depend on how many there are; how. if at all, employers would
attempt to replace them (indudiug me(hanization); and to what
extent youth would be willing to do the kinds of jobs now being done
'by undocumented workers and on what terms. The very faCtors that
make, undocumented workers attractive to some employers suggest
that many would not., or could not, be replaced by domesti&workers
of any age.

In any event. this opt ion does not id)k very promising. h is difficult
to reduce the flow of undocumented workers or to increase
deportations substantially without curbing4civil liberties and
jeopardizing U.S. relationships with the countries of origin.

In reporting on a seminar on immigrakon policy sponsored b*,Itsi-e
Commission on March 23, 1979. the Chairman noted in a letter (dated
May 1, 1979) to the Secretary of Labor:

"David North and Allen LeBel, Manpower and Immigration Policies in the U.S.
(Washington, D.C.: Natamal Commissi(,n for Manpower Policy, 1978), p. 135.

95
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In the fat e of overwhelming pressures being exerted from
south of the border for people to c ontinur to seek temporary or
permanent jobs in the U.S. and with such jobs being available
by virtue of the pieferencespf U.S. employers (or usually an
admixture of the two), it is unlikely that any one of several
approachesemployer liability, !improved Social Security
identification, tighter border controls, cooperative arrange-
ments with the Mexican government, etc.will significantly
alter the flow in the absence of draconian interventions which at
present do not have the support of the U.S. public. It may be
best . :. to take one step at a time recognizing that 'total' answers
cannot be developed.

B. Increasing Employability

The options considered in this section are based on the premise that
over the next decade there will continue to be a substantial number of
young people who will need help to improve their employability.
Such assistance could be designed to: (1) improve educational
competencies; (2) teach specific occupational skills; and (3) develop
good work habits and attitudes. Many youth, especially the youngest
and thbse from economically-disadvantaged or minority back-

grounds, ale not wady for the labor market and cannot compete
successfully with adults or other youth for available jobs. This does
not mean that the7ohould not be exposed to the world of Work. But it
does mean that arif such exposure should be part of a broader
program designed to, improve their employability. Premature
placement of young people in unstructured job or work experience
programs may lead to personal failure, to the learning of bad work
habits, and to disappointed expectations on the part of the youth
themselves and of their employers.1

The preceding set of options was intended to have its main impact
on immediate employment opportunities with employability a
secondary consideration. The set of options presented here has the
reverse emphasis. The general arguments for focusing on
employability development are that some youth simply will not be
hired by employers given their existing characteristics;.the benefits to
the individual of increasing employability while young can last a
lifetime; and the benefits to society can include higher productivity
and a better informed citizenry.
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Itshould be recognized at the outset that.there is a thin Line between
not having a job because of inadequate skillr and inadequate
demand. "Unemployablefi can find jobs when labor markets are
extremely tight. Employers go out and find the workers when they
really need them. In addition, whether an individual is employable or
not depends on the wage that the employer must pay; two of the
previous options were directly aimed at redUcing that cost. These
demand-side options can be implemented fairly quickly. Improving
employability takes longer. In this sense, the options presented in this
section can be viewed as complementing, rather than competing
with, those discussed previously. At the same' time, limited resources
necessitate that some thought be given to whether one approach or
another shpuld, have priority or whether each should be given equal
weight.

I. Increasing Basic Education Competencies
(Reading, Writing, Arithmetic) and Life Coping Skills

An individual who has not mastered the three R's and life coping
skills is shut out of a large and growing share of the jobs offered in a
modern . technologically-sophisticated and paper-oriented society.
As unskilled laborer jobs continue to decline as a share of total job
opportunities, even entry-level jobs will become more difficult to find
for people who cannot at least reati. Advancement beyond the entry
level will be less likely for such people.

Ihe evidence reviewed in Chapter 2 strongly supports the
ommon sunsu noln Mat Without thc basic «)mptIt'm irs.ne

less employable than others and that this is one source of the gap
between black and white earnings. The substantial growth in
educ ational attainment among the population in general and among
black youth in particular is an encouraging trend." But it is
important to distinguish between the number of years that one is in
school and the amount of knowledge one attains.

Although the evidence is inconclusive, it appears that educational
attainment has been increasing at a faster pacr than educational
wmpeterice. Employers perceive that a high school diploma means
less than it did previously. Hence, it is becoming a less useful means

''Bet wren 1960 and 1977 the perc entage of blin ks tn the 25 to 29 age group who hada
htgh s hool diploma nearly doubkd from 38 to 79 percent. while that of whites rose
hi int 66 to 87 percent.
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of discriminating among applicants. Trends in some standardized
test scores provide support for this perception."

Policies to increase educational competencies, especially among
minorities, could focus on increasing the basic skills attained during
each year that one is in school, increasing the number of years of
education (dropout preyention), or providing second-chance
educational opportunities for those who have already dropped out or
who did not master the essential skills while in school. Note that
dropout prevention, by itself, does not necessarily result in increased
competencies, although it does provide credentials."

The evidence reviewed in Chapter 6 indicates that we are beginning
to see modest succeis with the application of Title 1 compensatory
education funds in theelementary schools. These programs appear to
have reduced the basic skills gap betweeq disadvantaged and other
youngsters. However, less than half of poor children and less than
half of educationally-disadvantaged children are currently being
served by compensatory programs. The strongest arguments for
increasing compensatory education at the elementary level are: we
already know something about how to do it; early treatment can
provide a lifetime of benefits; and this is the mbst effective way to deal

with learning problems.
/The argument for compensatory education at thejunior and senior

/ high school levels is that many youth,.especially minorities and poor
M youth, enter junior high and high school without the basic skills,

either because compensatory education didinot reach them or was
insufficient to overcome the difficulties faced by these youth. The
arguments against this option are that we know less about how to
teach basic skills to older youth than we do to younger children and
that it may be more difficult to avoid displacement of funds in the
high schools than in the elementary schools.

In conclusion, federal attempts to increase the basic skills of youth
should recognize both the potential and the limitations of traditional
school programs. Youth who have not acquired the basic skills by the

time they reach high school may need more learning activities outside

15However. the National Assessment of Educational Progress reading test scores for

students at age 17 were virtually unchanged between 1970-71 and 1974-75 and
increased among students at age 9. especially black students.

'6 I (he extent that being 41 dropout h bat! ( yt milt from I/1101 famtles and

m" julty youth arr the ones who are particularly handicapped. Calculations based on

Ot wht 1977 ( :11's tiatj %how that 11-17 year olth from Writhes with an annual int tune
below $5.000 arr at least 6 times as likely to be school dropouts as those from families

with an nu aluhe $25.000. anti 2.3 times a, hkelv as all 11-17 year olds taken
together.
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of the regular classroom and greater motivation to acquire the basic
skills.

2. increasing Specific Occupational Skills

All else equal, a young job applicant who is already trained is a more
attractive candidate than one in whom the employer will have to
invest time and money before the worker is productive. One strategy
for making youth more employable is to train them for specific
occupations or occupational clusters. This is the approach used in
the vocational education programs of school systems and in the
training programs sponsored under CETA. The option considered
here is to place greater emphasis on these or other training activities.
(Training could take place within the regular school systems, in
separate institutions, through apprenticestiips, or through on-the-
job training. The choice of type, place, and duration would depend
on what is most effective in each' case.)

'The arguments in favor of emphasizing specific training for young
people are that it can provide them with something which is directly
marketable and, at the same time, may help motivate them to pursue
basic education, by showing them its relevance to real-world
activities. For example, a person who takes a typing course in high
school and does well in it will have an easier time finding-a job as a
typist upon graduation than someone who has not had the course; the
student migN also be better motivated to improve his or her spelling
and grammar if there is a reasonable prospect of attaining a job which
requires these basic skills.

On the other hand, many employers c !aim that they are not looking
for people with spec if ic skills: they would prefer to hire workers who
have mastered the basic skills and have good work habits and
motivation; whatever spec ific skills are required will be providi.d by
the employer, thereby increasing the chances that the worker will
learn to do the job as this particular employer wants the job done.
One expert's estimate is that only about one-third of the jobs in the
'.S. labor market require spec ific preparation; another third require

skills best learned on the job; and the remainder require no specific
educ ation or training beyond the basic skills." If so, then specific skill
training would be useful for gaining a« ess to only about a third of
the job market.

"Garth Mangum. Emplenability, Employment and Income (Washington, D.C.:
Olympus Publishing Company, 1976, ) p. 136. Using data from the 1970 Census,
Grasso and Shea estimate that 38 peneni of the work for(e were employed in
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7) 'Another potential limitation of specific skill training is that it is

/ very difficult to predict which specific occupations are going to be

i growing very far into the future. This argues for maintaining
flexibility. Tracking an individual into a specific occupation at an
early age may foreclose options that would best be kept open."

\ The record of the vocational education program illustrates the
-......difficulty of beginning training at an early age. There is no question

that many young people have been helped by participating in
vocational education programs. But the overall impact of the
programs on employability development does not appear to be very
large. The research findings are not definitive, but evidence from a
variety of sources is accumulating that young men who have
participated in vocational programs have been no more successful in
the labor market than those who have not, after adjusting for other

,- differences between the two groups."
In sum, specific skill training is probably best viewed as a strategy

whose appropriateness and success are ultimately linked to the basic
educational competencies and motivation of the potential partici-
pants. As with direct job placement, the youth must be ready for it, or

the program must be considered as an instrument for motivating him
or her to gain the other more basic skills that will be necessary no
matter what occupation one wishes to enter.

The final strategy considered here for increasing the employability of

youth is the most amorphous, but is aimed at what many believe tobe'

the key problem: that the young people who need help the most
simply do not have the right attitudes. To be effective, every one of the

.,
.

occupations (or which no preemployment training is required; 19 percent were in
qerupations in which at least a bacsalaureate degree is normally requited; and 42
percent were in occupations in which some other preemployment preparation is

available (from "Mom of Vocational Education Programs," in Pfirming Papers for
the Vocational Education Study (Washington. D.C.: National Institute of Education.

April 1979). pp. 130-131). .....
"A union witness at our field hearing in Los Angeles emphasized the importance of

mastering the basic Mut:wimpl competencies before taking the specific training. To

enter an electrical apprenticeship now requiftl knowledge of algebra and geometry; air

conditioning and refrigeption apprenticeship require geometry and physics. He
favored early instruction in what is required by the world of work, but warned against

early tracking. (Testimony of George Garland. area representative of the Human
Resources Development Institute. Los Angeles County Federation of Labor, AFL-C10.

June 15, 1979.)
"Studies by Grano and Shea. Levin and others. reviewed in Oiapter 6.

3, Improving Basic Sodalization and
Motivation for -Both Education and Work
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other options presented in this report requires aim the youth
themselves cooperate. If they do not want to work (on the terms that
are available), do not want to learn, and will not make a reasonable
effort, then job creation programs become expensive income transfer
pmechanisms and schools become holding vats. One of the criteria
suggested in the preceding chapter for determining which youth
should be served was to make program eligibility conditional on the

.1 individual behaving in socially-approved ways. The issues here are
/ whether youth-oriented labor market programs should emphasize
"Atiasic socialization and motivation and, if so, what should be done.

The potentiai impact on youth employment and employability
may be gu ite large. Seyeral studies, reviewedirrehaptrrit:-found-that
.tiaving a strong work ethic. Ating_._xtliable._ seli.corlfideM,
moperative, and so forth, argimporzazu-characteristics being sought
by employers. Once hired, one's ability to keep the job and to advance
depends, in part, on a willingness to accept the authority and
dist ipline of the workplace. For some youth, jobs (hat are perceived as
'dead-end- and demeaning must compete with alternative sources of

income (legal and illegal) as well as with the allure of peer group
tivitw.
Fhe problem for minority youth is wmpounded by employers'

failure to distinguish between those who actually have poor attitudes
arid behavior and those who do not. This statistical discrimination
feeds on itself, as resentful youth display hostile attitudes and bring to
the workpla«. patterns of behavior that are unfamiliar and
threatening to the employers.20

In addition, some youth may have good reason to be wary of
at meriting unskilled jobs. As stated by Elijah Anderson, who
WWI S.11111)It d too« Ils hl,it k

[For I the inner ( ity bid( k youth with high aspirations and real
doubts about his prosper ts in the labor market, such ("menial"
jobs arc very east lv viewed as "dead-ends,- as of tering the specter
of a permanent position at the bottom of the social order. Herein
hes one of the fundamental reilsons sum h jobs, even when
available, ar C' so very unappealing to numerous inner m ity black
youth. In a real sense, blat k and white midale-i lass youth ean
psym bologic al ly afford to engage in "temporary" menial labor,
for they are able to be relatively «mfident that better days are
ahead. But the aspiring and often unskilled ghetto youth with a

?OF lion Anderson. -Some Oharrvationo of Black Youth Employment, an Youth
mplownent and Publu Pt,1ie. edited lay Bernard I. Anderum and Isabel V Sawhdl

l'to Mit 1 HA
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sense of sharply limited job opportunities lacks faith in the
prospect of "better days ahead"the "menial" job symbolizes
and promises a bleak future which is arioo real in the here and
now.2i

Although there is convincing evidence that some minority youth
have attitudes and behavior that make them less employable, the
argument should noe be pushed too far. There is a thin line between
this factor and employer discrimination. There are two sources of
evidence against attributing the bulk of black youth's employment

roblems to their own attitudes and behavior: (1) virtually all
unemployed youth take the first job offered; and (2) black youth
e ployment is very cyclically sensitive as discussed earlier,
uggesting that when jobs are available, black youth will take them.22

In any event, it is not clear what could be done by the federal
government to have a direct impact on the attitudes and motivation of
youth.23 Greater reliance on community-based organizations and
leaders as socializing agents may be part of the solution. But
g vernment involvement in this area may also weaken the benefits of

. lf-help.
Indirect strategies may be more promising. That is, in the pursuit

of the other options discussed in this chapter, it may be possible to
build in incentives to motivate and socialize the participants. For
example, students may be more motivated to learn if they perceive
that there is an immediate reward for above-average performairce;
perhaps conditioning participation in 4 wage-paying employment
program on school performance would provide this motivation.
Finally, to the extent that lack of job availability, whether because of
discrimination or other factors, is discouraging some youth from
even trying, then working on those factors may help. For example, it'
is a reasonable (but &ntested) hypothesis that one reason why black
educational attainment has increased so dramatically during the past

decade is that the perceived rewards to staying in school have
increasedperceptions which are the result of more equal
employment opportunities for blacks with higher levels of education.

111bid.
rrosterman (July 1979).
"Wheyr the problcto I% walk that the ',owl) do no knots 110h J( I In OW t%otk

environment, opuons dtsruesed tn time secuon are relevant.
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C. Improving Labor Market Transitions

The options cpnsidered in this section are based on the premise that'
over the next decade, even if there were a sufficient number ofjobs for
youth, many would not know enough about how the labor market
operates to prepare for, locate, and obtain these jobs. To help these
young people will require, at a minimum, that measures be taken to
familiarize them with the world of work and with methods for 'taking
maximum advantage of the opportunities ar hand.

The wmmon observation that many youth are deficient in this
respec t is «mfirmed by the results of tests of their knowledge of the
world of work and by data on their job search patterns. A. large
portion of youth joblessness is due to the contindil shifting of young
people between sc hool and work and from job to job before they settle
into a more permanent career. In principle, there is no reason why
labor four entry or a change in jobs must be accompanied by an
intervening period of unemployment. Job sear( h can, and often does,
take pia«. while one is still in sc hool or working for one's existing
cmplcisti . it twill not lw a 11111-tioir a( os it.
;f. Labor market transition problems appear to be an important
reason for the higher unemployment rates of minority youth and for
the deterioration in their relative position during tile past decade. In
part ic alar. blac k youth are much less likely than white youth to enter
the labor for«. or c hange, jobs without experiencing a spell of
unemployment." This partly reflects the differences in job search
mec hanisms used. Most jobs are obtained by informal means,
including referrals by friends and relatives, and minority youth tend
oot to have a« ess to "scucessful" networks of job contacts. The

,/ ihallenge for public policy, then, is to develop -alternative effective
mec hanisms. Three strategies for doing so are: (1) developing more
programs to inc rease young people's general knowledge of the world
of work and of alternative career options; (2) providing them with
more specifu information about job vacancies; and (3) placing
greater emphasis on teaching them how to search for and obtain
work. .

In all of these activities, special emphasis should .be placed on
helping female, handicapped, and minority youth to become aware
of a wider range of o« upations than the ones into which they have
often been stereotyped. Youth who have characteristics 'that
previously «msigned them to a narrow range of occupatiOns. will_

"Fhrenberg (1979); Osterman (1978). and %mtttond Vanskt 119781-
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need extra guidance on the most effective means of preparing for and
finding jobs in the occup-ations from which they have been excluded.

1. Increasing Young Peopin General Knowledge
of the World of Work and of Different Career Options

The first strategy for improving labor market transitions for ynuth is
to provide moie opportunities for them to learn about the world of
work and of different careers while they are still young enough to
prepare titemselves for work. Many youth are simply not aware of the
nature and content of adult work roles and the relationships Qf these
roles to their. schotil and nonschool experiences. They are poorly
informed about the range of occupations available, the requirements
for entry into these occupations, their career paths, and their rates of
pay.13 As a result, their expectations are often unrealistic, their
preparation inadequate, and their occupational choices narrowed.
For those who graduate from high school and go on to college, there

are still ppportunities to learn. Hut for those who drop out of high
school or who drift aimlessly through it, the lack of this knowledge
can be a serious impediment. In particular, it increases the odds that
they will use their time ineffectively while in school and that theY will

lack the qualifications for employment discussed in the preceding
section.

A number of techniques for providing this knowledge have been
used. or proposed. Work experience while in school, vocational
training, and career education can be used to make youth more savvy
about the work world's requirements and hente more infermed,
motivated, and effective consumers of the education and training
systems.2'

Some of the projects that have used these techniques appear to have
worked in the sense that the participants' geneial knowledge of the
world of work and of career options was increased. This knowledge,
in turn, can motivate the students to stay in school longer to

improve their performance while in school. The end result can be
make them more attractive to a wider range of potential emplo en.

oLack of knowledge about the world of work is especially serious among young
blacks. Parnes and Kohen (in U.S. Department of Labor. Career Thresholds) found.
based on a sample of National Longitudinal Surveys respondents who were employed
in 1971 who had less than 16 years of school. that 72 percent of the black female youth
and 75 percent of the black males had low knowledge of world of work scores: this
compares with only 49 percent of the young white females and 35 percent of the white

males.
28Some of the programs that use these techniques are reviewed in Chapter 6.
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Evaluations of the Career Intern Program (CIP) and the Vocational
Eip !oration in the Private Sector (VEPS) program, for example,
indicate that the participants diçI benefit along these lines.21
However, it is difficult to be sure ust what it was about these
programs that really helped the icipants.

alP` The arguments against pursuing ;his option involve the difficulty
of effectively- increasing young people's knowledge of the world of

\ work at an age early enough to make a difference without incurring
substantial costs. Students may have little interest in career
information until they are almost ready to enter or have already
entered the labor market, at which time it may be too late. Their
teachers may. in any event. be unfamiliar with the Oorld of work and
may resist diverting students away from learning the basic skills that
any employer will demand.

.dr

2. Providing Young People With More Specific
Information About Job Vacancies in Their Own

Local Labor Markets

)kic e a young person does enter the labor force, he or she may find
thai there is a paucity of high-quality labor market information
available either through school counsellors, newspaper help-wanted
mlumns, or the Einployment Service. The second option for
improving labor mailet transitions is to increase theamount of such
informatiqd. Pursuit of this option might involve encouraging
employers to use public labo.r market intermediaries, or providing
additional funding tq the Employment Service to prepare, print, and
distribute specific occupational and wage information.

The underlying premise on which this option is based is that youth
in general, and minority and economically-disadvantaged youth in
particular, do not have available to them enough informationin
quantity and qualityabout existing jobs for which they qualify.
Obtaining job information is time-consuming and difficult,
particularly for inexperienced young workers and those without
a« ess to good informal sources. Hence, what may look to them like a

six-month follow-up on participants in the Career Intern Project and a control
group found that there was virtually no difference in the percentage wiih jobs. but that
many more of the participants were enrolled in college and technical schools (Richard
A. bboney Associates, 1977, discussed below (Chapter 6)). An 18-month follow-up of
part lc pants in.VEPS, compared with a cnnfral group. concluded that the program had
a lasting positive effect on the-participants' academic performance, probability of
staying in school, and post-gra'duation employment (Donald Sprengel and E. Allan
Forney, Longitudinal Impart Assesstnent of the 1971-1972 Vocational Exploration
the Private Sector Program.1Washingion, D.C.: U.S. Department of Labor. 1974)).

1 0 7
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job shortage may, really be, in part, an information-about-jobs

shortage.
Sugess in mcreasthg the number of jobs to whit h young job

seeker; are exposed should increase their employment and possibly

the quality of the jobs they find. However, unlike the impact of an

actual increase in total iobs, much of the employment impact comes

because Mose who benefit displace other youth or adults who would

have obtained these jobs. Some net employment increase can occur if

there is a reduction in the time it takes employers to fill eir vacancies

or if better job matches reduce subsequent.e'mployee urnover.
This option, and the one to follow, can only w&k for job-ready

youth in markets in which jobs are available. The purposes of these

options are to help assure thatgiven that these supply/and demand

conditions are meta match'will occur and that individuals will not
be shut out of the market or consigned to jobs below Iheir capabilities
simply because they and their families are not plugged into the right

informal networks.
In particular. the potential unpin I on minority employment is

k.7, quite large. For example, it is estimated that if blackyouth whoenter

or reenter the labor force had the same chance as wliite youth of
having 'lined up a job beforehand, their employment rate would
increase by about four percentage points.21 It is recognized thit some

of the differences in the two groups' success in entering the labor force

assoc sated with differences in their employability(but thr gap

could certainly be narrowed if blacks had better contacts and more
information about where to look.

The critical imanswered question is whether ways can be found to

overcome the understandable reluctance qf Many emplofers to use

impersonal, formal mechanisms for filling their vacancies, especially

for their better jobs. "Informal" networks can be quite effective: they

provide a considerable amount of information about the prospective

employee and employer to one another and they provide a personal

bond for each that no formal intermediary can hope to match.
Furthermore, young job seekers often are not using the sour«.s of

information that are already available to them of are not using them

I effectively. It does little good to provide them with the location of a
I job opening, if when Viey get there, they do not know how to fdl out

IsBased on employment transuton probabilities denverl from the Current
Population Survey. 1967-1977. and an estitnauton method chikribrd in Rortaid
Ehrenberg, -The Demographk Structure of Unemployment Rates and Labor Markti

Transition Probabilities," paper prepared for the National Commission for
p/ itver 1979
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the .job appliCation. This argues for first working on job-hunting
skills, the next policy option to be considered.

L'The final strategy for improving labor market ttansitions is to put
greater emphasis on teaching youth how to locate jobs (using existing
sources of information) and how to apply and sell themselves to
potential employers. These are skills that can be taught and that may

e a lasting value 4nce they can lie used on every new job' search.
Courses, workshops or counselling sessions could be offered in
school, through labor market intermediaries or as part of other labor..

market programs.
A large number of job-search assistance programs (not limited to

youth)'are now operating around the countiy and many appear to be
successful in reducing the average search time of their particiflants.29
Usually these programs last" from one to four wek during which

1 time the participants prepare resumes, develop Jelephone and
personal interview skills, an4build their self-confi ence. Often the
activities include videotaped mock interviews, role-playing and peer
group critit ism and support. In:iddiii:bnIo coi, 9 sense kinds of

\ interview advice (e.g., prOperAjattire, ne S.,4 eye contact),
.. participants are usually encouraged 65 treat job search as a full-time
job while Unemployed and not to limit their search to jobs that are,
formally advertised.

Although such short-term programs seem to be effective in
reducing search time, it is not known whether the immediate
employment impacts are followed by any lasting benefits. The skills
that are taught may have some carry-over to one's subsequent
productivity or ability to find jobs later, but these potential impacts
have not been examined.

Finally, it should be stressed that this option works only to the
extent4at le youth arc job ready. There is a tradeoff that must beect
faced bet een helping a person who ikmarginally employable to sell
himself/herself better and helping the\person to develop additional
skills. The Miter is more likely to have a lasting impact on the
individual's ability to advance once a job is found.

N

"Robert Wegmann, in ap extensive review of these programs, conduded,that
"Thotigh relatively new, these efforts have demonstrated a high rate of success in
helping individuals, many of whom have been unemployed for substantial periods of
time, to obtain Work within a period oL weeks." (in "Job-Seavh Education,' mimeo
report to NIE. June 1979.) le ,
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Chapter 6: Vocational,
Career and Compens ory

Educatism Progra
,teview of the Experience.

This chapter will review current knowledge about the role of selected
education programs in improving the labor market experiences Of
youth. It is not presumed that improving employability should be the
only, or even the dominant, concern of the educational system. Boit a,
review of programs which affect youth employability would surely tie
incomplete and unbalanced if it did not address the contribution
made by the schools.

This survey is divided into three parts: votationaleducation, çreer
education and compensatory education. Each part contains brief
history of, and rationale for, federal involvement in the resPective
area as well as an assessment of selected interventidn skrategies. The
review necessarily 0 aggregates what is, in fact, a set of prOgrams
provided by a very disaggregated and diverse delivery system, the
more than 16,000 school districts. At the end of the chapter, however,
an attempt is made to draw some geneTal .conclusions.-

A. Vocational Education

1. The Federal Role

me'

. A federal role *vocational education was first adopted in the Smith
Hughes Act of 1917. However, the programs have essentially been
administered through state and local school systems and community
colleges and have been funded mainly from state or local sources. Not
until the Vocational Education Act of 1963 did vocational education
begin to be targeted toward disadvantaged groups. Increased

109 .
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targeting has brought both new responsibilities and new difficulties
for the vocational education system.

In 1977, there were approximately 16 million enrollees in
Vocational education programs. Included in this number are both
individuals enrolled in vocational education high schools and
students in comprehensive schools who take a single vocational
education course (e.g., a course in home economics or shop).
Sonliewhat over half of the enrollees were women; 23 percent,
minorities; 12 percent, educationally disadvantaged; and 2 percent,
handicaripM. Approximately 60 percent of enrollments are in the
high schools, 14 percent in post-secondary institutions (primarily
junior colleges), and 26 percent are in adult continuing education.

Approximately 10 percent of the $5 billion total funding came from
the federal government (Table 6-1). There are several reasons why the
amount of federal funding is small relative to state and local
expenditures. Historically, the states have played a leadership role in
Vocational education. Moreover, it.can be argued that the gains from
vocational education programs accrue largely to local employers and

Table 6-1
Federal Appropriations and State and Local Source Funds

tor Vocational Education (FY 1973-FY 1980)

Fiscal
Yoor

Fibril Appropriation:
Vocational Educttion Act

ol 1963. as Amended
lin

State and Local
Education

hums Fundsa
011

Rollo ot
Fodorsi Is Slots

and Local

FY 1980 $675 N/A N/A

FY 1979 $630 N/A N/A

FY1978 $64 N/A N/A

FY 1977b $572 -$4,963 $1:$8.7

FY 1976 1556 $4,170 $1:$7.5

FY 1975 $557 $3,501 $1:$6.3

FY 1974 $536 $2,966 $1:$5.5

FY 1973 $555 12,551 $114.6

1cats.

a State and loCal source fund levels werefrovided by lhe Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education of the U.S.
Office of Education.

b FY 1977 .data include the Federal appro4riation and source funds for the transition quarter

N/A Not available
SOURCE Mark Wolfe, "The Vocational Education Act," background paper, Library of Congress, April 1979. CRS 12.
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communities. Federal involvement may appropriately be restricted to
those areas where there is a national interest, such as in training the
disadvantaged and achieving a more equitable distribution of income
and employment opportunities.

The 1976 vocational education amendments included new
targeting provisions for the handicapped and disadvantaged,
matching funds requirements and sex equity provisions. Career
education, initially developed as a component of vocational
education, now has federal support through separate legislation
(Public Law 95-207, December 13, 1977, Career Education Incentive
Act) rather than simply being funded through vocational education.

2. Vocational Education and Employment:
Expected Outcomes

What is the economic rationale for vocational education in general
and for targeting vocational education 'on disadvantaged youth? In
the 1960's as part of the War on Poverty, vocational education was
seen both as a way to promote economic growth through increasing
productivity, and as a way to move able-bodied persons out of poverty.
It was hoped that acquisition of skills would increase the productivity
of an individual, thus raising his/her wages. Increased skills would
also increase an individual's range of job opportunities and
regularity of employment. Targeting vocational education toward
the disadvantaged would result in increased opportunity and access
to jobs,, thus reducing inequality in earnings.

Ideally the system would function so that not only would
inequality \be reduced but the output orthe nation as a whole would
rise. Labor economists would project the skills demanded and
suppl*d-by the economy. Vocational programs would be devised so
ayto head off projected shortfalls in particular skill areas. At the same
time the disadvantaged would be assisted in acquiring skills for
which there would be great demand. The end result would be an
upgrading of the skills of particular workers and a more productive
economy overall.'

We now know that there are large flaws in this ,71941e1 which ledus
to expect too much from vocational educi ion. First, it is
questionable whether the government has powers of projection not
possessed by the private sector. Second, the labor market does not

'Lester C. Thurow, "Vocational Education.as a Strategy for Eliminating Poverty,"
The. Planning Papers for the Vocatronal Educatson Study (Washington, D.C.:
National Institute of Education, April 1979), p. 323.

I I I
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always function as envisioned by the vOcational education model.2
According to this model, peqpIe acquire a certain set ofskills and then
sell themselves in the market to do a particular type of work, In fact,
most job-specific skills are not obtained through formal education or
training. Instead, firms hire and train workers. Access to good jobs
occurs through job ladders. Getting a good job may depend more on
convincing in employer of one's potential for learning than on
arriving already trained.

To the extent that vocational education does improve youth
employability, it may do so either because it imparts saleable skills to
participants thus giving them access to particular labor markets or
because it has a comparative advantage over other curricula (gvneral,
college prep) in encouraging certain young people to stay in school
ahd acquire basic skills plus a high school degree. Either of these
effects should show up in increased employability for youtb who
riarticipate in vocational education programs, after adjusting for
other differences such as scholastic aptitude and socioeconomic
status. In the next section, we review the evidence on the labor market
effects of vocational education, and in thefollowing section, its effects

on, school completion are examined,

3. Review of the Evaluations: Labor Market
Effects of Vocational Education Curriculum

The evaluation literature in vocational education is fraught with
methodological difficulties.2 Hence, conclusions always await better

fbjL p. 325.
rl'hese indude (a) inadequate and inaccurate data. (b) numerous case studies from

which it is difficult or impossible to generalize about the progvarnits a whole, and (c )

inadequate controls which result in biased estimates.
A major problem encountered by evaluators is what to use as a measure of vocational

education. This is important for two reasons. First, very specific studies of individual

programs are limited in valuebecause they cannot tell us what to expect from a typical

program. Hence, a measure of vocational education is needed which can be used aaoss

somewhat different kinds of programs and geographiclocations. Second, the measure

should not lump together both the full-time student at a vocational education school
and the person who takes a single home economics or shop course. In several
longitudinal studies this twin difficulty has been approached by distinguishing among

various high school curricula (vocational, general, academic), and then categorizing

students in the sample by these curricula. Conceptually this categorization makes

sense. There are, of course, empirical problems with specifying exactly which category
best typifies each student's curriculum. It has been found that curriculum classification
varies depending on such factors as (a) whether students or administrators are asked

about c unit ula and (b) how the different curricula are described by the interviewers

or interview questionnaires.
Another difficulty in interpreting the results of various studies is the selection bias

which may be embedded in curriculum choice. While the studies attempt to correct for
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evidence. This review will rely heavily on the most recent and
extensive study, Vocational Education and Training: Impact on
Y outh, by Grasso and Shea, on several surveys of the literature, andon
a Symposium on Education and Youth Unemployment sponsored
partly for this review by the National Commission for Employment
Policy and the National Institute of Education.'

What we know is not encouraging, at least for young then. In a
survey of the literature through 1974, concerning the effects of
vocational education on improving the labor market experiences of
young people, Levin reports: "The evidence suggests that if such
gains are associated with vocational education, they are marginal at
best."'

In a recent synthesis of evaluation findings on cooperative
programs (those which provide work experience as well as classroom
training), the National Center for Research in Vocational Education
reports:

The evaluations of co-op programs have been quite comprehen-
sive and varied. It appears that cooperative ,programs are
successful in teaching students entry level job' skills and in
helping students quickly find employment in their area of
training. Over time the initial employment advantage for co-op
students seems to equalize to the level of students without co-op
training. For example, two years after completion of training,
no significant differences between co-op and non co-op students
were found in earnings, employment stability, long-term
employment status, or job satisfaction.'

such differences as scholastic aptitude and socioeconomic status between, for example,
vocational and general students, there may be motivational or other differences
between them which have ,not been captured. In short, there may be systematic
differences between the students who make different curriculum choices, and it may be
these differences rather than the curriculum itself which causes them to have different
degrees of success in the labor market.

'For a list of the participants, papers and a summary of the proceedings. see John
Brandi, "Report on a Symposium on Education and Youth Unemployment,' October
1979, available from the Commission. The Symposium was held September 6-7. 1979.
in Reston, Virginia.

'Henry Levin, "A Decade of Policy Developments in Improving Education and
Training for Low-Income Populations,'" in A Decade of Federal Antipoverty
Programs, Robert Haveman. ed. (New York: Academic Press, 1977), p. 174. This was
also the conclusion of the Symposium on Education and Youth Unemployment.
"Most current vocational education fails to improve the employment history of young
people." John Brandi (1979), p. 5.

'Michael R... Crowe and Kay A. Adams, The Current .Status of Assessing Experientsal
F.ducalson in Programs (Columbus: The National Center for Research in.Vocational
Education, March 1979).
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Summarizing research based on the f ur major national
longitudinal surveys of youth conducted during tfie last twenty years,

Grasso and Shea report:
Research on the relationshirt betwye curriculum and lahor
market and other post-school otacbmes may be conceived as

constituting the major evidence on the effectiveness of
vocational education programs. A large body of work has been
completed since the passage of the VocationalEducation Act of

1963. However, it does not provide compelling evidence
supporting the alleged labor market benefits of high school-
level vocational education.'

Reporting on the specific findings of their own empirical study.
Grasso and Shea conclude:

We failed to find convincing evidence of an alleged labor market
advantage of vocational education for young men....Differences
were either inconsistent or were not statistically significant on
virtually every aiterion measure: unemployment, occupation,
hourly rate of pay, annual earnings, and so on.

The Grasso and Shea study is especially provocative because,
unlike most earlier studies, it produces results for both men and
women. Female students in the vocational education curriculum
were more likely to finish high school, have higher hourly wages and
higher annual earnings than their counterparts from general
programs. For certain women, vocational education also reduced the
probability of unemployment. These results were particularly related

to the acquisition of typing and other clerical skills. These are skills
for which demand is projected to expand and which can be
successfully taught outside the workplace. A troublesome implica-
tion; however, is that channeling women into clerical training
perpetuates occupational segregation which has held down earnings
for women.

4. Review of the Evaluations: Dropout Prevention

One rationale for vocational education is that the experiential mode
of learning, as contristed with the abstract mode of learning, may be

'John I and John Il. Shea. Vo(ational him alum Polgtani.
Research Findings and Issues." The Planning Papers for Vocational Education Study

(Washington, D.C. National Institute of Education. April 1979), p. 159.

'John T Grasso and John R Shea. Vocational Education and Training: Impact on

1 wall (Br! kula. I tic ( hffilidatimi. 19791. p I '0)
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.
more successful for certain students.° Hence, vocational education
students may not only learn specific skills, but also be encouraged to
stay in high sc hool longer and along the way acquire the basic litera
and occupational skills that are so essential for success in the worl of
work. In the absence of the option of vocational educatio is

gued. these %indents would lit' 1111.1ble to respond to other
educational programs and .would drop out of school entirely.

Let us look at evidence concerning whether students in vocational
education programs are more likely to finish high school than
students in other curricula. We will consider first the dropout rate for
students in the vocational education curriculum compared with that
or students in ollitIt c unit ilia, and then slim iht dropout ntevention
!nog! atns untiet sot animal edit( alum.

Grasso and Shea find the evidence somewhat conflicting on the
curriculum/dropout effect. Cross-section data show that, controlling
for differences in scholasti,c aptitude, socioeconomicstatus, and other
factors, the vocational education curriculum has a positive effect on
staying in high school for both men and women. In contrast, based on
longitudinal data. Grasso and Shea find that male vocational.
eduration students ate not more likelv to finish hIghsit hool than
geneTal curriculum students.") For females, the findings are
consistent: both cross-sectional and longitudinal data show that
vocational education students are more likely to finish high school.

Turning to specific dropout prevention programs funded under
vocational education, we find that the experierke has not been
markedly different than the experience under other dropout
prevention programs." First the "dropout prevention" basically has
taken the form of providing jobs which are not systematically related
to .the in-school program. Concerning these programs, it has been
lei rot ted that "II was anpatent that fat too inatIS students in the
dropout prevention programs were placed in rather boring deadend
jobs which didn't challenge their capabilities, gave them no real

9t is sometimes argued that targeting vocational education on the disadvantaged
presumes that they have a wmparative advantage in experiential learning and will lead
to premature oc(upational Tracking. However. given that income redistribution is a
national goal. targeting vocational education funds toward the disadvantagedcan help
to achieve this goal if voc at iona l education is effective,for any group andif carets taken
not to limit aspirations and opportunities in the process.

100ms-sectional (snapshot) studies look at the experieme of various groupts at a
point in- lime. longitudinal (moving picture) studies look at the experience of
individuals over time

',Dropout prevention under employment and training programs will be discussed in
( :harmer 7



appreciation for the world of work and failed to allow them to explore

career interests on their own."12 -

Cost-benefit studies of programs to prevent high school dropping

out are not encouraging. Clearly, persons who finish high school
have a more favorable labor market experience, both in terms of
employment and earnings, than those who do not. This does not

allow US to say, however, that if only more persons completed high

school the unemployment rate would fall. Education may simply be
highly correlated with other variables that are the fundamental
determinants of employability. "The majority of functionally
illiterate students are dropping out of high school before they
graduate...Some of these students show little if any improvement
between the age of 12 and the time they drop out of school." 3 Hence,

the efficacy of simply keejiing people in school is questionable if it is

not combined with more effective teaching and learning.
While the policies of the sixties, including some of those under

vocational education, appear to have increased the percentage of
people completing high school, there is little evidence of any
improvement in the unemployment rate of youth. While promoting
the completion of high school might reduce youth unemployment, it
will have to do so by actually improving their competencies as
contrasted with simply providing more of them with a credential.
The problem is akin to grade inflation. When everyone has high

grades. ixist-sec ondary c hook and employers' must use some other

device for rationing their scarce seats. If every applicant has a high

school degree, the credential may be cheapened and employers will

turn to other screening devices. This indicates that reducing the high

school dropout rate, in a way that is not simply a retention vat and

that does not cheapen the credential, requires improving the
education system back through the earlier grades. We will return to

this theme in our discussion of compensatoly education programs.

Given the sometimes unrealistic demands made on vocational
education, it may not be surprising that vocational education has
scored poorly in terms of improving the employability of youth.14
The research findings just reviewed on vocational education are not

"Steven M. Frankel, Executive Summary:An dageslmesu ofSchool Supenored Work

Education Programs (Santa Monica. Calif ornia: Systems Development Corporation,

1973). p. 12.
"D.L. Fisher, Functional Literacy and the Schools, a report prepared for the

National Institute of Education (Washington, D.C.. January 1978), p. 18.

"Maior government occupadonal training programs for youth under MDTA, EOA

and now under CETA were developed in part because die public schools were unable to
edtu ate substantial numbers al tnner cii y and rural youth, or at they did. to make them

employable.
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completely conclusive, but statistical evidence from a variety of
sources is accumulating that young. men who have p-articipated In
vocational programs have no more success in the labor market than
those who have not, after adjusting for other differences between the
two groups. (We await, of course., the final report of the extensive
evaluation being conducted by the National. Institute of Education
due in 1981. but preliminary indications do not contradict the
preceding statement.) Several studies suggest that the main advantage
vocational education graduates have over nonvocational graduates is
much better job placement. However, this initial advantage appears
to dissipate over time.

Finally, none of the above comments is meant to imply that there
are not some excellent programs which have benefited some
individual students in some localities; nor are they meant to imply
that vocational education cannot be improved.

Promising areas in vocational education appear to be where: (I)
there is emphasis on combining classroom learning with a work-
relatyd component; (2) therglis concentration on those occupations
which are best learned in the classroom setting; (3) there is an effort to
link training to known labor market opportunities; and (4) there is
emphasis on a sustained, integrated approach to youth employability
minimum.; tue unovislofl of basu skills, job skills. job-seeking skills
and placement.

B. Career Education

Career education,' like many government programs, has diverse
sources of funding. Prior to Congressional action in 1974, which
explicitly appropriated funds for career education, the U.S. Office of

dtu anon had all-cads begun to assIst hm al st hool (1151110 Is in setting
up career education demonstration programs. Some of these funds
were provided under the Vocational Education Act. Hence, career
education is seen as both offspring and sibling of vocational
education.

Because a wide variety of programs function under its rubric, career
education is difficult to define succinctly. The beginning of the career
education movement is usually associated with a speech given by
Sidney Marland, then-U.S. Commissioner of Education, in January
1971.

At the elementary and junior high levels, career education
generally refers to an emphasis by teachers on work values and the

I Ivb
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. career relevance of academic learning. At the high school level, it
becomes a more overt interface between school and work. In its most
developed form, it is 'an extensive plan for organizing the student's
entire high school education around a sexies of short-term
assignments to a variety of work settings.

The federal commitment to career education has been to provide
seed money as an impetus for state and local school districts to initiate
programs. The current legislatio.9---(i.qhlic Law 95-207, Career
Education Incentive Act) prOades $100 inilhon or federal funds for
fiscal year 1980, falling to $25 million for fiscal year 1983.

/ At least two very persuasive studies suggest that career education
cannot "be expected to affect youth employment in any major way." 15
McGsowan-Cohen explore the assumptions on which the career
education movement was founded. Disenchantment with the efficacy
of the school system in the sixties led to emphasis on experiential
learning. It was hoped that "real authentic experience" with the
wotld of work would stimulate students dulled by compulsory
classrooms. Ironically, while some reformers were trying to enliven
the work plaee by making it more humane (and morelike school),
others were trying to enliven the schools by making them more like
work. A major problem for career education has been that programs
established to provide experiential learning have, for financial or
other reasons, beconie programs that instead make work a formal
subject of school study. "Somehow, experiencing work on the job has
been turned into learning about it in the classroom."N

There are two programs within career education which illustrate
both the potential of, and some of the problems with, career
education. These are UWEExperience Based Career Education
(now also known as CBCECommunity Based Career Education)
and the Career Intern Program.

1. Experience eased Career Education

EBCE was originally a set of four pilot programs financed through
the National Institute of Education.n Currently, over 100 schools are

"Sue E. Berryman. "Youth Unemployment and Career Education: Reasonable
Expectations." Public Policy, Vol. 26. No. 1 (Winter 1978). p. 29. The other study
referred to is Eleanor McGowan and David Cohen. "Career EducationReforming
School Through Work." Public Interest. Vol. 46, No. 4 (Winter 1977).

"McGowan and Cohen (1977). P. 34.
"NW has pubhshed a volume describing the four pilot programs. See Keith

Goldhammer et al.. Experience Based Career Education: A Description of Four Pilot
Programs b mam ed rhunigh the Nattertat htstittue Pdttrattert. blunt Report
(Washington. D.C.: National Institute of Mutation. January 15, 1975).
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implementing the EBCE model. EBCE stresses involvematt with the
community and local businesses. It also stresses the importance of
learning about many careers before making a choice, as contrasted
with vocational education programs which provide training for
specific skills."

EBCE students seem to drop out of school at a lower rate than
control students. Beyond this effect, however, it is difficult to evaluate
the employability effects of EBCE because most of the data collected
thus 1.11 ate based on testimonials In students and then ',multi.,"
1 hest. testimonials Ihne genctalk been (Juite" fas01.11)1(..

EBCE has limited demonstrated effectiveness in helping
disadvantaged youngsters. "Clearly, it thus far has notand perhaps
cannotireach those facing the most severe problems and barriers to
employment. Its enrollees have been primarily middle-class students
looking for an alternative to classroom boredom; they were not the
disadvantaged."20 It has also been suggested that EBCE may be
valuable for the relatively few who have undergone it, but that it is not
likely to attract enough employers to extend to a large proportion of
students.2'

2. The Career Intern Program

The Career Intern Program (CIP) is of particular interest because it is
explicitly targeted on dropouts and potential dropouts and because it
was well designed for evaluation purposes. The original pilot
program was housed in Philadelphia and served about 250 persons.
mainly black students. It grew out of an already successful self-help
program for blacks and other minorities, Dr. Leon Sullivan's
Opportunities Industrialization Centers of America.

The CIP is similar to EBCE, combining both experiential and
classroom learning. It emphasizes counselling and career planning
and is well supers ised. wit h a rano of one adult Io every I 5 students.

"A short description of EBCE as embodied in the four pilot programs can be found
tit Ronald II Bit( knam. he limbo ol ER( %11 I. %Allah)? VICUI)1)1111,..
Career F.ducauon Journal. No. 3 (Spring 1976).

"Crowe and Adams (1979), p 15. t
°Garth Mangum an8 John Walsh. F.mployment and Training Programs for Y outh:

What Works Best for W horn? (Washington. D.C. National Council on Employment
Po cy. May 1978). p. 100.

Beatrtce C. Reubens, Bridges to Work: hiternattonal Comparison of Transitional
ervu-es (Washington. D.C.: U.S. Department of Labor. July 1977).
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Xcomprehensive evaluation of the Philadelphia CIP program was
conducted from January 1974 through February; 1976." The sample
was designed to study three cohorm, of students including an
experimental and a control group for each cohort, The most
pertinent findings can be summarized as follows: there were
negligible differences in the employment records of the interns and
the controls. About one-third of the .interns and one-third of the
controls were employed six months or more after graduation.
However, the interns were much more likely to stay in school. Almost
30 percent of the men and 50 percent of the women had gone on for'
additional education beyond high school.

Intensive staff effort directed at keeping attendance high was
apparpeendtlzuquite successful. Only about 33 percent of the interns
drop t of school compared to 85 percent of the controls.

While this model has shown sufficient promise to be tried in other
locations under the Youth Employment and Demonstration Projects
Act, there are two reasons to proceed with caution. First, we cannot
yet be confident that the program has any long-term effect on
employability. Second, we cannot yet be confident that an innovative
program run by its dedicated and enthusiastic designers can be
replicated under ordinary administration.

C. Compensatory Education

A major barrier to the employability of minority and poor youth is
their educational disadvantage. For example, black youth make up 14

percent of the total population in grades 1-6, but they account for 28
percent of the educationally disadvantaged. Hispanic children in
grades 1-6 are about 6 percent of the equivalent population but II
percent of the educationally disadvantaged.2'

In general, there is a strong correlation between being

economically disadvantaged (based on parents' income) and
r educationally disadvantaged (based on measures of achievement):

ultic hard A. Gibboncy Avtorlaie% The Carl?, Intern Progyam F trial Repent, l'olume

I: An Expenment in Career Education and Volume II: Technical Appendices (flue
Sell, Pennsylvania: Richard A. Gibbonev Auociates, I977.

°Vincent J. "keep et a)., Students' Economic and Edurattonal Status and Selection
for Compensatory Education, Technical Report 12 from the Study of the Sustaining
Effects of Compehsatory Education on Basic Skills (Santa Ana: Decima Research,
January 19/8). p. 92. There is some controversy over what is the correct definition of

rdtuat al disathaniage. hut bv virlually any delinnion. blink% and lbspanus are
disproportionately in this category. The definition to w kh the percentagesin the test

refer is one or more years below grade kvel.
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High s hool dropouts, who air also disproportionately black and.
lispanu fat t a signal( antly higher probability of be«mling

unemployed than do high Si ht x,l gI adu rs. Finally. educ ational
problems appeal to be dispupottionately an tban inoblem. Cities
over 200.000 «intain IS perc nt of the% hildren igrides 1-6. but 25
percent of the edmationall -disadvantagedlc hildren.i4

I o examine the potentud of the st hools lose the basic skills gap
bet wren disadvantaged and other youth. It is ne«.isary to examine
briefly the nature of the public sc hoot system In the United States.
Ehis system is deeply mined in the tradition that educationar

deusions, especially those involving c urticulum and resource
alh H atiim slunild be made at't he li al level. The existeme'of 16,000.
largely auunionious.politit al unlit, the st hool distric ts, reflects the
strength of this tradition. Before 1965. federal involvement in
eleMen tat y and secondary ediu ation was t onfined to vocational
«hit alum (reviewed earlier) and a few very spec i ft( )rograms.7'

Ehe passage of the Elementaiy and Sewndary Education Ac t of
1%5 launched- a new era )ti federal government involvement in
education. Elm act was a primary component of the "War on
Poverty- and us mann title, htle I, provided substantial funds to
si hind di sIliti s hn compensatory Mut anon purpo4es. that is. to
redress the educ anonal gaps highliglad at the beginning of this
sectum. Nevertheless it should be remembered that kderal funds,
lIlt luding those that «tine OM of revenue sharing. remain a relatively
small plopintion (less than 10 per«.nt) of total expenditures on
elementary and sr« mdary ethic alum.

Sim V 1965. other ptomains have been added to provide assistance to
disadvantaged pies( hoidets'Oiea(l Start), to Indian c hildren. to the
handuapped. and to c hildren fm whom English is a se«ind
language. Additional federal aid goes to provide emergency scluxil
aid fin desegregation. to assist libraries. to support curriculum
development. to pursue and disseminate tesearc h. and to train
teachers. All of this legislation has resulted in at least 75 separate

qletal programs affecting elementary and se«mdary education
ditm tly induct tly. In this sec lion we km us solely on «impensatory
MU( anon programs and their likely Me( ts on the distribution of
labor market oppottunmes. Ill lerMs Of specific programs, the

Mireglio et al. (1978). p. 92.
0°These included payments to school districts affected try other federal programs

(primarily Impact Aid for children whose parents hve or work on (ederal propeny): aid
through the Bureau of Indian Affairs; and assistance for the instruction of critical
subjects under the Nahonal Defense Education Act of 1958.
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empirical studies which we will be discussing are primarily those
which, evaluate programs under Title I of the Elembntary and

- Secondary Education Act of 1965. We will focus on these programsas
synonMmous with "compensatory education" becau'Se (1) they
account for the bulk of, expenditures on compensatory education,26
and (2$, because they have been the topics of the mostrtxtensive
evaluations.

I. Title I: Description

Title I was established to provide financial assistance to help meet the
special educational needs of disadvantaged children, and is the largest
eduCation program in the federal budget. Approximately 6 million
children' in over 14,000 schools were served by Title I programs in
1976-77, at an averap'ç per pupil cost of about $450. Although the
legislation does not restrict funding to the elementary level, most of
the students servarare in the first through sixth grades.

Title.I is set up so that funds are allocated to school districts on the
basis of copcentrations of economicallyr-disadvantaged (low-income)
students. Schools then select educationally-disadvantaged (low-.

- achieving) students for participation in compensatory education
programs. As a result of this dual basis for determination of "disad-
vantaged," about 40 percent of elementary students from poverty
'backgrounds and 47 percent of elementary -students who are one or
more years below grade level in achievement receive clxipensatory
assistance."

2. Education and Employment:
Theory and Evidence

There are at least three questions of importance in understanding the
relationship between education and the success of ;Ibuth in the labor
market. First, to what extent will acquisition of cognitive skills and

,

"Title I ($2.3 billion) accounted for 59 percent of the $3.9 billion appropriated for
specified types of students under federal elementary-secondary education programs for

fiscal 1977.
TrIrhese figures are taken from a study specifically designed and commissioned by the

Office of Education .to respond 4, a Congressional mandate to prkvide such
information. About one-third of each group received Tide I funded auistan'Wk , while
other students received non-Title I compensatory assistance(Breglio et al., pp. 16 and
29). These figures,diverge significantly from those indicatd in an earlier study which
was not designed specifically to provide such estimates, In this study it was reported
that about one-hali' of elementary students from poverty backgrounds receive
compensatory assistance in reading while two-thirds of educationally-disadmentaged
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additional years of education increase employability? Second, to what
extent are school variables critical in imparting cognitive skills to
children? Third, to what extent can the schools be used to parrow the
gap in cognitive skills between disadvantaged and other outh? We
will consider evidence on question (1) briefly befor examining

'Aquestions (2) and (3).
, We have seen eAlier that dropout prevention progripis, which do
not cliange the basic services delivered by the schools, may provide
credentials which increase the access of certain individuals to jobs.
But they are unlikely to increase the number of jobs or the productive
capacity of the economy .as a whole. In contrast, increases in
educationlifmpetence could haKisuch salutary et feces. And, in fact,
attempts to Improve cognitive skills at the preschool, elementary and
secondary levels permeated most of the antipoverty strategies of the
sixties." It was thought that increasing education would increase
productivity and, hence, earnings for rich and poor alike; and it was
hoped that compensatory education targeted on the disadvantaged
would reduce the inequality of earnings. We will see that optimism-
about these programs was soon tempered by a series of rather negative
evaluations of their performance.

While it is- hoped that increasing edUcational competence will
eventually lead to a reduction, in youth unemployment, the
connections between education and employment are not well,

understood and continue to be a topic of unresolved controversy, as
reported in Chapter 2. Educational attainment (years of schooling)
appears to'be niore highly correlated with earnings and employmen
than does'educational achievement (test scopes). In any case, even if
achievement is not directly related to labor market pr spects, it does
seem to lead to higher attainment which appears t have a more

. certain relation to later employment.
At a theoretical level, the controversy centers on whether education

increases people's productivity or provides them with a crede 'al
which employers use as ia screening device.29 So far, it has en
impossible to separatethe two effects empirically, although the
distinction is clearly important for policy purposes. An individual

students receive such assistance. See George Mayeske, Technical Summary: A Study of
Compensatory Reading Programs (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Depanment of Health,
Education and Welfare. Office of Education, 1976), pp. 12-13.

oLevin, in Haveman (1977), p. 159.
Those familiar with the economics of education will know that we are barely

scratching the surface of a large body of material and varying viewpoints on the role of
education and training in reducing poveny and on the performance of various
Programa.
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youth may be well-advised to finish high school to improve his/her
employability. However, what may be true for an individual does not
tell us what would happen if we increased the average years of
schooling for the entire youth cohort, particularly if the effect is
mainly due to credentialing.

1

3. Compensatory Education and
Cognitive Skills: Round One

Leaving aside the unresolved question of the ways in which
schooling increases employability, we turn to questions (2) and (3)
about the effectiveness of the education system in teaching cognitive
skills and in reducing inequalities in the educational performance of

variouLgroups.
The The major study of relevance here was the widely publicized

'`Coleman Report. "" This was a massive study of (I) the educational
resources available to different racial groups in different parts of the
country, and (2) the relationship between measurable student and
school variables on the one hand and student performance on
standardized tests on the other. The findings were (1) that the
disparities in the availability of school resources were smaller than
anticipated and that (2) measured s,chool characteristics had a
surprisingly weak relationship to student cognitive achievements.

Another widely publicized study, Inequality," by Christopher
Jencks, seemed to 'confirm many of the findings of the Coleman
Report. Family background, socioeconomic characteristics of peers
and pure luk (defined by Jencks as unexplained variance in
earnings) seemed to be more impereant determinants of differences in

earnings than measured cognitive skills.
One of the more disturbing aspects Of the Coleman and Jencks

reports was the finding that not only did certain students start at a
disadvantage, they fell further behind the longer they stayed in
school. This was a cause for considerable pessimism about using the
school system to reduce inequality. On the other hand, it was an
argument for using federal government funds to try to deal with the

problem.
Roughly sandwiched chronologically between the Coleman (1966)

and Jencks (1972) reports were a series of program evaluations of Title

"James S. Coleman, Equality of Educational Opportunity (Washington, D.C.: U.S.

Government Printing Mice, 1966).
"Christopher Jencks, Inequality: A Reassessment of the Effect of Family and

Schooling in America (New Yorle Basic Books, 1972).
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I. Surveying both government and nongovernment evaluations of
compensatory education, Levin concluded that -There is not much
reason for optimism in using schools to close the cognitive gap
between disadvantaged and advantaged children. "32 Similarly, Aaron
summarizes, "The evaluations almost universally reported negligible
effects or improvements that faded away after the treatment was
stopped. "33

The responses to these early negative evaluations were of two kinds.
First, there were serious critiques of the methodologies employed in
most of the early studies." Second, in response to the critiques arta
based on some new information, there is now a much more positive
set of evaluations concerning the effects of compensatory education.

4. Compensatory Education and
Cognitive Skills: Round Two

The disarray on the evaluation front understandably left lawmakers
in a quandary concerning how to proceed with funding of
compensatory education. Hence, Congress included in the 1 974
amendments to Title I mandates for several new studies. One of these
mandates directed the National Institute of Education (N1E) Co
conduct a comprehensive study of compensatory education in time
for the next Title !reauthorization in 1978. Another mandate directed
the Office of Education to conduct or monitor several studies of
compensatory education, including a longitudinal survey of the
effects of Title I. The NIE study is now complete and will be
summarized below. The various Office of Education (OE) studies are
partially complete, and we will report on the results to date.

In its preliminary reports, the N1E specified three evaluation
issues. Briefly, they were:

(1) Were federal funds allocated to states on the basis of numbers
of low-income students?

(2) Did school districts provide special services for low-
achieving students?

(3) Did cognitive-skills of low-achieving students improve?

"Levin, in Haveman(1977), p. 194.
"Henry J. Aaron, Polities and the Professor's (Washington, D.C.: The Brookings

Institution, 1978), p. 84.
"The Rand Carporation prepared a report for the President's Commission on

School Finance which documents the procedural erron that plagued the early studies
(and unfortunately remain in some of the later studies). Two major erron were (a) the
use of aou-wctional data to make longitudinal inferences and (b) the failure to assign
treatment and control children on a random basis. For detailed information see Harvey
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Congress was quite conceined with the question of who was
receil;ing Title I funds. Considerable resources in both the NIE and
OE studies went into answering this question. If services are not
received by disadvantaged students, then the question of whether
Title 1 funds improve the cognitive skills of disadvantaged students is

hardly meaningful.
Fortunately, both the NIE and OE studies show that school

districts receiving larger allocations of Title I funds have larger
numbers of poor children and that per-pupil expenditures on low-
achieving students are greater than on other students. For example,
the NM sçudy found that in the lowest-income districts T itle I aid per
pUpil is more than five times as large as Title I aid in the highest
income districts. Thus, targeting seems to be effective as far as the
distribution of funds is concerned. There remains the question of
exactly how funds should be targeted. If we wish to assure that low-
income students who are also low-achievers receive highest priority,
then this should receive explicit recognition at the local level as well

as at the federal level.
In addition to the limiting that Title I funds are being channeled

toward the disadvantaged, recent evidence also suggests that Title I
programs improve the cognitive skills of disadvantaged children.
The evidence comes-from state and local sources as well as from the
major national NIE- and OE-funded studies already mentioned.

Local Title I program evaluations have shown an increasing
incidence of projects in which the achievement gap between
compensatory and other students has been narrowed by one-third or
more. Annual reports from the states in recent years tend to show that
participating students achieve at a rate that equals orsurpasses that of

the average student.
The national surveys have produced results which Support the state

and local findings. Contracted by the Office of Education and based
on a nationally representative sample of public elementary schools in

1972-73, the Educational Testing Service and RMC Research
Corporation conducted the first comprehensive study of reading

programs funded under Title I." This study found that
compensatory students did not fall further behind their more
advantaged peers between the fall and the spring of the school year

Averch et al., How Effective is Schooling? A Critical Review of Research Findings
(Santa Monica: Rand Corporation, 1972).

"George Mayeske (1976).
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and may even have closed the gap somewhat." Compensatory
students also acquired more self-esteem as readers. This latter result
contrasts with the pre-Title 1 Coleman Report findings that
disadvantaged students developed an increasing sens t. of fatalism
about affecting their life chances through education.

nl ike the ETS/RMC study. the N I E study did notattempt to draw
a general or random sample survey of projects under Title I. Instead,
particular programs were selected which were anticipated io have
positive results, and which had selected program characteristics with
respect to instructional setting, time spent in instruction and con tent
of instruction. Overall, the results showed significant achievement
gains for disadvantaged children."

In conclusion, the recent evidence is encouraging." Thereare still,
of course, more and less successful programs, but it appears that the
variance is now around a positive record for the program as a whole.

While it appears that the performance of the average Title I
program is improving, it is stillvery difficult to explain precisely why
certain schools succeed in educating the disadvantaged while others
do not. National evaluations are essential for telling us how Title I is
doing overall, but they may not tell us what makes particular schools
successful. Recent research on educational effects has tried to answer
this question by conducting more intensive case studies." So far the
findings are quite diverse, and the art of replicating successful
programs remains problematic.

At a recent conference cosponsored by the National Commission
for Employment Policy, one participant listed the following as
characteristics of successful programs: (1) teachers establish

"The positive findings are tempered by the poasibility that positive gains during the
school year are largely lost over the summer. Compenaatory students may experience
greater summer skill attrition th4n filo their non-disadvantaged peen. These effects
could reduce or remove any long-rbh impact'of compensatory education. The studies
to date do not adequately measure such skill attrition and may overstate it. the reason
is that the most educationally needy are served and they are not necesrily the same
students each year. Hence, a student who progresses sufficiently is no longer a
compensatory student. The Department of Education is currently in the process of
conducting a "Sustaining Effects Study" which should give us more information
about the impactoof compensatory education on an individual as he/she progresses
through school. -

"Joy Fret hilng. Thr Effects of Serpurs .Sludeni Drvelopment (Wwsholgton.
D.C.: U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, National Institute of
Education. September 30,1977).

"Similar positive findings are reported in Sol H. Pelavin and Thomas C. Thomas,
Patterns in ESEA Title I Reading Achievement, Research Report EPRC 4537-12
(Stanford: Stanford Research Institute, 1976). ,

"One of the better-known studies is Anita Summers and RarlmiLL. Wolfe, "Do
Schools Make a Difference?" American Economic Review, Vol. 67 rlEptember 1977).
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objectives; (2) teachers expect their suidents to achieve; (3) a
businesslike approach typifies both teachersand adMinistrators; (4)'a
wide repertoire of teaching tec hniques is employed; (5) where para-
professionals are used, they act like teachers; (6) parents participate
actively; and (7) peer tutoring occutoo

What are the implications of the Title I experience for youth
employment? ShOuld compensatory education programs be extended

into the secondary schools? It has been widely publicized that
achievement test *ores for high school and junior high school
students rose through the mid-sixties and have been declining ever
since. Studies have shown that these declines cannot be attributed
primarily to either: (a) changes in the tests and the way they are scored

or (b) changes in the composition of groups taking the tests."

Explaining what has caused the decline in test scores remains a
topic of research and concern. Surely part of the explanation is rather
straightforward. We changed school curricula to include more
aesthetic and expressive activities, without increasing the total
amount of time students spend in school. Necessarily the amount of
time spent on traditional subjects was reduced. Some have suggested

that the major impact of this dilution of the traditional curriculum
has been on disadvantaged students, andrecently there has been some
reaffirmation of faith in that curriculum. This is reflected in the
"back to basics" movement, and the fact that forty states now require
minimum competency tests for the awarding of high school degrees.

At the same time that upper level students' test scores have been
declining there is no evidenceof declines in the early grades ( I -4), and

there may have been improvement. Whether relatively better

performance recorded tudents under compensatory education
reported earlier is responsible for this improvement is unclear but the

data are suggestive. Thus, it may be that a renewed emphasis on basic
skills, together with compensatory programs for the disadvantaged,

can contribute to youth employability.

See abo Ronald R. Edmonds, "Some School/ Work and More Can," Social Polk,
(March/April 1979).

wThese comments were made by Henry Bridtell of the Academy for Educational
Development at the Symposium on Education and Youth Unemployment, Reston,
Virginia, September 6-7, 1979.

See Annegret Harnischfeger and David Wiley, "The Decline of Achievement Test
Scores: Evidence, Causes and Consequences," TM Report 59 (Princeton: Educational
Testing Service, February 1977).
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D. Conclusions

rh is ( hapter has reviewed the role of the schools in improving youth
employability. We have considered those, areas in which the federal
government has taken an active role, especially compensatory, career
and vocational education. Even in these areas, the federal role is
limited and implementation is left to state and local school districts.

Clearly, schooling contributes* to lifetime earnings and employ-
ment stability, although the nature and magnitude of the
contribution remains in dispute. Schools certainly have other
objectives and other factors affect earnings, but education does
contribute to later economic achievement and possibly could make a
more sulvantial contribution.

Vocational education can improve youth employability either
because it imparts saleable skills to participants or because it
encourages them to obtain more schooling. It appears that vocational
education has been more successful for women than for men, in both
of these areas.

Career education has arisen in explicit recgighition of the need for
assisting young people in the transition from school to work. So far,
the federal role has been limited to the provision of seed-money to
encourage the development of state and local programs. The
potential impac t of career education in assisting the disadvantaged is
problematic since it has been directed mainly at middle-class
youngsters.

Since compensatory education is directed primarily toward youth
in the elementary grades, the connection is even more removed than
that between vocational education and employm'ent. The proximate
linkage of coMpensatory education to employability is through its
effects on cognitive skills, and we have concentrated primarily on
studies of these effects. 'The most recent evaluations of compensatory
education show that disadvantaged children are no longer falling
further behind their peers- through the early grades. Providing a
similar set of compensatory programs for older students might
contribute to their .educational progress and ultimately to their cm;
ployability.

Case studies are not consistent in their identification of the
characteristics of successful schooK programs, and teachers, but we
are beginning to tease out a few commonalities. It remains to be seen
whether and how the information gathered can be used to replicate
the successful models.
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Chapter 7: Employment and
Training Programs for

YouthA Review of the
Experience

A. Introduction

This c hapter is written at an awkward time: national policies dealing
with youth employment are under review and, concurrently,
previously-funded demonstrations of several new program concepts
(e.g., job entitlements and awarding academic credit rto work
experience) have yet to yield their findings. Therefore, this review is
largely a recapitulation of the already-known,not an exposure of new
material..

This chapter begins with a brief review of the history of federal
involvement in the employment and trainingarena. It then attempts

To assess what has been accomplished by ( I ) job creation programs for
youth, (2) training programs for youth, especially the Job Corps, and
(3) the,Employment Service's efforts on behalf of youth. The chapter
ends with a summary of what has been learned to date.

Throughout this review, it is important to remember that there are
few rigorous assessments of the long-term impact of earnings and
employment. Several efforts underway (including the Continuous
Longitudinal Manpower Survey) will provide the data with which to
make such assessments. Others (e.g., the Mathematiai Policy
Rescarc h study of the Job Corps) have already analyzedthe short-term
impacts of the programs and will continue to track the experience of
participants.
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B. Overview

While federal efforts directed at increasing the employability and
employment of youth have a long history,' it was only in the early
1960's that the use of employment and training programs to improve

the employability and increase the earnings of poor and
disadvantaged youth began. At that tithe, the growing recognition of,

and concern about, the difficulties that youth encounter in the labor
market gave rise to a number of proposais. In 1963, the Manpower
Development and Training Act (MDTA) was amended to allow an

increased number of youth to participate in its on-the-job (OJT) and
',classroom training programs.

In 1964, the Economic Opportunity Act (EOA) increased the
emphasis on improving the employability and employment of the
economically disadvantaged. For youth, the EOA established the

, Neighborhood Youth Carps (NYC), primarily a work expe'rience
program, and the Job Corps, an intensive training and remedial

education program.
The enactment of the Comprehensive Employment and Training

Act (CETA) in 1973 resulted in the consolidation of training and
employment activities into one authority, which was to be exercised

(to a considerable degree) by state and local primt smlisors. While the

r mix of services shifted due tothe onset of a serio'hi recepion and the
increased involvement of suburban sponsors in the program, die
proportion of youth enrolled in various activities does not appear to

have changed appreciably in the transition from categorical

programs to CETA. (See Tables 7-1 and 7-2.)

In 1977, the Youth Employment and Demonstration Projects Act

(YEDPA) provided several new program initiatives and substantially
increased the funding for youth-targeted activities; although it
appears that, due to intraprogrammatic displacement, the net
hyrease in services to youth waS somewhat less than the increased
funding would have otherwise provided;

In addition to expanding the level and range of sevices available to
youth, YEDPA had as a stated purpose:

'The antecedents of current effom go back at least to the Morrill Act of 1862, which

established the land grant colleges, while the current vocational educational
legislation descends lineally from the Smith Hughes Act of 1917. During the 1930's, the

Qmservation Corps and the National Youth Administration were focused on

reducing youth joblessness and the Wagner Peyser Act designated "juniors" as a group

to be served by the Employment Service. As a response to the "space-race the National
Defense Education Act in 1958 provided federal support to increase the supply of

scientists and engineers.
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Table 7-1

. Comprehensive Employment and Training Act Titles I, II and VI
Federal Obligations, Total Participants and Proportions of

Total Participants Under 22 Tears of Age

Flail Ter
Fulani

0611.11or
(11111Nom)

° Tail
, Pirlielpuls a

(UseessIe)

lirsprila mg.*
ParticiONNINISla

, 22 Tan OA.
(Pineal

TM I

1975 1,585.1 1,126.0 . 61.7

1976 1.5278 1,731.5 56.7

Transitional
Gliarterb 395.1 N/A t N/A .

1977 1,871.4 1,415.6 51.7

1978 1.910.4 1,331.5 48.8

Title II

1975 688.8 227.1 23.7

1976 665.5 255.7 2t9

Trrusalgeo3:1
97.5 N/A N/A

1977 ( 1.195.6 352.9 20.3

1978 347.3 2102 20.8

Tills VI

1975 872.3 157.0 21.4

1976 1.624.0 4952 22.0

Transitional
Quarter° 997 1 N/A N/A

1977 5.005.6 592.9 20.3

1978 1.8612 1.016.9 21.4

The low participanr category Is not directly comparable with lint time enrollments" displayed In other Utiles.
except tor FY 1915. In subsequent fiscal years, the `total participants" category Inclufts Individuals whose
period or enrollment began in a prior fiscal year and continues Into the year or the report

b From July 1, 1976 through September 30, 1916

N/A Not available
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Table 7-2

Comprehensive Employment and Training Aci
Proportion of New Enrollees Under Age 22

by Program Assignmants

IAN Program, kieeTrieraw Ass lima

Year

Taal kw
holm

Mel ki
lea.laiwer
Prawn lierakew: PU

Olred
Wend

YAW
Wwt

Eiwkwee

N.
Aislu..
Una°

Serer
Prim

1975c
Total Now Enrollees8 1.353.5 465.1 424.3 139.4 324.8 N/A 821.7°
Under 22 44% 29% 73% 31% 100% N/A 100%

Under 18 (16%) (1%) (3%) N/A
18-21 (28%) (tit! (a%) (a%) 144 N/A

19761 UM
Total New Enrollees 1,975.5 1,152.2 209.0 .81.5 91.8 241.8 145.4 2729 110.0 5048 h
Under 22 68% 46% 36% 33% 10% 24% 32% 100% 38% 100%

Under 18 (42%) (16%) (4%) (2%) - (2%) (3%) (58%) (7%) (78%)
18-21 (26%) (30%) (32%) (31%) (10%) (22%) (29%) (42%) (31%) (2214

Transition Ouartert
Total New Enrollees 629.6 265.3 50.6 17.5 19.1 64.0 307 61.6 21.8 3434.31
Under 22 76% 44% 34% 28% 10% 20% 36% 100% 36% 100%

Undir 18
18-21

(52%)
(2 %)

(14%)
(30%)

(3%) (3%)
(31%) (25%) (10%)

(1%)

(18%)

(3%)

(33%)
(58%)
(44%)

(4%)
32(%)

1712

1977 k

Total New Enrollees - 2,227. 1,269.5 235.8 101.7 91.9 389.6 84.7 213.9 151.9 9581 '
Under 22 65% 41% 38% 34% 10% 21% 32% 1E0% 36% 100%
Under 18 (41%) (13%) (4%) (4%) (61%) (4%) (80%)

18-21 (24%) (28%) (121) (10%) (20%) (n%) (39%) (32%) (19%)
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Tab to 7-2 Footnotes

a Includes those activitin funded under Titles I. 11.111 and VI of CETA Does not include date for Job Corps,
the Yoong Adult Conservation Corps Dale On CartiCspents in nationally.lunded special protects are not
included

h Includes individuals enrolled in programs for whom initial assignment informationis unavailable
c Data are for Calendar Year. i e January through December 1975

Number* in thousands
c Estimated enrollments

Fiscal Year 1976 based on former basis. I e ly 1, 1975 through June 30, 1976
9 1STInstitutional skills training. OJTon-1 Ob training, AWEadult work experience
h Summer enrollments fOr the penod keril-Ju 6 only Enrollments occurring subsequent to 'Jun* Me

reported tn the Transition Quarter
' Transition Quarter covers the period July 1 to September 30. 1070
I Summer enrollees for period July.September 30, 1077

Period of October 1 1070 throulh Swptember 30. 1077

N/ANot available
SOURCE Continuous Longdudinal Manpower Survey, Westin. tnc venous selected reports

...to establish a variety of employment, traning, and
demonstration programs to explore methods of dealing with the
structural unemployment problems of the Nation's youth. The
basic purpose of the demonstration programs shall be to test the
relative efficacy of different ways of dealing with these problems
in different local contexts...2

To accomplish this stated objective, the Office of Youth Programs
structured a wide range of experiments and demonstrations, all
gtiided by an overall Knowledge Development Plan (KDP).3 The
KDP describes what issues will be addressed, the approaches to be
used, and the time frames in which results will become available.

The KIR activities will provide: new data and insights itito the
composition of the youth population in need and the types of services
they require; the absolute and relative effectiveness of various
strategies (job creation, training, job development, etc.); the strengths
and limits of various delivery systems in providing services.to youth.
Unfortunately:while this chapter takes into account the most recent
analyses, it is being written at a time when the KDP results are only
partially available. Therefore, its conclusions may be subject to
change when the KDP result4 are all available.

2The Youth Employment and Demonstration Projects Act of 1977. P.C. 95-93,
Section 321.

'See. (or example. U.S. Department of Lalx)r. Employment and Training
Administration. ii Knowledge Development Plan for Youttla (Washington. D.C.: U.S.
Department of Lalmr, December 1978),
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C. Job Creation

As noted in earlier.chapters, the lack of a sufficient nmpber of job is

one of the major causes of 'youth joblessness. Focusing job creatio

efforts on youth can potentially. ) alleviate their unemployment; (2)

provide them training and experience which will make them more
productive members of the labor force; and (3) reduce the inflatioaary

consequences of a general expansion of employment opportunities.
Over the past decade-and-a...half, programs that provide work

opportunitieis have served a large number of youth. Individuals under

22 years old !rave comprised approximately 20 percent of all public

service emptoyment (PSE) participants under CETA and the
predecessor Emergency Employment Act programs.' In FY 1978,

more than 250,000 persons under 22 years of age were employed in

PSE jobs; however, most publicly-created employment opportunities

for youth have been in short-term work experience prograins.6

Becau of r urce constraints, methodological !imitations an

other "reasons, j creation programs for youth have not been

thoroughly asses date. In the discussion that follows,, the

general findinA of the assessment literature will be summathed;
however, these should not be viewed as unqualified conclusions
concerning program effeas, Once many are-krioteworthy more for

their methodological implications than for their policy pertinence.6

I. Work Experience

Originally authorized under the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964

(EOM, work experience is intended to provide economically-disad-
vantaged youth with some income and actual experience, usually

with a public or nonprofit employer. As established by EOA, the

prograrp had three major components: (a) In-school Work
Experience, intended to provide disadvantaged students with some

(To date4ere !winos been an assessment of the impact of PSE on participants that
permits differentiation of the net efkas by die age -of participants,

Ile term "work expatence" refers to relatively short.term employment. usually

With a public or nonprofit employer. which is intended to inaease the participonts'

understanding of the world of work. interpettonal relationships. work-related hbits
-(punatuJity, dress). etc. Sometimes it hl combined Oth remedial education and/or
formal training activities. Thus, the activitiesreported under this heading vary widely

in content and quality.
'For a review of this topic rer: Emit StrOnLidocieT, "The Effectiveness of Youth

Programs: An Analysis of the Historical Antecedents of Current Youth Initiatives" in
Youth Employment and Publtc Poltry. edi tat by Bernard Anderson and Isabel Sawhill

(New York: Prennce-Hall. 1980).
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work eicposure and to induce potential dropouts to remain enrolled
in school until graduation by providing them part-time,mninimum-
wage jobs during the school year; (b) Out-of-School Work
Experience, intended to provide out-sf-school youth, over 16 years
old, with an employment oppatunity, and sante training as a means
of increasing their longer-term employability; (c) Summer Work
Experience, intended to make uphe shortfall in summer youth jobs
in the hope that the participants would be less troublesome during
the summer and more likely to return to school in the autumn:7.

The NYC programs provided hundreds of thousands of economic
ally-disadvantaged youth with part-time, minimum-wage jobs.
While participants, worksite hosts and program operators
enthusiastically praised the prkram, others, including many of the
analysts who conducted assessments of it, ere less impressed with
the post-program impacts. Some of the diffk lties stemmed from an
"ambivalence of objectives."8 The NYC was intended to provide a
massive number of jobs each summer, keep youth in school, and
enhance the employability of those who had left school. Further, it
was expected to do all of this cheaply, with few (if any) supportive
services. Because of this multiplicity of objectives, the basis on which
the programs are to be assessed is not always clear.

In-School Work Experience
Over the ten years it operatecOhe NYC in-school program enrolled,
on average, approximately 130,000 youth each year (see Table 7-3).
About 80 percent of the enrollees were 17 years of age or younger;
almost half were members of a minority group; half were male; and
most were from families with incomes well below the poverty level,
(See Table 7-4.)

One objective of the in-school work experience program is to
induce youth to remain in school by providing them with
supplementary income. The underlying premise is ibat individuals
drop out of school because .they lac& sufficient income and that
graduating from high school impraes an individual's em'pfoy:
ability. Another assuinption, implici tin the design, is that work is an
inherently valuable activity; otherwise it would be preferable to

7Apparently, most of the CETA prime sponsors have retained this organizational
typology. although there haveNbeen changes in the level and organization of the
activities.

"Sar I.evitan et al.. Human Resources and Labor Marke& (New York: Harper ge
Row. 1972). p. 343.

'Manpower Report of the President (Washington. D.C.: U.S. Department of Labor),
various years. 0
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Table 7-9
Neighborhood Youth Corps'

Federal Obligations, Enrollment
Opportunities and New Enrollees

FY 19115 to FY 1974

Ana Nar
uiususi1

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

1071

1972

1973

1974

61.

(d)

(d)

67.4

58.9

49.0

592

58.0

74.9

64.1

88.6

1965

1066

17
1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

(d)

(d)

147.8

95.9

1222

97.9

1152

122.0

106.9

113.7

brellend
1)

Now
Earellessc

(1104.60

Wide*

1022 54.7

1 .8 160.8

139.0 156.8

135.0 118.3

100.6 84.3

97.1 74.4

120.0

101.6 186.0

111.3 _165.3

136.1 163.4

041-8clini

61.7 35.6

98.6 166.9

791.3 161.6

62.7 93.8

50.0 74.5

45.4 462

40.1 53.0

41.6 65.0

38.7 74.7

412 71.6

c includes in-school and out-of-school components only. Doss notinclude summer programs hor the nsll Work

Training in industry program.
'

b Estimated number of positions funded on a full-year basis.

C Wm numtwr of first time wirollminte generally exceeds Do number of 'enrollment opportunities (ests). since a

slot may be used by more than one indMdual during a year.

d hisaggrogiusu obligations data are not available for Fiscal 1965 and 19011.

SOME: Manpower Report of the President selected years.
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TM* 7-4

Charecterlstics of Enrollees In NYC In-School Programs'
(1,srcent Distribution)

vwa lan11.4

COMMIdelli 5mM
6/111

1/16
1/67

1/17 la.
1/8

1/1111 W

64111
MO
1/71

tuSh
1/71

1/71 Is
fin IMO

er71 '

Total (0001) 357s 4161 4137 4741 5170 6172 9451 553.7 183.4

Sax

Male 541 es 541 542 53.4 503 519 516 53.1 51.0Fermat 452 452 45.1 461 500 45.1 43.4 419 490

191

Under 174 214 471 471 56.4 42.1
17 to 19 00,7 51.4 51.0 '42.7 55.7 96.5d 97.1. 9711 9s2d
20 to 21 1 9 1.0 12 0.9 1$ 351 2.61 221 11022 and over

Itaie
White $5.1 524 473 443 53.7 311 400 429 41.3Slack 32.0 433 41.0 414 42.5 56.5 514 414 423 .Other 52 4.3 4.7 62 39 5.4 6.6 1.7 9.4

1011 oT School

or Less 1.6 9.9 15.1 202 172 2a2 19.3 4 115 20.3 .910 II MP 5 U.S 136 711.6 130 75.6 772 751 17.112 or Morel, 2.9 1.5 1 4 12 OS 42 3.6 5.7 21
% Who Ever Had'

Paying Job 41 5 .431 30.3 361 511 ellA NIA N/A N/A

Olsadvantrd 1011 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A lilA 1010 1E0.0

a Includes oxalises In summer programs.
,P Not necessarily high school graduates.
c Excludes enroiless In summit' programs.
d Ages under 19 years.

a Agit 19 to 21 ysars.

N/A - Not available

SOME: Manpowor Boort of the President, various years.
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provide poor youth with an income transfer to keep them in school.
There is also an assumption that provision of a job will reduce
involvement in activities that are socially undesirable (e.g., suicide,
crime, drug and alcohol abuse).

The preponderance of the evidence indicates that the in-school
program did not significantly modify the propensity of youth to drop
out of or remain enrolled in school." In fact, one study found some
evidence that, for academically-marginal students, the provision of
an NYC job may have been -detrimental to their scholastic
performance."

While the evidence is somewhat discouraging regarding the effects
on school enrollment and performance, the in-school program did
receive favorable assessffients on other fronts. It was found that the
program had a significant income effect for participants relative to a
comparison group of nonparticipants:12 Further, it has been reported
that "...the evidence is mixed but mildly encouraging concerning
the impact of NYC on crime and delinquency.""

Surveys of the attitudes of the participantslound that they were
generally satisfied with the program. There were differing
perceptions of the program's objectives, however. While program
designers saw it as a means of raising school completion rates,
enrollees entered the program to earn money, "mostly for clothes,
school expenses, or to help their families." Further, the participants
expressed some dissatisfaction that the NYC jobs did not lead to
permanent employment and did not train them for more specific
skills.

To summarize, although several analyses concluded that the in-
school program did not have the expected educationaleffects, there
was wide agreement that the program did provide needed income and
work experience to many disadvantaged youth. It gave the enrollees at
least some exposure to the world of work that, in the absence of the

isGarth Mangum and John Walsh. Employment and Training Programs for Y outh:
What Works Best for W hom? (Washington. D.C.: U.S. Department of Labor. May
1978). p. 56.

tGerald Robin. **An Assessment of the In-Public School Neighborhood Youth
Corps Projects in Cincinnati and Detroit, With Special Reference toSummer-Only and
Year-Round Enrollees," as cited in Marjorie Egloff, The Neighborhood Y outh Corps:

Review of Research (Washington. D.C.: U.S. Depanmem of Labor, 1970), p. 35.
12Ernst Stromsdorfer and Gerald Somers. "A Cost Effectiveness Study of the In-

School and Summer NYC (Madison: University of Wisconsin, 1970).
*Robert Taggart. "Employment and Training Programs for Youth," in From

School to Work, National Commission fo-r Manpower Policy (Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Government Printing Office. April 1976).

t4Egloff (1970). p. 34.
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program, they might not have had. Further, it gave them something
to do during a time when they might otherwise have engaged in less-
acceptable activities, with their concomitant social costs.

Out-of-School Work Experience
The out-of-scflool program was intended to serve a population
composed primarily of high school dropouts. Its aim was to increase
the partkipants' employability by providing them with a job. In
addition to the positive benefits derived from being in the work place
and actually performing a job, there was an expectation that the
program would serve as an "aging vat;" i.e., the youth would grow
older, become more attractive to employers and eventually become
employed.

AS displayed in Tab ls 7-3 the out-of-school program varied
considerably in size over the ten years it was in existence. Table 7-5
indicates that the participants were drawn from a particularly
disadvantaged population and appeared to be in need of substantial
remedial and developmental services. Instead, fpr most of its
existence, the out-of -school program was a "no-frills': activity which
provided the participant with a job and little else. In addition,
because pf the tight targeting:

Not only did programs lose prestige in the eyes of employers,
and staff lose confidence in the effectiveness of the programs
they were administering, the enrollees were denied the benefits
and challenges inherent in mixing and competing with more

. Motivated enrollees.15
Assessments of the out-of-school program have generally

concluded that it made little, if any, contribution to the participants'
employment and earnings potential. In the absence of an extensive
array of services, the limited success of the out-of-school program was
to be eXpected, partiCularly in loose labor ,Markets.

1,

Summer Youth Programs
Since 1965, the federal government has funded a prokram intended to
provide economically-disadvantaged youth with employment op-
portunities during the summer. As displayed in .Table 7-6, the
program has grown to a point where it provides almost one million
individuals with summer employment and earnings; the budgetary
wsts have been conSiderable.

fa.

"Mangum and Walsh (1978), p. 58.
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Tibia 7-5

Characteristics of Enroiteerin NYC Out-of-School Programs
(Parcant Distribution)

Tor d hard

Clunasials )11 UN Is
I17

VW Is
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UN Is VII Is
1/71

FT 71 FT 12 FT 73 FT 74

Ohl IV? 1721 1371 III III 131 111 74.7 711

Su
STA III 41 421 171 PST 111 413 Ni

has 431 414 II5 UI 1121 41.3 411 SIT SIT

1p

17 II
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le me OM

II
NJ
122

11.3
514
114
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11

It/
est
113
.41

331
III
5.1
tA
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41°
se

elso
410
12

sub
lie
IA

es*
110
2.1

IMODll 412 171 11.2 421 to III 451 171 11.7
412 414 11141 171 442 112 431 442 111

leer 11 31 42 4.1 11 Ii 5.4 12 TS

Tars d SON
luta. 241 172 371 25.5 3E3 5.5 25.1 241
611 111 11.11 111 PS 713 TIM 711
It stars. es 42 22 52 2.11

% EvwIna 1111 IIJ NJ vs 1/1

Au/nap. 11/1 1/1 11/1 11/1 11/1 1/1 vs NI

a Not nocuunly a MP school gradual..
b Ages under lg.
c Ages le to 21.

N/A Not available

SOURCE: Manpowv Avon ot Sty Pnsid*nt, various yurs.
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Table 7-6 .

Summer Youth Programs 1965-1971a
Federal Obligations, Total Enrollments

Faecal Year Federal 011iplus
(Millions)

Fine Tim breibmele
(Thousands)

1965

1966

47.6

952

1967 $133.3 227.9

1968 126.7 2552

1969 147.9 345.3

1970 199.4 361.5

1971 2532 5672

1972 320.4 759.9

1973 246.0 388.4

1974 459.5 577.1

18M 390.6 7162

1976 5882 820.9

1977c 617.8 9072

1978 754.6 994.0

a Betwmn FY 1965 and FY1274. summer youth programs operated under the authority of the Economic Opportunity
Ant of 1964. with some supplementation with funds authorized under the Manpower Development and Training
Act From 1975 on. funds were authorized under the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act

b Disaggrigated data not available.
c trcludts transition quarter activity and obligations

SOURCE: Employmant and Training &doff of Ma Pfasident various years.

The summer youth program was originally intended to serve as a
means of motivating economically-disadvantaged youth to return to
school after the summer vacation. This objective quickly became
subsidiary to several others, including: the need to fill the shortfall in
jobs for youth in the summer, particularly in the inner cities; income
transfer needs; and a fear that, in the absence of the program, the riots
of the sixties would recur. While there was a perception that there
were many unmet social needs that youthcould productively fill, this
was usually far down on the list of program objectives.

Until recently, the summer program has encountered significant
planning and implementation problems due to the delay in appro.
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1,

priating and allocating the program funds. In many instances, this
forced program sponsors to rapidly develop and fill jobs with little
attention to what the enrollees would actually do. The program has
been frequently criticized for not providing adequate supervision,
materials, and instruction to make the work experience meaningful."
There have been further complaints that the program has emphasized
income transfers at the expense of other objectives, particularly
employability development." While there is certainly much truth in
many of these criticisms, it should be recognized that even the best
managed summer program may not result in significant, long-term
improvements in the employment and earnings prospects of the
participants. One must question whether this is a realisti
expectation for a nine-week, minimum-wage program that costs
below $700 per participant and serves an enormous number of
extremely different types of individuals in widely varying eZonomic
circumstances. Expecting the summer program to make a significant
contribution to long-term employability is akin to expecting the
Goodyear Blimp to lanqastronauts on the moon; it is simply not in
the design.

Another recurrent criticism of the summer program is that it
operates in isolation from other year-round youth activitieseduca-
tion and other employment and training programs. Many analysts
have suggested that the program's effectiveness would be enhanced if
it were linked to other programs serving youth, was planned in
advance and did not have to expand and contract as widely and
rapidly as has been the case in the past. While efforts have been made
to provide earlier notification of funding, it Knot clear that progress
has been made in linking the summer peogram with other youth
programs.

Conclusions
The operation of the youth work experience programs under CETA
does not appear to be drastically different from what it was under
EOA, although there have been shifts in the amounts of funding
devoted to it." Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the effects
observed under EOA have persisted. While it is the general
conclusion of much of the assessment literature that NYC-type work

General Accounting Office, "More Effective Management h Needed to
Improve the Quality of the Summer Youth Employment Program" (Washington,
D.C.: U.S. General Acanuning Office, 1979).

17Strornsdorfer, in Anderson and Sawhill (1900).
Mirengolf and Lester Rindles, CETA: Manpower Programs Under Local

Control (Washington, D.C.: National Academy of Sciences, 1978).
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experience does not significantly improve the average enrollee's
long-term employment and earnings, there is agreement, that it has a
value as a ...combination income maintenance and maturation
device to youth to stay out of trouble until they are old enough to get a
sustaining job or to enroll in a training program.'"

2. Other Job Creation Activities

In addition to youth work experience act i vites, there have been several
additional initiatives which will be directly reviewed:

Young Adult Conservation Corps,
Youth Community Conservation Improvement Program,

Youth Incentive Entitlement' Pilot Projects.20
Each of these approaches has operated within the CETA legislative
authority, but they are more centrally controlled and categorical in
nature than most other CETA programs.

Young Adult Conservation Corpg (YACC)
Authorized by Title VIII of CETA, YACC is a program designed to
provide 12 months of employment and other benefits to 16 to 23 year
olds in,"useful wnservation work" and related activities on public
lands and waters. Any individual who meets the age requirement and
is unemployed for at least one week is eligible for YACC. The
eligibility criteria do not include a family income test.

Administered by the Departments of Agriculture and Interior,
under an interagency agreement with the Department of Labor, the
program was originally appropriated $233 million to create
approximately 22,300 jobs in FY 1978.21 Approximately 70percent of
these jobs were to be on federal lands, with the remainder

"Charles R. Peny et al., The Impact of Government Manpower Programs: In
General, and on Minonties and Women (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania.
1975), p. 450.

win this survey it is impossibk to review the numerous .experimental and
demonstration acuvities that have bmn undertaken under the Youth Employment and
Demonsuation Projects Act. The data and analyses of most of these projects are not
available as of this writing. However, the inwrested individual may wish to review A
Knowledge Development Plan for Youth Actunties - Fiscal 1979 and its predecessor for
1977 which are available from the Employment and Training Adminisuation of the
U.S. Depanment of Labor. The reader may also with to review the analysis of the
supported work demonstration, which has a youth component and provides some
interesting insights (cf. Madiematica Policy Research, The Supported Work
Demonstration: Effects During the First 18 Months After Enrollment (Princeton:
Mathematica Policy Research. April 1979)).

21Delays in planning and impkowntation led to an upward revision of this target to
approximately 25,000 jobs to be aeated and maintained through FY 1979.
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administered by state and local agence under grants from
Agriculture and Interior. As of the end o June 1979, there were
approximately 20,000 enrollees in the program, 32 percent were from
economically-disadvantaged families, 28 pOrcent were minority,and
38 percent were female.

The YACC is modeled on the Civilian k.onservation Corps of the
1930's and the more recent Youth ConserVation Corps (YCC) which
was a summer program providing a "cross-section of the youth
population with summer jobs doing "cnnservation work" on public
lands. Analyses of the YCC do not provide much insight into what the .
program can be expected to achieve: "Annual reports to Congress
required of the Departments of Interior and Agriculturereflect a
cheerleading approach that rarely addresses operational aspectsof the
program, such as quality of enrollee experiences or work site
planning and supervision."22 However, since the YCC was intetided
to provide jobs that would contribute to the maintenance/improve-
ment of public lands. with little emphasis on the long-term
employability effects, it appears to have filled its primary objective.

The initial indications are that the federal, state and local agencies
have been able to implement the nonresidential components of
YACC with a limited number of problems.25 It should be noted,
however, that this will be a relatively expensive activity. It is expected
that the average cost for each nonresidential slot will be $9,000 per
year; the residential slots will cost an eftimated $12,000 per year or
more.

Youth Community Conservation and Improvement Projects
(YCCIP)
"YCCIP was intended by national policymakers to be a work
experience program, short on frills, but long on well-supervised jobs
with tangible outputs.-24 This categorical program is 'intended to

rye primarily out-of-school youth in projects that will benefit the
local community (e.g., rehabilitating public buildings).

To date, the program enrollees have been predominantly male (ap-
proximately 75 percent), dropouts (63 percent), economically disad-.E.,1

°Mangum and Walsh (1978). p. 61.
litY.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training Administration,

"Implementation of the Young Adult Conservation Corps- (Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Department of Labor, May 1978). Approximately 75 percent of allot the YACC jobs are

to be nonresidential, with the remainder being residential activities.
rGregory Wurzburg. "Overview to the 14X21 Focus on Youth: A Review o' Prime

Sponsor Experience Implementing the Youth Employment and Demonstration
Projects Act" (Washington. D.C.: National Council on Employment Policy. February

1979). p. 10.
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vantaged (88 percent). and members of minority groups (58 percent).
The disproportionate represe tation of males is attributed to the
empfiesis on construction and ehabilitation projects.

6rly indications are that many of the shortcomings of work
experience programs have been avoided in the &sign of the YCCIP
projects. It has been reported that the supervision of the enrollees has
been more intensive, and that the supervisors in some programs have
received special training.25 There has beep emphasison the quali ty of
the work experience including: supplementing the YCCIP jobs with
additional training and ancillary services; emphasizing the outpucof
the jobs; and, in limited instances, providing academic credit for the
work experience. It is still too early to tell how these enrichments will
affect the impact of subsidized work experience on the enrollees;
however, given the competitive handicaps of economically-disadvan-
taged dropouts, expectations should be modest.

The Youth Incentive Enti ment Pilot jects (YIEPP)
nos demonstration prc ;jenn operates in 17 prime sjxmsor
jullsdic lions ac toss the wuntry. It provides a job entitlement, part-
time during the sc hool year and full-tiar during the:summer, for all
e«mornu ally-disadvantaged youth who are: between 16 and 19 years
of age, residents of Ow target area, and enrolled in sc hool or an
alter-nanye plogram leachng to a high sc hool diploma (or its
equivalent). I fie program is intended to test the potential of a job
guarantee to Alm r ming people to complete their high sc hool
education. As distinct born the NYC work experierue programs, the
Yll.IPP jobs at «mdit tonal on ...nista( tor y. performance both on the
job and' in sc hoo1.16

Ihe YlF.PP is among the largest demonstration projects ever
undertaken in the social polk y arena by the federal government.
Although the exac t «pas are not easy to predict, it has been estimated
that the projec t will cost about 5300 million over three years." a

l'Gregory Wurrhurg: "Improving Job Opportunitws for Youth. A Review of Prime
*Imam Experienu in Impkmenting the Youth Employment and Demonstration
Projet Is Act" (Washington. D C. National Council on Employment Polity. August
19781. pp 13-20

:sManpower Demonthatiob Research Corporation. The Youth Entotlenwnt
Demonstration. A Summary Report on the Start-Cp Period of the Youth Incentive
tnntlement Palm Projects (New York. kl&ipower. Demonstration Reward)
(orIxnation, January 1979).

"John Drew et al . rds , mm,ledge Development rode, the Ymall Insuatoves;
Prot eedsnits of an Overmew Conference (Washington. D.C.: U.S. Department of
Labor. 1974
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substantial portion of which wIll go for Participant wages and
services.

The YIEPP. process began soon after the enactment of the Youth
Employment and Demonstration Projects Act of 1977 with a
competition to select the sites that would sponsor the projects. Of 153
initial grant' proposals, 17 were selected to participate in the
demonstrations. The three step selection process was completed early
in 1978 and the first enrollments into the program Occurred in March
1978, slightly more than six months after the enactment of YEDPA.

Through April 1979, 'about 50,000 individuals had been enrolled in
the YIEPP.23 During April 1978, about 20,700 youth were at work
each week, averaging 16.3 hours per youth per week. About 53 percent
of the hours worked were in public agencies; slightly more than 26
percent were in private, nonprofit organizations; and the remaining
20 percent were in private fOr-prof it establishments.'29

The YIEPP enrollees are not actually on the payroll of the
organization for which they work. Instead, they are placed on the
payroll of the Y1EPP sponsor, who also covers all fringe benefit
costs. The employer provides the job, supervision and materials. It is
lelieved that this arrangement has increased the ivillingness of
employers (private 'and public) to accept YIEPP enrollees.

The YIEPP enrollees have been predqminantly in-school youth.
'Through March 1979, only 9 percent of all of the enrollees had been
school dropouts.30 However, the trend in enrolling dropouts has been
upward since early in the program. In the quarter ending in March
1979, 13 percent,of the new enrollees were dropouts, coMpared to 6
percent in the first three months.", The increasing proportion of
dropouts in the program has been attributed to the stabilization of the
program after initial implementation problems, increased outreach
to and recruitment of ,the dropout population, and increasing
alternative education opportunities.

isData in this paragraph were obtained from Manpower Development Research
Corporation, the organization which, in conjunction with the Department of Labor, is
primarily responsible for the design. implementation, monitoring and evaluationof

"The YIEPP authorized experimentation with subsidized work experience in
private, proht-ortented establishments. Since the inceptthn of the program. about 60
percent of all hoors worked have been with public employers; 25 percent with non .
profit agencies and slightly less than 15 percent with for-profit firms.

"Among tlw eligible population. one-third of all of the individuals had not been
enrollml in school for the full school year in the scho01 year immediately prior to the
initiation of YIEPP. See Barclay et al. Schooling and Work Among Youth From Low
Income Households: A Baseline Report from the Entitlement Demonstration (New
York: Manpower Development Research Corporation, April 1979). pp. 43-46.

''MDRC program data.
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The YIEPP requires that participating youth attend school and
achieve minimum standards, atid perform on the job. While there was
an early discOvery that "many schools had no firm regplations
covering academic attendance and performance" and that "public
schools were reluctant to establish standards for performance and
attendance that mandated suspension or expulsion from Entitle-
ment," standards were negotiated and put in place." By March 1979,
approximately 4 percent of the enrollees who had. left the program
had been terminated because of unsatisfactory Fhool performance.
Approximately 16 percent were terminated because ofunsatisfactory
Job attendance or performance."

The YIEPP demonstration contains three analytical components:
( I ) Implementation analysis, which is directed at obtaining ,an

understanding of the operational and administrative feasibility
of translating a legkslated job entitlement into an actuality.

(2) Impact analysis, which will assess the extent to which the
program achieves its short-term and long-terna objectives. The
primary short-term impact to be assessed is whether the YIEPP
results in dropouts returning to school and in potential
dropouts remaining in school. The longer-term objective to be
assessed is whether the program improves the participants'
subsequent employment and earnings. The impact analysis
will also shed light on the question of uptake, i.e., the number of
youth who would take jobs if they were available.

(3) Cost analysis, which will provide information on the cost4 of
the current demonstration and will form the basis for estimates
of what it would cost to expand the demonstration to a national
program."

Some initial information is available from all.three phases of the
analysis; while these data are extremely informative, it is too early to
make any final judgments as to the eventual impacts and costs of an

"Manpower Demonstration Rewards Corporation, The Youth ELtlement
Dernonstratton: An Intenm Report on Program Implementation (New York:
Manpower Development Research (orporation, April 1979), p. 134. Although
performance standards have been put in place, some observers have expressed concern
that the current criteria are too lax, and will not appreciably increase the educational
attainment of the participants.

"MDRC program data. Early in the YIEPP. experiment some operators were
reluctant to terminate nonperformers. The reluctance was basedon the fear that such a
termination would further impair the participants' labor market prospects by
certifying the nonperformance. urage the participants and cause them to refuse
other programs subsequent

"Summary of analyticat4nponents as described by Judy Gueron of MDRC. For a
more complete discussion of the YIEPP research design see Drew et al. (1978), pp.
16-34.
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entitlement program. A few initial observations that can be made

follow:
An entitleinent program is a complicated endeavor requiring:

substantial advance planning, trained and experienced staff.

active involvement of other public" and private institutions.
and time to "work Out the bugs" in each location..

The CETA prime sponsors, together with other local agencies
(including the schools), have been able to establish systems to

certify, enroll and employ eligible participants.
At the current level of supwrt (100 percentof wages and fringe

benefits) sufficient jobs cane made available for all youth who

apply for enrollment, although in the initial months there were

some delays in assigning participants to job sites.
Participant performance standards (i.e., scholastic and

employment performance) can be developed and enforced,
although there was some initial resistance by some program

staff and educators.
Attracting school dropouts into the program is difficult for

several reasons: many dropouts are reluctant to return to regular
educational institutions; many are heads of households and
have income needs that exceed that provided by part:time,
minimum-wage jobs;'others have more attractive employment

and training opportunities (e.g., PSE jobs).

3. Conclusions on Job Creation

There has been an extensive use of job creation as an approach to
increasing the short-run employment of youth and improving their
longer-term employability.,The analyses to date indicate chat many

of these programs have mit si&ificantly enhanced their long-term
labor market experience. The YIEPP (in which the job is directly
conditional on school enrollment, attendance and performance) is

still too new for us to assess the extent to which it will achieve these

objectives.
While it has not been demonstrated that job creation programs

significantly enhanee longer-term labor market prospects, they have

provided many youth with short-term opportunities to work and
earnopportunities that otherwise might not have existed for many

1,1hr Mut mum requirement% of the c Ilfreffi VIE PP make the ctiopyratuni ot Ihr
hooh critical (oven themx-rd of implementation. the targeting requirrnirms. and

long-otantling mutual diounot, the st hool-prime opmsor triationotup have, tri ql nne

(met. horn &Mc ult
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of the participants.36 Further, these initiatives have provided the
youth with "samethink to do" at an age, and often in circumstances,
when the alternatives are not socially desirable.

There are seripus questions in the assessment literature concerning
the design of past youth work experience programs. Some analysts
have concluded that the lack of §ignificant employability impact is
the result of restrictive targeting and the resultant perception of
employers, staff and participants that the program only serves "loseis
and misfits." 'Others have suggested that there was not enough
emphasis on the quality of supervision, and the importance ofoutput
and performance; this, they argue, reinforces dysfunctional behdvior.
Others have observed that, given the disadvantages of many of the
participants, simply providing a short-term job will not have any
long-term benefit; egether with a job, the program should offer
intensive counselling, remedial education, training and job search
assistance. There are arguments that, in loose labor markets
characterizedby pervasive and persistent discrimination, the effects of
the program will be washed out by the much larger influences of
discouragement and disillusionthent that many of the participants
will experience after they leave the ,program.

Many of the issues will be addressed by one or more of the
demonstrations and experiments currently being conduct* under
the Youth Employment and Demonstration Projects Act. However,
the results will not be available for some time to come.

D. Training

Governmentally-supported skills training for the economically dls-
advantaged has been advocated as a means of: (a) reducing inflation
by providing tiained workers to alleviate skill bottlenecks; (b)
reducing unemployment among the target groups; (c) reducing
poverty by increasing the earnings of the trainees.37

Since the posage of the ManpovVer Development and Training Act
(MDTA) in)1962, the federal goVernment has 'supported training of
the economically disadvantaged as a rheans of alleviating structural
unemployment. Under the MDTA, training for adults and youth has
provided both on-the-job (OJT) and in a classrootufsetting. The
Economic Opportunity Act authorized the establishment of the Job

"In the absence or stir h programs, some of the panic ipants would still find
opportunities in the regular labor market. hlowever, there is little evidence to tell us
how many and what the net impar 'of these programs is on employment opportunities.

.

"Orley Ashenfelter, "Estimating the: Effects of Fraining Programs on Earnings',"
The Rergew of Fronomu.s and Statt.stus. Vol. 60, No. 1 (February 1978).
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Corps which provided eligible youth with training, remedial
eduation and other services, usually in a residential setting (i.e., in a
Job Corps Center). This section will briefly review the experience
with youth training efforts and summarize what has been learned
about the effectiveness of these activities.
&With the exception of the Job Corps:the primary focus of existing
Naluation studies has been on the pre-CETA period. Evaluations of
the impact of CETA services are not yet available. Whether the
MDTA experience is a goad predictT of- the CETA experience is
unknown; however, we do know th`al, while there has been an
increase in the level of classroom training under CETA and a decline
in the level Of OJT, the proportion of enrollees under the age of 22.

appears ro have Vemained relatively constant over time. Data base
limitations do not permit us to determine if there have been changes
in the characteristics of the youth served.

I. Institutional Skills Training

Between 1963 and 1974, an average of 126,000 new enrollees per year
was served in MDTA classroom, training (see Table 7-7). About 'six
out of ten of the enrollees were male; slighdi mere than one of every
three were undr 22 years of age; sixty percent were white; over half
had 12 or more years of education; and two-thirds weredisadvantaged

(see Table 7-8).
Most of the evaluations of the impacts of MDTAdisaggregate their

findings only by race and sex, not by age. Therefore, it ispossible only

to °discuss the general impatts of training; the extent to which these
represent the impacts of training on the one-third of the enrollees
who were under 22 years oflige is unknown. As noted in one analysis:
,the "effects of training on ilings vary considerably by program, sex
and race."" It can brgued that age would also strongly/ influence
the resu 1 ts.

The general conclusion of the studies of classroom training is that
it has had a significant, positive impact on the earnings oeenrollees.
Earnings gains were particylarly significant for females, slightly less

so for males."
The impact of the training knaeases in direct rel tionship to the

duration bf participation. "Underlying the annual earnings gains, it

',Nicholas Kiefer. "The Economic Benefits from Manpowcr Train' g Pr ms."
Technical Analysis Paper 43 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Depart ent o bor,

N9vember.4976), p. 81.
"Kiefer (1976) and Ashenfelter (1978).
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Table 7-7
Manpower Development and Within' Act

institplkinal Training Programs'
Federal Obligations, Total First Time
Enrollments, proportion of First TiMe

. Enrollments Under 22 Years of Age
FY 1963 to FY 1974

Flsol Yew Moral -*
OIIUIIIIIS

First Timis
"TO .

Wendell
asswaseo.

Prwsetlss ot First
Tins knll..aWUaW

22 Furs Ap
(Poremel

1968b 552 32.0. 25.4

1964 135.5 68.6 ,353.
1,965 2493 145.3 42.6

1966 281.7 177.5 38.1

1967 .215.6 150.0 40.0

1968 221.8 140.0 38.5

1969 2115 135.0 37.5

1970 287.0 130.0 37.1

1971 275.5 155.6 . 39.9

1972 355.7 150.6 37.9

1973 303.8 119.6 36.0
P

1974 i07.9 ' 110.4 38.8

a Includes part-time and other.training.
b

Program Weems operational August 1962.

SOURCE. lianpowir Report 1 the President, various years.

is significant that disadvantaged workers appear to profit more than
thok not so disadvantaged, that tompleters profited more than non-
completers, and that longer training Nas more effective than shorter
training."40 Other analyses have concluded that youthful partici-
papa.- appear to " ...experience higher dropout rates than do older
enrbllees. Under MDTA-Institutional, 35 percent of fiscal 1974
terminees under age 19 diopped out, compared to 25 percent of those
aged 19 to 21 and 20 percent of those aged 22 to 44"41 Duration of

"Mangum and Walsh 11978h p. 90.
"Taggart in NCMP (1976).
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Table 74
Characteristics of Trainees Enrolled in MDTA

institudonal Training Programs
(Percent Distribution)

Chruclorlek
Float Ted d Weeded

All
Yevs 1813 1184 1186 1911 .1117 1118 1N8 1170 1171 1172 1173 1874

Total (00(11) 1,514.6 32.0 68.6 145.3 177.5 150.0 140.0 135.0 130.0 155.6 150.6 119.6 110.4
Sex

Male 60.0 618 50.7 00.9 533 56.8 514 55.6 59.4 58.5 132 67.3 66.4
Female

Age
40.0 362 40.3 39.1 41.7 43.2 44.6 44.4 40.6 41.5 36.8 32.7 316

Undei 19 13.4 6.3 10.6 18.3 15.9 16.4 14.9 12.5 9.1 13.8 10 9.1 10.6
19 to 21 25.0 19.1 24.7 24.3 22.2 23.6 23.6 25.0 28.0 26.1 27.3 26.9 282
22 and Over 61.6 74.6 64.7 57.4 61.9 60.0 61.5 62.5 63.0 60.1 62.1 64.0 612

Race
White 61.3 76.5 69.9 67.7 62.5 59.1 50.8 55.9 592 55.6 612 65.8 652
Slack 34.4 21.4 283 30.1 352 38.0 45.4 317 38.0 393 MA 30.1 28.6
Other 3.8 2.1 1.8 22 . 2.3 2.9 3.8 4.4 4.8 5.1 5.7 4.1 62

Years of School
8 or Less 14.4 10.7 14.1 18.3 16.3 18.2 192 18.8 14.6 12.4 9.7 7.8 6.4
9 to 11
12 or Morel'

35.1
50.5

30.0
59.3

33.3
,52.6

34.1
57.6

35.7
43.0

30.9
42.9

40.6
402

38.8
42.4

46.1
472

362
51.4

32.0
583

216
63.6

28.4
652

Disadyantagad tS 65.1 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 652 663 86.4 58.0 62.4

a
Not necessarily a high school graduate

N/A - Not available
SOURCE: Manpower /Wort ol the Presidial. various years.
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participation depends on ntimeious factors, including the maturity
and motivation cq the participants. \The positive relationship
between post-program benefits and duration of participation is at

\ least partially due to the influence of these other factors.
A limitation of earlier classroom trainingprograms was the narrow

range of occupations in which 'training was offered. "Five
occupational clusters 'accounted for 73 percent of all institutional
training: automotive,' health occupations, clerical, welding and
metal machine trades.-42 Classroom training programs have also
been criticized fpr using obsolete equipment, for ,training in
occupations in which the demand for new workers was virtually
nonexistent, and for failing to assist the trainees in findinga job after
they left the program.

In general, the evaluations indicate that classroom training
increases the earnings of the average participant. However, whether
this result is caused by the training alone, or is the result of other
factors, is unclear."

2. On-the-job Training

On-the-job training (OJT) is intended to allow the participant to
earn while learning; the trainee receives his/her instruction during
the actual performance of the job on the employer's Premises. Since
the beginning of federal support of OJT in FY 1963, these programs
have operated on a smaller scale than classroom training and have
displayed a high degree of sensitivity to the economic cycle (see Table
7-9). When compared to the participants in classroom activities, 0 JT
enrollees have been, on average, slightly older and better educated:
more likely to be white and male, less likely to be disadvantaged and
unem ployed.

The Of programs generally have been succe'ssful in obtaining
employment for the individuals enrolled in them although there have
been questions concerning the net impacts of the programs and the
extent to which they have subsidized behavior that would have
o« urred in any event.44 About one-third of the individuals enrolled
in Of have been under the age of 22 (see Table 7-10). Again, whether
there has been a differential experience for this group relative to all

'2Mangum and. Walsh (1978). p. 88.
"None of the studies reviewed controlled for idectiOn biases ssthkh may have skewed

the results.
"David Lantry and Patrick O'Keefe. "On-The- Job Training; A Review of the .

Exproen«." (Washington, D.C.: National (ommission for Manpower Policy.
Dec ember 1978).
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Table 7-9

Manpower Development 'and Training Act
On-the-Job Training Programs'

Federal Obligations, Total Enrollments,
Proportion of Total Enrollments Under 22 Years of Age

FY 1983 to FY 1974

Rod Yam 01098114.1
011111114)

.
Ted

MI HosMIN*
(Thmolls)

Previa d Tell
WON* Mir
M Yen 11"41

MANN

19630 0.9 '2.1 31.1

1964 6.6 9.0
1

37.6

1955 37.2. 11,6 : 38.5

1966 57.9 58.3
.

39.6

1967 82.7 115.0 34.8

1968 74.6 101.0 35.8

1960 59.7 85.0 36.7

..
1970 59.9 91.0 35.1

1971 60.3 99.2 34.8r
1072 68.8 151.0 32.1

1973 77 0 147.5 32.5

1974 90.6 133.8 35.4

a Includes the SIVA on-the-fob training program which ended in FY 1970. except tor national contracts. Also
includes the JOOSOptional Program which began in FY 1971 Apprenticeship Outreach Is also included

Program became operational August 1962

SOURCE Manpowe Repoli ol the President. various years

OJT participants is unknown. Since OJT requires that the employer
hire the trainee at the outset, there is less likelihood that youth
participating in OJT will encounter age-related discrimination at the
completion of (raining. In contrast, dassroom.trainees still have to
find an employer at the end of their training. In fact, one study

....found that younger (under 20) OJT participants significantly
improved their status, more so than older enrollees. kemales in their
early twenties also experienced noteworthy gains."0

Like classroom training, younger OJT participants had much
higher dropout rates than did older trainees; and while completers

otagwart in NCIY1P (1976). p. 123.
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Table T-10

Characteristics of Tralnoos Eewolld In PADTA
On-the-Job Training Programs'

(Porton! Distribution) o

Choral Mirka
Rol Tod d brieddl

11113 1684 1668 la 1 NI 1N1 .11111 1170 11171 1172 1173 1174

Number (00Ds) 2.1 9.0 11.6 58.3 115.0 101.0 85.0 91.7 71.7 j2.1 75.6 63.1
Sex

Male
Female

80.8
19.2

70.9
29.1

71.9
281

72.0
28.0

07.0
33.0

68.4
31.8

85.1
34.9

65.9
34.1

74.3
25.7

tft,
22.5

77 2
22.3

78.2
211Age

Under 19 6.2 7.8 15.2 16.5 12.4 12.2 11.1 10.1 10.5 7.1 7.4 8.319 to 21 22.9 19.8 23.3 23.1 22.4 23.6 25.0 25.0 24.3 25.1 25.1 21122 and Over 68.9 72.4 61.5 130.4 652 642 63.9 65.0 652 67.8 67.5 646Race
White 83.0 762 77.1 76.2 73.1 64.2 61.1 06.8 68.7 73.4 73.1 13.1Black 13.1 22.9 20.9 22.1 24.5 33.1 35.4 30.3 26.4 22.7 21.9 22.0Other 3.9 0.9 2.0 1.7 2,4 2.7 3.5 3.0 4.9 3.9 5.0 5.9Years of School .
11 or Less 44.3 432 44.6 42.9 44.8 ' 49.7 51.5 53.8 463 42.4 NA 35.412 or More 55.7 56.8 55.4 57.1 55.2 50.3 48.5 462 51.7 57.6 80.4 34.7

Disadvantaged N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A NJA 52.2 58.2 63.1 88.4 60.3

a
Includes the JOI program which began In FY 1971. the MOTA program which ended In FY 1970 and Apprenticeship Outreach.N/A - Not avallabte

SOURCE manpower Report of the President various years
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achieved significant earnings gains, the effects of dropping outof the

program are not known.

3. job Corps

Job Corps is an intensive program designed to provide:
comprehensive services including skills training, basic educa-
tion, health care and residential support for young people who
are poor, out of khool and out of work. In contrast to shorter-
term and less costly approaches which serve youth with less
severe needs, or seek to"provide stopgap or transitional assist-
ance, the aim of Job Corps is to permanently break the cycle of
poverty by improving the life-time earnings prospects of youth
most in need."

Originally authorized under the Economic Opportunity Act of
1964, the Job Corps remained a centrally-administered, categorical
program when the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act
was adopted in 1973. In 1977, there were 57 Job Corps centers
operating in 32 states and Puerto Rico. The bulk of these centers
consisted of 27 c ivilian conservation centers (CCC's) operated by the
Departments of Agriculture and interior and 30 centers operated by

private contractors.°
In 1977, the Job Corps was slated to double in size, expanding its

capacity to approximately 44,000 slots by the end of 1979a date that
has subsequently been pushed back. It is estimated chat at the end of
the current expansion there will be around 110 centers, with the
majority of them being operate(' by private contractors. Most Job
Corps centers are designed to accommodate fewer than 250 enrollees
at a time (a standard that will be maintained in the expansion);
however, there are four centers which can accommodate more than
750 enrollees, the largest being in Breckinridge, Kentucky, which can

serve approximately 2,300 enrollees at a time.
Job Corps enrollees have traditionally been among the most

disadvantaged youth. Table 7-12 displays the extent to which those
who are enrolled are at a disadvantage in the labor market. The
following summarizes a study of the participants' characteristics:

Job Corps is confirmed to be serving disadvantaged youth who
have limited abilities to obtain and hold productive jobs before
they enroll in the program. Nearly 75 percent of current Corps-

U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training Administration, "Job
Corps Expansion and Enrichment: A Report on Progress, Problems and Prospects
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Labor, February 1979).

°See Table 7,11 for the gowth in federal obligations and enrollments since FY 70.
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Table 7-11

Job Corps
Federal Obligations, Enrollment Opportunities and

New Enrollees, FY 1970 to FY 1970

Fbal Yet
Fulani

814111112
WNW

Eurgibul
Sow Wass
Rosa*

Isu
Ewa=

Menai El

1970 168.8 21.7 42.6

1971 1602 22.4 49.8

1972 202.2 . 24.0 49.0

1973 192.8 .17.7 43.4

1974 149.6 20.9 45.6

1975'' 210..0 20.7 45.8

1976 134.0 20.7 43.4

1977 254.7 22.2 52.6

1978 376.5 27 71 48.9

a Includes approximately 2.700 Advanced Career Training enrollment opportunities at community and junior
colleges

SOURCE Employment and frauung Report of the hem lent selected years

members come from minority backgrounds, and almost all
Corpsmembers have experienced poverty, welfare dependence,
or both. Most youths who enroll in Job Corps (between 85 and
90 percent) have not completed high school, and Corpsmembers
have extremely poor work histories, as evidenced by high
unemployment, few hours of work, low wage rates, and small
earnings. Furthermore, 38 percent of Job Corps enrollees have
been arrested before enrcilling for a wide range of crimes other
than minor motor-vehicle offenses, and 19 percent of those
arrested have been convicted of such charges.48

Given the c haracteristics of those it is expected to serve and the
range and intensity of the services it provides, it is not surprising that
the Job Corps is a fairly expensive program, estimated to cost j10,253
per Corpsmember per year. Over the past decade, however, jobCorps
has achieved substantial reductions in its real operating costs,

"Stuart Kerachsky rt al., "An Examination of Job Corps Parucipation" (Princeton:
Mathemattca Policy. Research, February 1979). p. 3.

1 5,9
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Tobf* 7-12

Choroclerlotics of Job COrpo Enrolloos

Den IMO FINN In Meet 1178

lame

Average Family Income $3.300 s4:800

Percentage from familia on
Public Assistance 27 33

Ma*
Percentage high school dropouts 87

Percent Nu than 0th prods
reading achievement 67 50

1,44

White 30

Black 58 55

Spanish-Speaking 6 10

American Indian 2 2

Other Nonwhite 1 2

16 or Under 30 24

17 27 26

18-21 43- 50

Male 72 71

Female 28 29

SOUICE Asmrsmeof of the Joh Corps Performance anti Impacts (US Deearlinen1 (31 Labor. Employmell end
Training Adrnintstntion. February OM

primarily by eliminating expenditures on ineffective or unnecessary
services."

There have been several benefit/cost analyses of the Job Corps over

the years. Although the findings have been mixed aril the ratio of

"U.S. Department ot Labor. Employment and Training Administration, "Job
Corps Expahsion and Enrichment: A Report on Progress. Problerne and Prospectr
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Lobos. February 1979). p. 6. For example, it is

estimated that in 1970. using 1978 dollars. the cmt per corpsmembar year was $14,369.

compared to the $10,253 achieved in Fv 1978. Both years exclude capital outlays.
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estimated benefits to costs has varied considerably, the results
generally support the proposition that the Job Corps has been an
expensive but positive investment horn a social standpoint." A recent
study ion( luded that "...the present value of benefits exceeds costs
by $251 per Corpsmernber. or by approximately 5 percent of tosts.
Because over 40,000 Corpsmembers enrolled in Job Corps during the
base year for the evaluation (fiscal year 1977) our benchmark estimate
of total soc ial benefit exceeds $10,000,000 for that year."" Half ot the
estimated benefit was attributable to reduc tions in c riminal behavior
by the panic ipants.

'this study, whit h was based on Corpsmembers' experience seven
rnonths after they left the program. found that males who complete4
the Job Corps program were ten percent more likely to be in the labor
force than a wmparison group who had not participated in the Job
Corps. 'they ...had an increase in employment of approximatelY 14
percentage points. [hey worked almost six hours more per week, and
they earned over $23 more per week (i.e., an increase of over $1,200 in
annual earnings)."2 When the results are calculated including those
who did not «nriplete their program, the same study found that the
Job Corps still had a twnefic iarimpact on partic ipants, except for
those who dropped out very early (i.c., less than ninety days after
entry).

Hie impac Is of t he Job Corps on longer-term employability were
deemed to be quite positive. Althimgh, relative to the «nnparisqn
group, Corpsinembers were less likely to tw enrolkd in high school.
they were more likely to be enrolled in college, training or work
experien«. programs. 'they also had higher job mobility. All of these
findings indicate a significant potential for future rarnings gains.

In Ow months immediately after inogram wrmination, Corps-
members go through a period of adjustment while they reacquaint
the-mm.11,es with the lalxn niarket and fMd a regular job. During this
iwr lex]. the enrollee:S. wages and employment status are worw than
those of a wmparison group that has not panic ipawd in the
program Although this Is fairly short-lived, it does suggest a

"sSee. for example. Stephen kuhert Engleman, -An 1..«momic Analysis of the Job
( unpublished Ph I) thosertatum (Berkeley University of California al
Ikarles. August 1971). Alm, Oen Cam. -Benefit-Com Estimate% for Job Cmps"
Madason I'msersits of Wisconsin. Institute for Kest-arch on Pmerty. 19681
"Ckules Mallar et al . -Evaluation of the honomic Impact of the Job (;orps

Pmgram Emit hallow Up Report: (Ponca-ton Mathrmataca Policy Resear( h.
Ertnuarv 1979)
"Mallar (1979)
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need to increase the post-program job search assistance provided to

Corpsmembers.
The average length of Job Corps participation in 1978 was 5.7

months (up slightli from previous years), but only about 30 percent

of the enrollees complete their planned prokram: approximately 40
percent drop out prior to being in the program ninety days. As with
other training efforts, individuals who remain enrolled for longer
periods of time tend to benefit more from the program than those who
leave after a relatively short stay, as demonstrated by the following:

Fiscal 1978 Terminees"

Months in job Coi Employment Rate Starting Wage

0-3 61.1 $2.85

4-6 65.6 3.06

7-9 72.6 3.16

10-12 77.3 3.34

13-15 79.2 3.39

Over 15 7,9.5 3.47

Again, it is important to recognize that many factors influence a
participant's decision to stay in, or leave, a program. These same
factors may account for a substantial portion of the differences in
post-program employment and earnings.

4. Conclusions on Training-

Training appears to have a signifiamt, pbsitive impact on the
subsequent labor market experiences of youth. However, this benefit

may be obtained more in those programs that provide quality
instruction and equipment, offer the needed supportive services, and
assist the trainee in finding a job after he/she leaves the program.

Participants who complete their training, and those who remain
enrolled for a substantial portion of the scheduled time, achieve
significant gains in employment and earnings; those who drop out
relatively early appear to obtain little, if any, long-term benefit.
Although duration of participation is positively related to post-
program benefits, the length of stay itself is not necessarily the cause
of the increased return. Personal factors (prior education and experi-

ence, maturity, motivation, etc.) may influence both the duration of

5st' s Dew:- tmrnt of Lalxn. Employment and Training Administration. "Job

Corm I. uparnion and Intl( hment A Report on Progresq. Problem% and Prrnpertcl-

(Washingum. I) C I ' Depar iment of Labor, 1-ebruary 19791
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. participation and post-program gains. Alternatively, the poor
quality of some programs may induce some participants to quit early;
in these cAses, it is reasonable to expect that post-program benefits
will be relatively small.

The Job Corps demonstrates a similar pattern: benefits vary with
length of stay in the program. For the early dropout,. Job Corps has no
apparent benefit, and may even cause the participant some loss in the
labor market. -

7- One final cautioh: Any decision to expand training programs
should recognize that substantial lead time is needed to survey the
labor market, plan th fi. courses airrlibriTh need4d facilities,i,
equipment. and qualified staff. Ehe ricent delays in the doubling of
the Job Corps demonstrate the significancy of these requirements.

E. Job Search Assistance

Ihe EMployment Servi«. (E-S) is the primary publit institution
( harged with providing youth. and others, with assistance in
looking for a job. although many employment and training
programs have established independent job development and
placement units within their overall delivery systems.

As Table 7-13 demonstrates, youth wmprise a major portion of the
indis:iduals who are plat ed by the Employment Servi«2eac h year. It is
a proportion that has increased over the decade of the 1970's.

Ehe impac t of the Emplbynwnt Service on the youth labor market.
is not known. hir example-. we do not have evidence on the extent to
wh u h the Emplosment Service redrices the amount of time it takes
youth to (Ind jobs. Further. we do not know whether it Inc reases the
wages of south bs pia( ing them in jobs thes would not have other-
wise obtained.

It is widely ac «vied that "...most of the agem y's pla«.ments have
been in low-wage. high-turnover. casual 0« upations..."4 How-
ever. these in.'s be the types of jobs that youth are seeking. or for
whu h thes ate sought and hued. At the present time. it isnot possible
to assess the impac t of the Employment SerV1( ç as an insuument in
net lot Ing ouith laboi market puthlems.

_
"%linginn mul Walsh P178). 1) I P1
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Table 7-13
loll, Idiots Placed by the U.s. Employment Service

FY 1171-1171

(Numbers in Thousands)

I.

Tor TIN Yolk
Pilot 22 yerlf

Foul d TOW
Me Wan UM

1971 1.649 501 33,4

1972 2,349 819 34.9

1973 1,130 38.5

1974 3,334 UN 41e

1975 3,138 1244 39.6

..
1078 3,387 . 1,394 41.4

1977 4.139 1,793 43.3

1978 4.623 2.030 43.9

SOURCES Entoiormet and raising Mawr ol Me (+mart solaciad year and U S Emplornern Soma. Mks
at ?wain Review Mi ta lex

F. Conclusions

Over the- past decade-and-a-half, several million individuals have
been served in federally-financed youth programs, and billions of
dollars haye been invested in these efforts. These programs have been

subjected to numerous evaluations of varying quality, and the results

have been closely scrutinized by those in and out of government. The

one general conclusion that can be drawn at this juncture is-that we

do not fully understand the contribution that these programs have
made to the long-term employment and earnings of the participants,

nor do we know for certain that the economic benefits alone justify

the social investment.
Job creation 'programs have provided many youth with

employment and earnings that many otherwise would not have had. .

and these efforts have had a number of short-term benefits (e.g.,
providing needed income and reducing criminal activities). Where

the jobs have made demands on the participants ih terms of output,
where there has been close.supervision, training, wunselling and
other supportive services, the jobs appear tohave made a contribution C43 -

to the longer-term prospects of the participants. This argues strongly
for designing prOgrams that have these characteristics; significant
progress could be made by better planning and management of the
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current programs. Legislative modifications may also be needed to
permit and encourage the use of a greater proportion of program
funds for services and administration, rather than participantwages
and stipends.

The training programs have made significant contributions to the
employability of many.of those who have participated in thern. The
JOb Corps, while among the m)st xpensive of the youth programs,
appears to iMprove the labor Mark t prospects of those youth who

'ally complete) th 'r training.
few general observations can be ckawn: '

--,Since individuals Who participate for longer periods tend to
ii/.--- obtain more benefit fronk the programs,41K-entives--should be

structured in ways that encourage participation until
completion. The design ,of these incentives should recognize
that several factors, including the participant's maturity and
motivation, influence the deciOon to stay 'in or drop out.

Just providing a job May ' not significantly increase, the
individual's longer-term employability. For manY, ancillary
services are also necessary.

Where the jobs provided youth are "make work" and there is not
equate supervision, the long-term employability develop-

ment impact is diminished (poksibly negated) in the eyes of the
participants, staff and potential employers. ,

Youth .program participants often need assistance in finding,
-'empioyment after they leave the progragn and the benefits of

1 ,..,----- programs may be lessened if they 'are not assisted in" finding a
regular job subsequent .to program participation.

1

Youth employment and training programs cannot be expected
to overcome a persistent shortfall in the number of jobs
available. Programs whi clA must "graduate" their completers
into a loose labor marke will, at best, just reshuffle the

' &employment queue.

717Pr, local labor market opportunities and, to achieve this, private
ograms,should be planned and operated with an awareness of

mployers should be more closely involved,..
[he delivery system must ix flexible so as to accommodate
widely varying local and individual needs. ,

Finally, programs cannot be expected to achieve and maintain
quality if they are subjected to frequent or rapid shifts in scale or
dire( (ion. Polky should be more forward-looking and permit
the administrators more lead time to plan and assess their
ef forts.

ete
In sum
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.Addendum A

Population and Labor
Force Projections

In the text (Chapter 4) iiwas pointed out that, although the size of the
youth population will decline between now and 1990, the percentage
of youth who are members of minority groups will increase. Further-
more, it is expected that the labor forceparticiriation rates of young
women will continue to rise, possibly offsetting the reduction in the
size of this population, so that the number of young women in the
labor force may not decrease. This addendum provides the projec-
tions on which these staternents were based.

Projections of the size of the population: by age, race, and sex, are
regularly published by the Bureau of the Census. Sihce theage group
of direct interest here is age 16 and over, estimates of the size of this
group in the year 1990 should be fairly accurate. Howler, projec-
tions of the number who will be in the labor force depend also on the
assumptionsthat are used about the future path of each group's labor
force participation rate. This is much more difficult to project
accurately, being dependent on the many factors that influence
whether an indiVidual Will choose to be in the labor force. Therefore,
the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) has provided a range of possible
participation rate (and hence labor force size) projections. Their high
and low projections for the year 1990, along with tfie size of each
group's population, participation rate, and labor force in 1978, are
presented in Table A-1.

Between 1978 and 1990, the size of the iouth population (ages 16-

24) is expected to decrease by 5.8 million. This reductiou is totally
among the white population, with the size of the nonwhite,popula-

'4' tion expected to remain at approximately its 1978 level. Hence, by
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Table A-1

Propictions of,the Size and Damograpido Composition of the Youth Libor Form 1971490

Carradvalla

Clv Illea NW@ Maul
rapablio fllisigals1

Ulm fares /sandal.
nab (rucull

.

Callao 1.alor fana
illisaaalal

11111 IMO
11171 ION

111*.
ION
km

IV& IIIM) IND
Milk Low

Total. ages 16-24 35160 39066 682 796 :70.2 24.461 23335 21.119

Whale 39565 24.605 70.3 OZO 741 21.497 20.173 18.425

Male 15.091 12.075 771 62 4 77 9 11,626 9.954 9401

Female 15.494 12.530 63.7 al 6 72.0 9171 10,219 9124

Black ant/ Othsr 5.276 5.419 56.2 69 4 49 7 2.967 3.760 2,691

Male 2.454 2.559 61 a 75 3 52 5 1.516 1.926 -,..1.343 ,.

Fsmate 2624 2.660 51.4 64 1 47 2. 1,451 1134 1.351

l

Para* 41 Poladdien Parer et lab. fares

Total, ages 16.24 100.0 100 0 1000 100 0 100

Whoa 85 3 al 8 87 9 64 3 87 2

M, 42 1 40.2 47 5 41 6 44 5

...'rrnale 43.2 41 7 40 3 42 7 '42 7

Black and Other 14 7 18.0 12 1 15.7 12 8

Male 6 a a 5 62 80 6 4

Female 7.9 9 5 5 9 7 7 6 4 .

SOURCES 'TN 1978 data are 1J S Ospartmint ot Labor. Bureau of Labor Statistics astimates reported by ',Mho Rants anti Carol Leon Emplo merit andUnemployment Dump 197/1 An
Analysis. Special Labor Force Report 218. Me 1990 pi oloctions are trOm Paul Film anallowarclFullsrton Labor Fora Protections I o 1990 Three Fossibls Paths Monthly Labor
Reinus VOl 101 (December 1971). PO 2515.
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1990. the ncrw hite share of the youth population will have increased
from 11.7 peu en( to 18.0 peu ent. Similarly, the labor force projec-
tions made by BLS indic ate a dec rease in the size of the total youth
labor force of between 0.5 thillion and 3.3 million, int luding a det
crease in that of white youth between 1.3 million and 3.1 mill itm. The
size of the nonwhite labor force is expected to be redUced by no more
than 0.8 million and might increase slightly, depending on the future
wurse of their panic ipation rate. .l'hc,e figures imply an increase in
the nonwhite share of the youth labm fon e from 12.1 percent to be-
tween 12.8 perc en( and 15.7 perc en( by the end of ihe next decade.

'The labor force projections made by. BLS are based on the
assumption that the gap between the participation rateS of young
women ancLyoung men will continue to narrow throughout the
decade. The labor force projections for young women for 1990 range
between a decline of 900,000 and an increase of 700,000. Their share of
the youth labor force would increase from 46.2 percent to between
49.1 and 50.4 percent.

Official projections of (he size of the Hispanic population,
participation rates, and labor force have not been made. Projections
for this group 'are much more difficult to make, in part because
immigration patterns have played such a large role in their popUla-
(ion growth in recent years. However, the data in Table A-2 on the
number of children of Hispanic origin or descent already in the
United States strongly support the presumption that Hispanics will
be the fastest-growing segment of the age 16-24 age group during the
next decade.

Note, in particular, that in 1977 Hispanics accounted for 5.4
percent of the total population in the 16-24 age group. Yet their share
of each of the younger age groups ranged from 5.9 percent to 9.2
percent, the latter being for the youngest group. Hence, barring a
massive out-migration, this group's share of the age 16-24 population
will be growing throughout at least the next decade. Continued net
immigration of Hispanics would, of course, increase their popula-
tion share at a more rapid rate.

1
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. Table A-2

PoPuistion by Ago, Rack and Spanish Ortin, 1977

,
Ali

UM Nis Ilaillools link Mr NW.*

IMO" howl
posmigi II UN

Nair
Illnissai

Pim*
sl TOM

OM, Pww01
flhournisi at idel

Daft hiring
IllimaIN 81 UM

Pm* Pampa
ilinuilil al Taal

Under 5 yrs

5 and 6 yrs

7 to 9 yes

10 to 13 yrs

14 and 15 yrs

16 and 17 yrs

.18 and 19 sirs

20 and 21 yrs -

22 to 24 yrs

Total. 0-15 yrs

Datil 16-24 yrs

.

,
,

. .,4 4

15,174

6,853

10,314

15.059

8,349

.

8,442.

8,535

8.435

11.654

55.749

37,066

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

1001

100.0

11, 1fl

5.075

7,799

11,519

6,519

6,668

6,757

6.741

9.360

42.034

29.526

73.3

74.1

75.6

76.5

78.1

79.0

79.2

79.9

80.3

75.4

79.7

2.275

1.038

1;505

2.209

1,180

1,175

1.130

1,038

1,416

8.207

4,817

15.0

15.1

14.6

14.7

14.1

13.9

13.2

13.0

12.1

14.7

1

380

162

209

282

153

148

155

159

236

1,186

698

2.5

2.4

2.0

1.9

1.8

1.8

1.8

1.9

2.0

2.1

l' 1.9

1.397

576

800

We

6498

451

494

439

642

4,316

2,026

9.2

8.4

7.8

7.0

5.9

5.3

5.8

52

5.5

78

5.4

SOURCES U S Department at Commerce. Bureau of Ina Cermuo. Current Population Repo= Persons ot Sluttish Onorn in tne United Staten March t011 Senes P Uo 279 Idhie t and
Population Estimates and Projections. ProlactiOns ollna Population ot Um United States 197710 2050 Wes P-25 No IN I gee 8 Ina estimates ottnellThntlet ol Hispanicsare
based on thy Currant Population Survey and inOludy only Ma cow= noninstautionat population of nu United States Ina minim/5 of Ina Armed lorcen to tne United States hemp
orypoel ormirri tofu families on.post Spantsti engin' was determined 6, newidentification To estimate the sae Of the whits nonthspanic population we Mimed that all
HiSpanial rt. classified as whits
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Addendum B

Size and Characteristics
of the Low-Income Youth

Population

This addendum provides information about the low-income youth
population that may be useftil for developing policy recommenda-
tions. It was noted in Chapter 2 that youth froM economically-
disadvantaged backgrounds are more likely than other youth to be in
need of employment and employability development. bata from the ,

March 1978 Current Population Survey (CPS), reported in Table B-1,
indicate the size of this population and some of their characteristics..
Several points may be relevant:

I. Of the 20.4 million persons between the ages of 16 and 21, nearly
20 percent (3.7 millionrwere in households with incomes at or
below 70 percent of the Bureau of Labor Statistics lower living
standard; for a nonfarm family of four, this means that their
income was at or below ;8,082. An additional It percent (2.0
million) were in households with incomes between 71 and 100
percent ($11,546). 44,

2. The probability of being in a low-income household is much
higher for a minority youth: of the 3.1 million nonwhite youth
in the 16-21 age group, 44 percent (1.3 million) were in house-
holds at or below 70 percent of the BLS standard; of the 1.3
million Hispanic youth: 30 percent (400,000) were in low-
income houSeholds.

3. Nearly half of the youth from low-income households are
nonwhite or 4lispanic. The loiter the income cutoff used to
def ine low-income, the larger is the minority share: 47 percent of
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Table 11-1

Population, Ages 16-21, by Income, Race, Ethnic Group,
and Enrollment Status, March 1978

Ponsledellt

redden
Pupil* in lowsbolds
Mum lidwo ?I pram

topiths la bards*
lime Wow

wIIM
71 sod MO

WNW
al or
d

de
prof d 1111

Imr
Prod
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Nonwhite. 16-21 3.082.712 1.344.661 436 429.565 13 9
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4

the youth from households at or below 70percent of the BLS
standard, but only 31 percent of the youth from households with
incomes between 71 and 100 percent of the standard.

Costs of Serving the Low-Income Youth Population

The preceding tabulations can be used to compute the federal costs
that would be incurred in providing employment and employability
development assistance to youth from low-income backgrounds. The
total programs costs depend on four factors: (1) the number of youth
who would be eligible; (2) the percentage of the eligible population
that would participate in the program activities; (3) the average
duration of their participation; and (4) the average cost per partici-
pant-year of the activities. While.this is not the place to attempt to
estimate the costs of a particular program proposal, it may be useful
to provide an illustration, suggesting the sensitivity of total costs to
variations in each factor.

One way of delineating eligibility [i.e., factor (1 )1 is by parental
income. If one believes that the family baikground of youth is a
critical determinant of their need for federal assistance, then this
would argue for measuring househdld income before the individual
forms his or her own hbUsehold. The data forpersonsages 16-17 in
'Fable B-2 provide an approximation to this number, since most of
this group are still in school and living at home.

In March 1978, 1.6 million persons ages 16-17 were in households
with incomes at or below 70 percent of the BLS standard and another
0.8 million were in households with incomes between 71 and 100
percent of the standard. Suppose the eligible population is defined as
all persons between the ages of 16 and 21 who were in low-income
households at age 16, where the low-income criterion is 70 percent of
the BLS standard. Then assuming for simplicity that there are no
changes in the size and inwmes of the population age 16 in future
years) about 800,000 persons would become eligible each year and the
same number would, by reaching age 22, end their period of
eligibility. Half would be nonwhite or Hispanic.

Suppose that each of the 800,000 persons from a low-income
bac kground were certified at age 16 to be eligible for up to two years of
intensive employability development and/ or subsidized employ-

'In la( I. IIw Nur ihr age. Ibi)1IpuI.mon will be dr( lining In abinu 26 pen rim over
the nrxi (kiddy 1101,1 I 2 million in 197/4 lo 3 I million in 1990 See Addendum A.
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Table 0-2

Population, Ages 16-17, by Income, Raca, Ethnic Group,
and Enrollment Status, March 1976
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ment. [he total cost would then depend on the percentage who
hoose to pain( wale, their duration of participation, and the costs of

the ac tivities provided. ro keep the illustration simple, assume that
one-half of the eligible population .took full advantage of the
opportunity and the other half did nOt participate at all.? Then, in
any given year, 800,000 person-years of activity would need to be
provided (800,000 youth times 50 percent times 2 years),

.1-he most intensive of the major programs is the Job Corps7 In
fiscal year 1978 the average cost per person-year of a Job Corps slot
was $10,253. If this level of services were provided, then the annual
cost of the youth program ac tivities would.be over $8 billion (800,000
times $10,253), wnsiderably more than is now being spent on all
employment and training ,programs for this age group. This is
probably an upper-bound estimate of the cost of serving these youth.

One obvious way of reducing the total cost is to restrict the size of
the eligible population. It is doubtful that a lower-income cutoff
would be politically acceptable. (And use of the 100 percent of BLS
standard, rather than the 70 percent, would raise the total cost in our
illustration to about $12 billion.) An alternative would be to add
other criteria, such as employment status and location. If, for
example, the individual had to be not only from a low-income
bac kground, but also be unemployed or live in a low-income com-
munity, many fewer would be eligible,i

Another way of reducing the total cost would be to take measures
ihat would reduce the program participation rate of the eligible

rillthlte from the F 1)P 5 emitlernrnt ilrmomarat ion no ,grani are
that aFxnit lb ;orm of the ignoble in...4114m1 youth arid 11111, 12 ',merit of the otit-ol-
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population. In the illustration it was assumed that 50 percentwould
participate. much higher than the percent of the eligible out-of-
school population that has chosen to participate in the entitlement
demonstration program. Clearly, the more stringent the conditions of
program participation, the fewer will be the number of youth who
join .or.remain in the program.

A third method of reducing the total cost is to limit the maximum
duration of participation to less than the full two yearsassumed here.
Based on the program experiences reported in Chapter7, above, there

appears to be a tradeoff between cost-cutting in this manner and
program effectiveness. Of course, this will depend on the type of
services provided and the needs of the participants.

Finally, the total cost could be reduced by providing less intensive
activitiest -The Job Corps costs 'were chosen for this illustration
because this is the most costly of the major programs. At the other
extreme, it costs less than $1,000 per participant to provide part-time
summer jobs. In reality, one should anticipate that some youth will
only need the latter.

Limitations
The preceding exercise ignores thedifficulties that would be involved
in delineating an eligible population in terms of their household
income in only one year. It would be more realistic to assume that
anyonewhose current income falls below the cutoff point would be
eligible. Under that rule (and still using the 70 percent standard), 3.7
million persons between the ages of 16 and 21 would have qualified
last year. The problem here is that we do not know how many of the
people who qualify in subsequent years are newly eligible, rather
than the same people and, hence, already counted.' The 800,000 per
year estimate used in the illustration is a very rough approximation to
this annual flow.

We have also ignored the start-up moblem. In the first year of
operation. all of the age 16-21 group who meet the eligibility require-
ments would be newly eligible; in the second and in subsequent years
only the 16 year olds would be new. Actual program participation
could not have such a bulge. Good programs take time to phase in,
which is an argument for a gradual buildup in participation.

'Some people who have low im omen in one year move up in the next and vu r versa.

Income timbal it,/ (in rub« & rec tum) a ropec tally likely for a youth who leave; home.

vim r the c «tenon involve.; total family income and to adruoted for familv our Ihr usr
of an im came a« mulling period of more than onr year would provide a better ludic ator

of the a hromc ally poor. rvu rpi that the data might be more dd u tilt to obtain
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a

Major Commission
Activities

During 1979

Youth employment polu les t learly WM' di the center of the Commis-
sum's agenda during 1979. but there were other activities that
engaged the attention of the Commission and Us staff. Nis section of
the report reviews both the activities undertaken in support of the

.wootith proje« and some of the additional a«iVities sponsored bY the
Commission during 1979. The appendixes contain a more detailed
listing of Commission meetings an d published reports

A. Activities in Support of the Youth P

Employment problems of youth have been high cm the Commission's
agenda since it was organited in late 1974. A special Commission
task Force on Youth was established in 1975. and devoted a major
part of its energies toward expanding the ow ledge base in the youth
employment arca. I-he prim ipal produc t this earlier effort was the
book, From School to Work: Improving t Transition, a cone( tiort
of policy papers published by the Commission in 1976. In that same
year. a substantial portion of the Commission's second annual report.
uln Employment Strategy for the United SlatesNext Steps, was
devoted to youth employment issues. Many of the provisions of the
Youth Employment and Demonstration Projects Act of 1977, were
similar to the rec ommendations' advanced in that report.
es"

Nubsequently, John W. Porter, then the Mir higan Superintendent
of Publu Insum non and an original member of the CAnnmission,
urged lhat the (.ommission continue its ef forts in the youth field.
Af6 disc ussion of the UMW 41 several Cmunission meetings, it was
agreed in May 1978 that a new youth i.ask Force would be established
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and that youth employment would be a major agenda item during
1979. Dr. Porter was named Task Force Chairman; the other members

were Timothy Barrow, Roy Escarcega, Malcolm Lovell, and Lester

Thurbw.
The Task Force met rour times during the summer and fall of 1978

to assist the Director and staff in charting the course for the project. It

was agreed that the project would review the nature and dimensions

of the youth employment problem, examine policy responses to

youth unemployment, and develop proposals for the future direction

of youth employment policies in the 1980's. A work plan was devised

that involved research, conferences, field hearings, site visits, and
other activities. The field hearings are summarized in Appendix III

and the other activities are des fibed in the sections that follow.

American Assembly on Yoith Employment. In August, the Com-
mission and the Ame ssembly (Columbia University) cospon-
sored an American Assem ly on Youth Employment; Some 75
American leaders from business, labor, goiternment, education, and
the professions met for three days at Arden House, Harriman, New
York, to consider the ways in which the nation might assist its youth
in their search for jobs. At the conclusion of the Assembly, the con-
ference adopted:a report that made recommendations in three areas:

goals and priorities for the 1980'sjob opportunities, and preparation
for work. Background papers for the Assembly were prepared and
distributed in advance of the meeting; these papers are being pub-

lished by Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, under the title

Youth Employment and Public Policy, edited by Bernard E. Ander-

son and Isabel V. Sawhill.

Advisory Panel. The Commission early in 1979 established an
Advisory Panel, comprised of economists and sociologists who are
experts in the areas of employment, education, and training, to
consult with the staff on the design and conduct of the research
activities that were carried out as !fart of the youth project. At a
meeting in mid-April, the panel reviewed staff papers that attempted

to synthesize the extant research on youth employment. The'group
also identified a number of issues in which there were gaps in
knowledge- that might be filled by additional research. During,the
summer, individual members of the Advisory Panel served'as
informal consultants to the staff and reviewed the final versions of the

staff report. The panel consisted of Henry Aaron, Sue Berryman,
Michael Borus, James Coleman, George Johnson, Garth Mangum,
Paul Osterman, George Perry, Michael Piore, and, Lee Rainwater.
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Participant Observer Conference. As a part of its broad exploration of
youth unemployment problems, the Commission sponsored a
"participant observer- wnference, i.e., a meeting of researchers and
journalists who have conducted their research on youth through
direct observation methods. The purpose of the conference was to
learn more about the activities anil attitudes of youth and of employ-
ers, based on information which is not readily available in published
sources. The conference was held in March, and was organized by
Carol Jusenius of the Commission staff.

Roundtable with Council of Chief State School Officers. In May,
representatives of the Commission and the Council of Chief State
Officers held a joint meeting in Washington to discuss the relation-
ship between education and work. The objective of the meeting was
to explore the directions for youth employment policiesfor the 1980's
from the perspeZ-tive of the education community as represented by
the state superintendents of public instruction. Dr. John Porter
chaired the meeting and was assisted by Ray Reisler of the Commis-
sion staff.

Sponsored Research on Youth Unemployment. The Commission
sponsored new research in several areas which had been identified as
needing additional work. These areas included, first, the extent to
whit h job competition exists betveen older workers (especially adul-t
women) and youth (undertaken by Daniel Ilarnermesh and JameS
Grant). 'The second area for research was the racial differential in
labor market experience: the reasons for the historically widening
gap in employment and unemployment (Robert Mare and Christo-
pher Winship) and the reasons for the present-day differential (Paul
Osterman). Finally the Commission sponsored two pieces of research

,on the consequences of youth joblessness:The first dealt with the
effect of in-school labor market experiences on employment during
the immediate post-school yeJks (Stanley Stephenson); the second
dealt with the psychological consequences of poor labor market
experiences after leaving school (Paul Andrisani). 'fire Commission
will publish this research early in 1980.

Symposium on Education and Youth tJnemployment. 'The Comm is-
sion and the National Institute of Education cosponsored a Symposi-
um on Education and Youth Unemployment on September 6-7, at
Reston, Virginia. In advance of the meeting, twelve scholars were
invited to prepare brief discussion papers concerning (a) the ways in
which schooling has in the past, and might in the future, affect the
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employment prospects of young people, and (b) the associated impli-

cations for polic y-making and research. Fhe twelve. paper-writers

together with representatives of the Commission, the National
Institute of Education, and the U.S. Office of Education constituted
the discussion panel. Dr. John Brandi of the University of Minnesota

was responsible for planning, chairing, and summarizing the

symposium.

Youth Project Dinner Seminars. With the support of foundation
funding, the Commission mnducted a series of four dinner seminars

in connection with its youth employment policies project'. 'Fhree of

the seminars were ,devoted to specific topics: (I) the knowledge
development plan devised to measure and document progress under

the Youth Employment and Demonstration Projects Act of 1977; (2.)

the relationship between education and employment; and (3) a com-

parison of United States youth, employment problems and programs

with those of other industrial igcl nations. Each of these seminars was

led by a recOgnized authority in the field, and the participants
included persons from the executive and legislative branches of the

government who have responsibilities idthe youth employment area;

scholars having special interest and knowledge of youth employment

issues; and members of the Commission's staff. A fourth dinner
seminar was held to review the Commission's findings and
recommendations on youth employment and to provide a [mum for

discussion of possible legislative strategies.

B. Other Activities

Study of Inflation-Unemployment. One of the Commission's
statutory functions is to "study and make recommendations on how

the Nation can achieve and maintain full employment, with special
emphasis on the employment difficulties faced by the segments of the

labor force that experience differentially high rates of unemploy-
ment." In August the Comrnission issued a request for proposals for

research on the role of labor market policies in reducing unemploy-

ment in relatively noninflationary ways. The purpose of the.request

for proposals is to stimulate research that would rxtend the
knowledge base. for making policy decisions over the next several

years about methods of improving the structure of the labor market

that would have a significant macroeconomic impact. Research

funded as a result of this competition will begin in 1980.
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Seminar on Immigration and Employment Policies. In 1978, Sec re-
tary of I Aboi Ray Marshall asked the Commission to undertake a..
review of the 11-2 Program (Temporary Admission of Foreign
Workers) and to make re«immendat ions to him on the future of that
program in the larger «in text of the nation's changing employment
structure. Held in Washington on Mari h 13, 1979. the seminar
foc used on two do( uments prepared for the (;ommission: Manpower
and Immigration Polu4es in the United States, by David North and
Allen LcRel (Spec ial.RepOrt No, 20, February 1978) and Temporary
Admission of Foreign Workers: Dimensions and Policies,-by Edwin
P. Reuben% (Spc1 ial Report 'No; 5,1, Marc h 1979). The seminar
brought together re'presentatives of print ipal federal eke( wive and
legislative groups and spec ialists from outside government. The
purpose of the seminar was to disc uss issues which impact on both
immigration and labor market policies. inc hiding granting of special
permits to workers in short supply. The Chairman forwarded his
re«immendations to the Sec retary on May 1. 1979.

Seminar on Economk Dislocation and Public Policy. In accordance
with the request of the Secretary of I .abor, the Commission, on July
13, 1979, sponscired a seminar in Washington on various dimensiOns
of e«momic dislocation and public- poll/y..111e discussants included
representatives from labor, government. academe and the business
sec tor. !hey fix used on the following issues: the nature, extent. and
«msequences of e«momic disloc ation; the rat imale for governmep
intervention; experien«. widtexisting programs, and new directions
for policy. On July 30,,1979 the Chairman wrote to Secretary Marshall
forwarding his summary of the major themes and issues whit h
surfaced during the seminar.

Study of How CETA Eligibility Standards Impact On Single Heads of
Households. In the 1978 (TTA Amendments, the Congress direc ted
the (:ommission to "examine and evaluate- the eligibility standards
of CETA to determine their impiic t on single heads of households.
espec ially women and older Americ ans. 'Fhe legislation required that
the Commission submit a report by July 1, 1979. Mathematic a Policy
Researc In developed a report for the Commission that estimated the
eligible population of single heads of households and attempted to
estimate the extent to whit h it was being served. The CommissiOn
reported to the Congressional leadership that the ncw tlargeting
provisions in the Amendments of 1978 had been iR effect for such a
short period of time that it was not possible to determine their impac
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on this target population and recommended no changes in eligibility
standards at that time. In his communication to the leadership, the
Chairman noted that the Commission was contemplating a study of
the labor market status of women and that this study might produce
new information on the subject.
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Agenda for 1980 and 1981

A statutory commission such as the National Commission for
Employment Policy, which has the responsibilities of advising both
the legislative and executive branches, of the federal government,
must balance between two conflicting approaches in developing its
agenda.

Oothe one hand, it can respond to requests for topical aditke on
issues that have moved to the top of the nation's agenda. On theother.
it can adopt a somewhat larger perspective bY focusing on a single
issue that it views of overriding importance.

'Elie National Commission for Employment PolicY, reviewing its
expefiem e, its resouu es, and the understandings it has arrived ar with
both the staffs of the substantive Congressional committeesto which
it reports and the Office of Management and Budget with which it
consults on its work plan and budget, has decided to develop an
agenda for 1980 and beyond that Combints the best of these two
approac hes.

Fite Coriimiss;on will invest some time and resources in current
issues of moment. but will devote its major investments to two
subjec ts per year in the hope of making a contribution to long-term
employment policy. With 1980 likely to N. a period of declining
'business and increasing unemployment, the Commission has
instructed its staff to develop an overview paper of positions that it
has recommended in the past about preferred ways in whkh the
federal government can respond quickly and effectively to a worsen-
ing employment outlook. With such a review paper before it, the
Commission will consider at its spring meeting whether, in light of
the existing and prospective employment trends, it 101 forward
recommendations for early congressional ac tion.
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On the immediate and wntinuing issue of the employment impact

of the energy crisis, the Commission faces a dilemma. It has been

under instruction of the Congress to,kplore this issue ever since

passage of the Comprehensive Employment and 'I-raining Act in
1973. Although it made one or two probes in an effort to comply, the
Commission decided not to struggle upstream. In the absence of a

national energy' policy, the Commission could not explore the
employment impacts of various alternatives until such alternatives

had been specified and implemented.
But the time is probably not faroff when the outlines of a national

energy policy will emerge. In anticipation thereof, the Commission

considers it opportune to start exploring the energy-employment
interface at least to the extent of making a staff investment on the

state-of-the-art, the quantity and quality of the information, and the

range and depth of the analytic studies available. Once this staff

report is in hand, the ComMission will be better positioned to
determine whether the time is opportune for it to launch a major

effort.
Because of the overriding impeatance in a period of continuag

high inflation for the nation to understand the potentialities of

selective employment it's that might add to the total number of

jobs without «mtributing to further pressures on ptic es, the Commis-

sion has issued a request for researc h proposals to start work in this

difficult, but critically important, area. 'Elie Commission hopes that

the work generated in 1980 together with modest staff supplementa-
tion will provide the c rifle al inputs for the major effort that it plans to

make in this area in 1981.
So much for the preparatory and short,term response's that the

C.ommission has inc luded in its 1980 work plan. l'here remains the
need for identifiPation and brief disc ussion of the two priority agenda

items: "Improving the Linkage between Emplmment and Ei ononii(

Developnwnt Policies," and "The Import and hnpaus of the
Changing Role of Women in the. I ..iebor Force." Ehe major effort of

the Commission and its staff will be directed to exploring these
subjec ts in depth. Ehe sixth annual report of the Commission, to Ix'

available m Dec ember 1980, will be focusekl on the interim or final

policy re«mimendations derived from those studies.
.fhere are several reasons why the (:ommision has dec ided to look

( losely at ways in whit h employment policy can be coordinated with

economic development. First, thoCommission in its last three annual

reports has placed heavy weight on involvemem of local employers in

training and employment efforts, «mvinced that only thereby will
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increasing numbers of !he sinu lurally unemployed have an
oppcn tunny to access the iegular job minket. Se«md. the Onnmis-
sion is aware of 11w Olin is of the Deparlmenis of I...abor. (:orrimerce,
and lhmsing and Urban Developmern 10 improve the linkages and
ac hieve c loser alignmeni of !heir employment and economic develop-
ment programs. the (:oinmission, in responding 10 ils«mgressional
c hailer in maleers of Cx)rclina lion. sees merit-in its asseSsing these'
elfin Is and exploring ways of suenglhening !hese joinl ac fivities.

thud. the Commission has been «m«.rned for some lime about
the addilionali barriers 10 employabilily !hal afflic I the sum turally
unemployed where they are heavily con( enuated. Looking for a job
where the unemphrorwm rale is 5 or 7 per«.n! is guile different from
looking for a job in an area where an unemployinent rate of 15 or 20
per«Iii prevails.

Uhe (;ommission expecis Ihal its initial probe Imo Ihe energy
fronlier may yield some suggeslions as 10 how Ihe sum Iurally unem-
ployed might hired on energy «mservation efforts, such as
wealheri/anon, and more importantly, whether steeply rising costs of
energy are likely to aim- the willingness of employers 10 locale.
remain. or expand in inner-c ily areas c harm wilted by large numbers
of sum Iurally-unemphiyed persons.

respec I 10 the arena of "women and work'7" the Com mission'
has been seeking for some lime 10 deal in depth with Ihis important
issue. In its c urrent recommendations with respect to youth unem-
ploymenl. the Commissum called anention specifically to the
cliff u nines of disadvantaged young women who arc forced to leave
sc hool before receiving their diplomas 10 give birth to and c are for
hildren. arid the need for these women to have opportunities to

complele their educ alum and !raining so as 10 become self-suppon-
ing later on. Miring the «muse of 1979 the Commission deal t with the
broader question of "women and work" as part of its reporl to the
(:ongress on single heads of households.

In pulling Ih is topu on ils agenda for 1980. the ('Anmnission desires
10 signal 115 intern ion to probe the many imenelated face's in whiCh
the developmental experience in the eamily, in school. and in the
commumly condilion how girls and young women think about the
Uwe role of work in their lives and how these attitudes after t their
preparalion; the manner in whic h the long-Ierm concentration of
women workers in relatively few 0« upalions came to be established
and the forces thal contribule 10 solidifying or modifying these
panerns; the markel and nonmarkel foies !hal affec I the wages and.
benefits !ha! -women workers earn; the exlen! Io which the Social
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Se( urity and other income transfer systems trear workers equall
irrespective of their gender; and a nutnber of other strategic issues that
(an be determined only after the work plan is more fully articulated.

In undertaking this large-scale 'inquiry into "wmnen an,r4 work,-
the Commission will develop new knowledge of the forces and
meitanisms that effect equal employment in the work arena. This
will provide the Commission with a head start on its agenda for 1981
at which tane it plans to assess the problems of the growing I lispanic
population in the labor market.

As the foregoing has indicated, the agenda for 1980 has a two-fold
aim: to provide guidance to the President and the Congress on two
critical issuesthe employment dimensions of economic develop-
ment and the (-hanging role of women in the workplaceand to get
important preparatory work completed on employment and
inflation, energy, anI the hispanic population, which at present
apprar to be the prio ity issues in the Commission's agenda for 1981:
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Appendix I

Special Reports of the Comthission, 1979

.111 unpiar taut IIIIH lion of the ( .orrillussionis to inform those respon-
sible for formulating and implementing poll( y. as well as the
Interested public , on emplosinentrelated issues I hr )ro( cvdings of
IIIrrifilt10 and ( Mlle! (11( rs an' ( CI rdlird and %Ark
III dnioIl onkf 1 re'ports. the (*Aminlission ILls asked experts
in %alums Itch!. InIng into hi( us issues where mote automation is
needed kiln«. the appraram r of the [math Amaral Rep-nri. the.
(Annmisvion has pubbslied the following Spec Lit Reports

A. Womenli Changing Roles at Home and c the Job
Spec tat Report Nn 21 °mains the plot ceilings of a c onferenc r oil
the National I ougnudnial Stoves% NI .C4) of Mature Women.
w. Inc h as. irulnisl%),Ird b% the Cc mimission and the Of f C' of
Reseal( It and De% eloputent cd the I. S Depai (mem ot I Ali) I! I tw
data from the N1.5 sours follow mild 1972 the work and donwstu
bison ies of women ho were 30 I I in 1967 I hri howls prepored
lin this «mleirm r, t hic h %Vele ihised on I h(*4" dald. apnlie
gv1it1ation III 11.1115151011

R. European Labor Market Policies
Spv t.iI Repint No 27 presents the un41ed !howls and an (nil% ww
horn a «inter niH r cosponsored h tlw Getman Marshall I. unit I he
onlyienc e tiu used on the rr rill rxpt't e4 of srl,i1.11 MO1W.111

«inflows with sclec nve employment poll( les, c.spec hills wage
subsids and the Way4 Ill whi( it 4I1( h p)ll( ws are wordina-
ted with ntaf TON OnOnllt ntracontes. I he i Onfrirnt V was otganlied
I)% . and the upon edited by. Professor Orley Ashenfeher
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C. Work Time and Employment
Special Report No. 28, edited by Professor Robert Clark, contains
the background papers and summary of a conference concerned
with changes in traditional work schedules. These proceedings
discuss the advantages and" disadvantages of combatting unem-
ployment by reducing work time in order to distri bute jobs among
more people, Manipulaiicm of thevarious policies bearing on the
hout1 of workers was a major concern of the authors, discussants,
.and speakers. -

D. Increasing Job Opportunities in the Private Sector
Special Report No. 29 reports on a conference which was sup-
ported by the Economic Development Administration of the U.S.
Department of Commerce and the Ford Foundation, and was
edited by Dr. John Palmer. It focuses on ahernative methocts of
increasing job opportunities in the private sector. - Various
methods of targeting employment subsidies, attitudes of the
private sector toward government progra4is in t
credit approaches are discussed.

E. Trade and EmPloyment
Special Report No. 30 presents a selection and condensation of a
large body of materials prepared for a conference on the employ-
ment impacts of internatiocal trade, held in cooperation with the
Bureau of International Labor Affairs of the U.S. department of
Labor. This report reviews the extent to which trade adjustment
mechanisms were working to assist workers whose jobs were lost
due to various trade impacts. The summary, written by Professor
John Dunlop, emphasizes the need trio articulate a sense of princi-
ples upon which the U.S. will conduct long-term relations on
economic matters with the rest of the world.

F. The Business Sector Role in Employment Policy
Special Report No. 31 is the proceedings of a conference
cosponsored by the Commission and the Business Roundtable to'
examine training and employment 'N)portunities in the private
sector. The conference was attended by corporate executives- from a
wide range of industries. Considerable attention was focused in the
various panels on the unemployment problems of young people,
partieularly minority young people. Mr. William Kolberg
planned the conference and directed the publication of this report,
and a grant from the Ford Fordetion assisted in its production.
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G. 'Monitoring the Public Service Employment Program: The
Second Round
Special Report No. 32 is the second report to the Commiisionon
the Brookings hist ution Monitoring Study of the Public Service
Employment Prograi It wasp-spared under the direction of Dr.
Richard Nathan. The current repOrt contains the second set of
observatims reflecting conditions in the field at -the end of 1977
when the Enwrgency Jobs Programs Extension Act of 1976 had
reached 615,000 of thQ.725,000 jobs. The third (and final) repgrt is
scheduled to be published early in 1980, and the Commission will
traitsmit to the Pres. lit and the Congress a final, report and
recommendations &pub1 ic servict employment.

H. The Utilization of Older Workers
Special Report No. 33 analyws labor market experiences of
older workers. Prepared for the Commission by Dr. Dean Morse,

. this report cciirsi(krs the demographic trends and special problems
of older worlZers and identifies several major policy issues affe.:ting
the improved utilization of older workers.

I. Temporary Admissiim of Foreign Workers: Dimensions and
Policies
Special Repol t No. 3.1 is tlw, result of a request by Secretary of
Labor Marshall to the Commission to review the 11-2 Program
( temporary Admission of Foreign Workers). The report includes a
paper written by Professor Edwin Reubens and a summary of a
seminar held Kate Commission. "rhe paper by Professor Reubens
lays out a set of broad policy options with respect to the temporary

" importation of foreign labor and evaluates these options. The
summary of the seminar delineates the issues raised, rather than -

specifying recommendations. Iiiis project received support from
the Rockefeller Brothers Fund.
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Appehdix II

Commission Meetings, 1979

The .Commission has held 18 formal meetings since its original
organization in late 1974. Three of these meetings and a special
meeting with the President of the United States occurred during the
period covered by this report:

A. Sixteenth Meeting: The Commission met on July 12, on, in
Rosslyn, Virginia. This was the first meeting held after the Com-
mission's new public members were appointed by the President
pursuant to the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act
Amendments of 1978. It was primarily an organizational meeting
during which the neje members discussed their ideas on priority
topics to be pursued by the Commission. In addition to the organiza-
tional discussions, the Commission members were briefed on the
status of the youth employment policies project and on the study of
single heads of households. The latter study was mandated in the
CETA Amendments of 1978 and a report to the Congress was required
in July 1979.

B. Seventeenth Meeting: The Commission met on October 12, 1979,
in Washington, D.C. The meeting was devoted to the development of
findings and recommendations on youth employment issues which
were to be the principal subject of the Commissia's Fifth Annual
Report. Reports were received and considered from several sources
including the Commission's Youth Task Force, its staff, and federal
agencies concerned with yotcZh education and employment policies
and programs.

C. Eighteenth M ling: The Commission met on December 7, 1979,
in Washington, D.C. Final details were worked out concerning
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publication of the Commission's Fifth Annual Report. Most of the
discussions were devoted to consideration of the Commission's
agenda for 1980. Subjects discussed were the economic- outlook and
possible responses to a recession; energy and employment; economic
development, efforts to reduce unemployment and underemploy-
ment; ways to improve the labor market success of women; and new
approaches to equality of employment opportunity.

D. Special Meeting: On November 1, 1979, the Commission met at
the White House with the President and senior members of the
Domestic Policy Staff to brief them on its findings and recommenda-
tions with respect to youth employment policies.
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Appendix III

Field Hearings, 1979

As part of the Commission's review of youth labor mallet policies, its
Youth Task Force conducted a series of hearings and site visits. The
following staff paper summarizes the findings of these activities and
the polity recommendations that emerged from the hearings.
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I. Introduction
IPar

As part of the Commission Youth 'Task Force's policy review, a series
of hearings and site visiis was conducted during the first half of
1979.° The members of the *Fask Force 'viewed the field work as a
means by which they «mid:

obtain the views and guidance of a wide rangeA jndividuals
who are involved in various aspects of the many programs
currently in place;
develop information and insights into the implementation of
policies and programs at the state and local level; and
expand their perception and understanding di the multiplicity
of problems that federal policies ate expected to resolve.

The Task Force conducted a series of four two-day hearings during
May and June. A total of 107 witnesses appeared over the course of
eight days (Table I ). In addition, Task Force members and staff had
the opportunity to informally meet and speak with numerous others
who attended the sessions.

Each hearing covered a specific region of the country andan effort
was made to balance the witnesses so that there was representation
from most of the states in that area. Further, an effort was made to
obtain testimony from educators, business and organized labor
leaders, elected officials, community organization representatives,
employment and training administrator% individual youth, and
others.

Commission staff members responsible for organizing die hearings were Everett
Crawford, David Lantrv, Patrick O'Keek,. Margaret Corsey, and Andra Rebar. The
hearings summary was preparell by Everett Crawford. David Lantry and Patrick
criCeek'.
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hi developing the witness 5( hedule for the foul beatings. an el lot t

was made to obtam the !hoot ipatum of Individuals who do not

typi( ally attend sessions held in Washington, 1).C. In addition,
individuals who were not foonally invited to appear as witnesses but

wished to do so were slotted into the st hedule. Hie result was a
balanced representation of the multiple tturrests in youth employ-

mem' ludic les.
In t het r prepared testimony , the witnesses were asked to address It vy

general topi( 5 tSre AMWX B); although m then oral presentations
they often stressed only one or two of these points. In brief, the five

gemlal topics were: the arises of youth labor market problems;

targrung youth services; the effectiveness of the programs; the

delivery system; and program iwrformame measurement.
Fask Fort r members and sta f f have made site visits to several youth

programs during the course of the policy review. The sites visited

int luded prime sponsors, community-based organizations. sc hoots,

and community development wrporations. Mese visits were an
opportunity to observe program operations and to talk .to staff and

partu ipants while tlwy were engaged in program ac

Table 1. Distribution of Witnesses
At NCEP Hgarings

Affiliation Number of Witnesses

Employment and Framing 37

Community-Based Organizations 17

hitic at ion 16

Business 5

Labor 4

Genral Govrnment 4

Cormnunity Developrnrm, Corporations 2

Other, 2/2

MUM. 107
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The:remainder of this paper will su,nrnarur the findings of itit task
force field work with respect to the general topic s dim ussed above. It
will «mc I ude with a synopsis of the polio y reo onnmendations that
emerged from the hearings.

It is stressed at the Outset that dus summary is necessarily selec
the range and depth of the testimony defies easy summation.

111
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II. Summary of Testimony

A. The Causes of Youth Labor Market Problems

During the bearings. the witnesw, repeatedly stressed i WI the
problems of youth in ,the labor market «mid not be altribuu.d to a
single i misc. l'he witnesses also stressed that 'mem ploymen! was only
one 1.1«.1 of the problem: underemployment and nonpartic ipat ion in
tlw labor market wen also viewed as critica) dimensions of the
problem.

.

A generalls a( know ledged i misr of south labor market diffiCulty
was [hat mans south were not prepared, by either dwir edui anon or
ex percen«:. to enter the labor market NIany w.it nesse,. paw( ularly
educators. ru Aril that youih who were college lx nind received
substantial assistan«. ( wunsel I ing. finam lal aid. etc .) in making the
transition In nn one level of educ anon to another. Their wunterparts
who Intended 10 pursue a job at the end of their sec ohdary educ al ion
re( et% ed no «impartible assistance. Lherefore. the youth entering the
labtn HMI kr! often 1.0 ked a basic under stanchng of how it fum Ir0 )ned.
where the employment oppoilim Ines were and how to a( «.ss them.
1 hese youth often Lu ked I he basic «unpetem leo that are necessary to
Imam a job ie.g.. dies «ndd not fill inn an a pplicanord..Many wit-

nrsses cta id [hal ihr comemputaili.....semudaty....ctltu anon system does
. _

not proade the sniclems_ivith_sultic imn_labor maikei infinirtalion,
vitt attouid ictsurict ton and real wink experienctcvpintunities prior

...to gwiluALion. this ir<boliq in the graduates spending an inordinate
-amount of lune sear( tong for a job and establishing a wink re«ne,

-1 here was agreement among the witnesses. t hat . for a sitable
riumber of Youth. the la( k of basic preparation was «nnpounded by,
othei-lactots .stu.h as undue rapt% tat ions and poor aoiludes. Many
employers are relm tam to hUT youth becauw they view them :A

\ iminature. and prone to high lurni wet-.\. .
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Finally, the witnesses noted that some youth experiencrid employ-

ment problems because of police records, drug and alcohol abuse, and
other handicaps. For a substantial number of young women, the
presence of children limited both their employment and their
education/training opportunities. The problems of young, single
mothers were underscored by many. Educators noted that this was the
single 'largest cause of young women dropping out of high school

prior to graduation. Others, particularly representatives of commu-

nity organizations and prime sponsors, pointed to the lack of
adequate day care facilities as a major impediment to increasing the
employment and training a'rvices for young mothers.

Fhere was general agreement that changes in the size and composi-

tion of the U.S. labor force were among the many causes of
continuing high unemployment among youth. While acknowledg-
ing that job growth in the U.S. over the past few years had been
substantial, the witnesses were quick to point out that the growth of

the labor force had been prodigious. Many witnesses concluded that

adult women and undocumented werkers had taken jobs that would
have otherwise gone to youth. Further, it was the opinion of some
that «intinued high rates of inflation would exacerbate the problem

by c ausing older workers to delay their retirements or reenter the labor

market.
It was generally agreed that changes in the economy, pal tic ularly

"c hanges in urban labor markets, were another major cause of youth
joblessness. The reloc ation of industry away from urban areas,
increased competifion from foreign products. shifts reduced by

energy shortages, and others were all seen as factors movMg jobs away

from places where many disadvantaged youth are located. Several
witnesses spoke of thc painful irony of, high levels of youth unem-
ployment persisting in the cities, while competition was keen for

workers in the outlying suburbs; the lack of information about these
opportunities and inadequate transportation prevented many youth

from obtaining these jobs.
Several witnesses noted that the pockets of unemployment that

existed in urban and rural areps were not assisted by economic growth

to the same exttint that they were hurt by recession. As the nation

ecovered from a recession, these areas were usually the last to feel the

effects of growth, and then only minimally. However, when thej
nation entered a period of slow economic growth, or actual contrac-

tion, these areas were quickly affected and many of their employers,

operating on very tight margins, were driven out of business entirely.

For these witnesses, employment and training programs and changes
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In oilut ation would be only a partial answet. Ihe witnesses v on-
clucIed that plogless in reducing south unemphiy mem in these
depiessed MCA% 14(ffild Immo. tatgeted e«molm«leselopineni (1101 ts

. 'timerous witnesses stir %sell the «inhumation of dist Intimation
usi ig tesout«., how public and pt Rate sotit«.s.

(b.killi on rat e an(1 sex) as a majol fat tot t mut ibutmg to the &Intl -
equal exper len( es of willies and males s et sus !limonites and females.
It' was genctalls act epted that only through inc teased equality of
e npkis ment °ppm mutts tlhoughout the lalxn market _would

rogress be made in !ethic mg these differentials,
/ Mans witnesses suggested that c hild LIN)t laws, instnant e require.
/mem, and lest! I( tise hiring ph" tices limmil the numbet of Jobs to
/ whic h south had at cess. I he minimum wage was also mentionedas a
cat sm. 01 SInith tmemplos mem. ses vial witnesses suggesting that

/ inc leases hi the 11111111M1111 wage had deshosed jobs thiat would
plc% musk has e been held Its south.

In sum, the ssittlesses were v utualls unanimous in then- Opinion
that youth labor market (111110 uhies result from numerous causes.
Gis en the :m1111101( its of c auses, dies argued lot a polio y that would
permit I lexibilits in the lesponses. Final ly, most willies se, ac knowl-
edged that, for the majority Of south. these wele only tempolary
impechmenis to 1 inning a job. howesni . t he w itnesses asset ted that lot
a significant pot t imt of nit: soup poptilatkon. these temporary
milwdmients would lesult in a permanent scan mg of the Inch% !dual.

B. Targeting Youth Services
algemig i.e determining who will Iw set se(t) was chscussed

plimmlis III (he «ffitexl of pun ultng employ:net and naming
set % to es As 111.1115 Cohn Mtn s noted. edm allot] in the( S is essentially
an entitlement, w IIIt onls a kW progtanis lequirmg 0 onforman«.

ith fedetaIN established ellgibillts !het ia.
I he witnesses woe gentians agleed that the c unent south

plow am eligibilits standards were (net h, I ("car if (Ise and that thV'y
shOtild be loosened Pot «italii set s ices, hit example onemation
OR' 14:011(1 wolk and st hoot -based so( ional explorat lou. dime was
agteement that all students should rec else the sers ic es. I-or tat geted
plograms, thew was agteement that less testric tise c 1 lima would
!last. %esti al beheltts. not the least of whit h would be seising needy
south who .were olds slightls almye the c mrent ni«ime
standald I he pies ailing opinion among the witnesses Was (hal the
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income eligibility standard should be raised, perhaps to 106% of the

lower* living standard income level. The Witnesses argued strongly

chat ate federal government should only establish broad eligibility

standards and allow the local operators the flexibility to establish

guidelines that were responsiVe to the total conditions.
Several witnesses recommended targeting sal-vices based on the age

of the participant; many suggested providing different services based

on the school enrollment status of the youth. However, even those

witnesses who suggested increased targeting based on age or school

status were quick to point out that there was a range of needs among-.

the youth and, perforce, a range of servicil would be required. Again.

there was virtually unanimous support for the proposition that the

federal government should limit, In the absolute minimum, the

eligibility categories it established; allowing operators maximum

flexibility to serve those most in need in their jurisdktion.
9Several witnesses suggested that local discretion in deciding who

among the eligible population Was to be served resulted in an
inequitable alkxation of sers;ices. 'They suggested that this inequity

would continue unless the law was amended to require the use of

organizatihns that served particular groups in the community, or
through increased use of direct national, funding to such groups.

Another proposition that was strongly supported by the witnesses

was that the eligibility aiteria for the youth programs should be

standardized. Rejteatedly the witnsses cited the problems and

inefficiencies that resulted from existent e of several eligibility criteria

based on family income, applicant age and sc hoot enroll:nem status.

(See Annex (;.)
In brief, the witnesses argued for a broad, standardized setof federal

eligibility criteria that allowed the maximum aimunt of flexibility

and discretion to the program operators.

C. The Effectiveness of Progqims

itw witnesses were largely agreed that no one approac h had proven

universally effective in reducing youth latxn market problems. As

there was,.4 multiplicity of causes, the witnesses saw, the need tor a

diverse range of servicrs; and they argued that the dec isions on types

and mix were appropriately made at the local level. Recognizing the

need tor diversity, the witnesses argued strongly against federally

devised. categorical approaches. It is to be noted, however, that

several witnesses (part i ularly representatives of «immunity organ,-
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zations) recommended that the legislation emphasize the need to use
service deliverers that would extend the delivery/of services into the
conrunities where the target population resided.
An-kb& opinion of many witnesses from various backgrounds

(including educdtion) severaf 'approaches based in the educational
system, if gs.nerally adopted, would improve the-e43erience of ybuth
in the 1461 market. Career education and exploration, and increased
information on the labor market while still enrolled in school, were
suggested as education-based approaches that would lead to an easier
transition frito the labor market by the school leaver.

There was agreement among the witnesses that the role of the
private sector must be increased, if significant progress in the youth
area is to be made. Many witnesses suggested that personnel officers
should visit the schools (perhaps be stationed there) to explain to tee
students the r914, uirsinents of the world of work, and what they should
expect. ThereR,as repeated support for authorization to subsidize
wages in the private sector, something-not- permitted by current
policies. Support was expressed for the efforts of community develop-
ment corporations, both as job creators and trainefs for youth.
Cotincils linking work and eduEation were reported to be effective in
in;olving the private sector in program design and implementation.

In discussing the role of the private sector, several witnesses stressed
that organized labor was in a position to make a Unique contribution.
It was suggested that members (including fetired members) could
serve as advisors and infornial counsellors in the schools. It was also
noted that early involvement of organised labor, in the planning of
programs could improve the linkage between the schools,J6mploy-
,ment and training programs, and the private,sector. This, in turn,
would improve the training and transiti,on of youth into the world of
work.

Many Of the witnesses suggested that, in addition to,/increased
career education and labor market. informatiSit, the in-school youth
require preliminary work experience and general skills training.
With respect to work experience, many witnesses view this primarily
as a means of improving youth's understanding of the world of work,
and as a means of improving the attitudes of some youth. The youth
actually enrolled in th5 work experience programs valued it pri-
marily for the -money it provided them. Experiencbased ,career
education was also cited as an effective means of increasing the
employability and employment ofi youth.

Several witnesses suggested that the summer youth program be
folded into the year-round youth efforts. They felt that, Is presently
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designed, it was not linked with general education programs, nor
with employment and training firograms; therefore, it was lest
effective than it might otherwise be.

It was the opinion of the witnesses that out-of-schOol yo th were
particularly difficult to serve. There was a consensus that ere had

been little sticeiss in inducing youth to return to thi regular
secondary, schools. H\owever, several witnesses reported success with

elternative schools, particularly where funds permitted ilow teacher-

pupil ratios. The primary elements in a successful alternative school
seemed to be that the instruction was work related,schedules were
flexible and the youth had an opportunity to ob a full-time job.

whq are far/ti heads and who alsetrequire addi,tional supportive
This latter acteristic is particularly important for those youth

r
services (e.g., day care facilities). Several witnesses testified that,
where funds had been unavailable for developing alternati ve schools,

they had substantial success in enrolling out-of-schdol youth in
community nd junior colleges.

Many witnesses noted that work experience, for youth was most

effective when the youth were involved in the production of a yingible
product,' under conditions 'that simulated unsubsidized, private
employment. 'This was reinforced by sever,al of the site visits that the

Task 'Force made. In each case, the key to successful program
outcomes appeared to be strict standards of attendance and work
quality, enforced by close supervision.

Mining was judged by many of the witnesSes to IA successful in

improving the employment oppoxtunities available to youth.
However, they stressed that the train ink should be.general, preparin
the youth for a relatively broad occupation, with more specific skill
,development being.done on the job..

In dik-ussing program effectiveness, several witnesses noted the

importance of transportation in providing sç1ces to youth.
Witnesses discussing the situation in rural area ost 'frequently

mentioned transportation, as a concein. They no d that difficulties

in transporting indivicktselto and from training and work experience

sites sometimes prevented serVing individuals located in particularly

remote areas.Witnesses discussing urban, programs rioted that the

lack of transportation to the suburbs oftrin enied you h access to a

vast majority of private sector employment opportI.nities. The
witnesses mentioned that attempts to overcome the t sportation

barrier are extremely expensive, often prohibitively so.
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In summary, the witnesses suggeted they many different services
could be and had been successful. However, they saw a need to vary
what was offered based on the needs of the population beingserved.

D. ',The Delivery System

-In discussing the delivery system, witnesses Were in agreement on
three general topics: simplification, consistency, and advance
funding.

The recommendation heard most often was to fold Anf the youth
programs authorized under the Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act (CETA) into one authority. It was agreed that simplify-
ing the delivery system by such a combination would improve local
phrtyning and decisionmaking. The witnesses repeatedly stressed that
the current fragmentation reduced program efficiency, confused
applicants, and resulted in uttnecessary overlaps.

According to the witnesses, continual changes in national policies
were disruptive of program planning and delivery at the local level.
There was unanimous agreement among the witnesses that a federal
youth employment policy should be developed, legislation enacted,
regulations promulgated and then lsft in place for several years. Only
then would the programs be able to reach their maximum effective-
ness. Many witnesses noted that frequent policy shifts resulted in the
abandonment of approaches after the costs of start-up had been
incurred, but before the real returns could be reaped. (See Annex C.)

Strong support was given to the concept of multiple-year funding
for the yocIth employment programs. The witnesses noted that, by
knowing in advance the amount of funding that would be available
over several years, they would be able to develop the institutional
capacity to provide youth most in need with the intensive services
that they required. With multiple year funding, the operators would
be able to obtain facilities and staff and develop comprehensive
delivery systems. Finally, advanced funding would improve the
conditions for coordinating the several systems that are directly
involved in serving youth.

Many of the witnesses discussed their experience with the funds
administered under agreements between prime sponsors and local
educational agencies (section ,133(d) of CETA mandates that at least
22% of the Youth Employment and Training Program funds be
(overed by 'such agreements). The purpose of the set-aside is to
encourage closer links between the education and employment and
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training programs. Generally, the presentors gave the impression
that the set-aside funds had, at a minimum, increased contact and
communication between the two systems. It was generally agreed that
the agreements had been effective in increasing educators' awareness
of the importance of employability development and the role of the
schools in fostering it. Some witnesses felt that the agreements had
increased the sensitivity of educators to the needs of youth who were
not going.on to college, though they felt much more needed to be
done for these youth.

The role of the federal agencies (particularly DOL and HEW) in
the delivery system was the subject of many witnesses' attention.
There was general agreement that these agencies should be more
active in identifying and distributing information on approaches
that were especially effective (or ineffective). Many of the witnesses
felt that the federal agencies had been remiss in their role as providers

of technical assistance and training. There were numerous
complaints from witnesses that the federal agencies devoted almost

singular attention to assuring administrative compliance and
virtually no energy to improving the substance of program services.

Several witnesses saw a role for the federal agencies in reducing
program fragmentation and increasing coordination (at all levels,of
government). Given the multiplicity of program objectives that
education and employment and training programs seek to achieve,

the witnesses saw a need to streamline federal regulations wherever
possible and to increase the flexibility of local operators so that they

can respond to local conditions.

E. Program Performance Measurement

There was general agreement among witnesses that assessment of the
performance of youth programs is a complicated matter and that it

would not be,accomplished through the development of a few single

factors. While stressing their disagreement with simple performance
standards (e.g., cost per placement), they recognized the need to
develop measures that would enable policymakers and program
administrators to judge program effectiveness.

The witnesses generally agreed that individual program operators
should be held accountable fdr specific performance standards such

as total number of enrollments, numbers served, etc. However,
performance assessment is complicated at the level of delivery by
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factors beyond control of the operator (e.g., the state of the general
labor market

It was the opinion of sonw witnesses that prime sponsors could ako
be measured, at least in the short run, based on their grant agreements
with the 1)01., as well as on pro( ess measures such as evidence of
cooperation between the CETA deliverers and local education
agencies, union and employer involvement, etc. However, most
witnesses were reluc ta n t to suggest part ic ular standards which would
serve as a measure of program "siu cess.-

It was re«miniended by several people that the surveys of the
panic ipanis, during and subsequent to their participation, would
provide further information on program effects, particularly with
respec t to tlw effec ts On motivation and attitudes of parficipants.

Additionally, some witnesses suggested that program reviews
should foc us on whether the programs ac hieved hanges in solile key
institutions (e.g.. edu( ational) that would benefit youth entering the
labor market. It was suggested that attention should be given to
questions «m«Ining whether employment and training programs
had led the sc hools. employers, and others to al ter their behavior with
respec t to the employability and employment of youth.

The witnesses said that measures of longer-term program impact
are most dif fie u It to measure loc ally. They suggested the development
of a set of short-term, qualitative measures that would assess the
partu ipants' mastery of basic. skills and competencies, understanding
of the labor market, etc . 'These measure's would vary with the program
objec lives. It Was also suggested that a second set of measures (based
on national longitudinal.kifi could be used to assess long-term
program impacts on partic ipants' employment and earnings. "The
witnesses re( immended that the longitudinal data set shOuld be
developed and maintained by the 1)01..

In disc ussing performance measures, many of the witnesses urged
aution in interpretation of the data.:Thest pointed to the multiple,

sometimes «inflicting, program objective They noted that there
were substantial variations in the target populations amongdifferent
areas. Hwy repeatedly stressed that the effects of youth programs
might not be«ime apparent for several years. Finally, they reminded
the Task For«. that c urrent evaluation methodologies had yet to
Ira( h a stage of sophistication that permitted unambiguous interpre-
tation of the results.

In stun, the witnesses re«)gni.ted the need for improved perform-
an«. nwasin es and assessments based on them; however, they stressed
the wmplexities involved in developing and interpreting stwh
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III. Recommendations

Over the eight days of hearings, the Task Force was presented with
numerous recommendations for future youth employment policy
directions. The following is' a summary of those on which there
aPprared to be fairly wide agreement, .though it is noted that few
would receive a unanimous endorsement from the more than 100
witnesses.

A. Program Objectives

Recognizing the different problems that youth encounter, in their
movement into the labor market and in full awareness of the multi-
plicity of causes, the witneses stressed that empldyment and training
programs cannin be expected to counter all of these factors. They
suggested that a youth employment policy will have to rely on several
institutions, in both the public and private sectors. They also stressed
that change, to both institutions id individuals, comes slowly and
that it is unrealistic to expect drathatic results in any short period of
time.

/laving stressed that changes in policies and goals have plagued
youth employment and training programs over the years, the

- witnesses suggested that the basic objective of these programs should
be the development of the long-term employability of youth so as to
enhance tbeir future employment and earnings. The witnesses
stressed that this is not necessarily accomplished by programs that
only put youth in jobs or pr6vide them incomes.
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B. Program Design and Delivery

In enacting and implementing a youth employment policy, the
witnesses reported it was\important that several factors be present:

agreement among policymakers, program administrators and par-

ticipants on what is to -be accomplished; adequate time to plan

and implement the programs; policy consistency and advance, multi-

year funding; sufficient local flexibility to respond to widely varying

conditions; dedicated and competent staff; interagency coordination

at the several levels of government; and the active iniolvement of the

private sector.
To effect those general principles, they recommended:

Enactment of a consolidated youth employment and training

prograni.
Standardized eligibility criteria with an income limit not less

than 100% of the lower living standard income level; an age

range of 14-22 years of age; and provfsions for exceptions, where

the local operators deemed it necessary.
Requiring employability development plans for all partici-

t, pants, as a means of assuring achievement of the program's

broader goals.
Authority to subsidize private sector work experience.
Expanding cooperative education and encouraging its use for

the employment and training of eligible youth.
Expanding the eligibility for the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit to

cover all employment and training of eligible youth, and

marketing it aggressively.
Continued emphasis on the need for cooperation among
education and employment and training programs; however,
increased legislative requirements were viewed by many as

potentially counterproductive.
Increasing the involvement of private sector employers and
unions in planning and evaluating programs, including full

funding of the Private Sector Initiatives Program authorized by

Title VII of CE'FA.
Finally, virtually all of the witnesses recognized that the educ ation

system was the primary institution in a youth's employability
development. The witnesses also stressed that, since schools are

financed mostly by states and localities, much of the impetus for
change would have to come from those/levels. They did note several

areas in which they thought increased emphasis or change was

necessary, including:
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Creation of more educational options, including alternative
schools.
Increasing the availability of compensatory education pro-
grams.
Increasing the flexibility of the schools in terms of scheduling,
open entry/open exit, etc.
Expanding the amount 91 labor market information available
to students while they are still in school; expanding career
education and programs to develop the individual's job seeking
skills.
Encouraging expanded community and employer involvement
in schools.

In brief, the witnesses suggested numerous cbanges that could be
made in current labor market and education policies, programs and
institutions. They did not pretend that any one, or all of them
cumulatively, would be the solution to the youth labor market
problems that currently exist. 'Instead, they recommended changes
that would contribute to a significant improvement in the experience
of youth in the labor market. 41F-
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Annex A

Hearings Information:
Dates, Location and Task Force Members Attending

Dates Location Commission Panelists

May 10-11, 1979 Detroit, Michigan John Porter, Task Foice
Chairman

Tim Barrow
Roy Escarcega
Eli Ginzberg, Commis-

sion Chairman
Isabel Sawhill

May 24-25, 1979 Memphis, John Porter, Task Force
Tennesssee Chairman

Tim Barrow
Roy Escarcega
Eli Ginzberg, Commis-

sion Chairman

7 Patrick O'Keefe

June.14-15. 1979 Los Angeles, John Porter, Task Force
California Chairman

Tim Barrow
Roy Escarcega
Iry Greenberg
Isabel Sawhill

June 28-29, 1979 Philadelphia John Porter, Task Force
Pennsylvania Chairman

Tim Barrow
Roy Escarcega
Patrick O'Keefe
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Annfx B

Topics for Witnesses' Consideration

The purpose of the Commission's hearings was to focus on the is lle
of youth employment policy for the l980s. The Commission
expressed interest in the perspectives and recommendations of
persons directly involved in the education, training and employment
of ..youth at the local and stare level and asked them to address the
following five topics:

I.. What are the causes of the high levels of youth unemployment?
What factors cause young people, panic ularly minority youth,
problems in the labor market?

2. Among the youth population, who is in need of services and
how should the services tx. targeted?

3. What works best for whom? Which educational, employment
and training initiatives have been successful? Which have
failed?

1. What kind of delivery system is necessary in ordcr to provide the
services and acwmplish the youth employment policy goals
and objectives? Are the present intergovernmental and insti-
tutional arrangements adequate, in need of redefinition, or will
new institutions and delivery systems be necessary torespond to
the educational and employment needs of youth?

5. I tow should program performame lx/measured? What are the
best short-run measures? What are the long-term performanm
standards that can be applied to youth employment programs?
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Annex C

Federal Barriers
to Effective Youth

Employment Programs
I. Introduction

Witnesses at the Youth Task Force hearings identified what they

believe to be serious barriers to conducting effective youth programs.

These barriers result from provisions of the Comprehensive Employ-

ment and Training Act, its implementing regulations, and methods

of admittEtering current youth programs at the federal level. This

paper reOiews this testimony.
Many of the more than 100 witnesses who appeared had strong

feelings and opinions about the impact of the legislation, regula-

tions, and the Department of Labor's method of program adminis-

tration. By and large those expressing opinions on the subject were
representatives of CETA prime srionsorsthose with general
responsibility for the administration of youth programs at the local

level.
The following themes emerged from the testimony:

Lack of Flexibility. The categorical nature of current youth

programs needlessly hampers prime sponsors' flexibility to

design and conduct the kind of comprehensive programs that

are needed at the local level.

Eligibility Standards. Eligibility criteria vary among the several

youth programs and this makes it difficult for local program
managers to devise services that meet the needs of individual

youth.
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Planning. Planning for youth and other employment and
training programs is rendered ineffective as a result of insuf-
ficient planning time and late announcements of planning
estimates and fund allocations.

Reporting Requirements. Reporting requirements of the
programs take a heavy toll iii terms of both staff and financial
resources.

Program Stability. There has been a lack of stability in youth
and other employment and training programs. "We are so busy
trying new things that we never do anything right."

Each of these themes is reviewed below.

II. Lack of Flex i bi 1 i ty

The issues of the lack of proglam flexibility and the lack of compre-
hensiveness arose in both a general context and in the specific context
of the Summer Youth Program.

A. General Comments

The Deputy Mayor of Los Angeles said, "...legislative constraints
and adminstrative regulations hinder programfilexibiity....you are
trying. I think, at the legislative level, in Congress, to prescribe a
national tonic for each and every local ill. And it has not worked in
most programs. I do not believe that it works in the manpower
programs.- (los Angeles hearing. June 14, 1979.)

The Director of the Rural Minnesota Concentrated Employment
Program advanced the same idea somewhat differently:

-The time has come to stop experimenting; the prime sponsors at
this point know which programs work best for them. They are now
ready to design effective programs for their specific localities.

"As an example, some prime sponsors might find that YCCIP isan
effective program for their clients; others might choose to eliminate it
froM their program because it does not serve the needs of youth in
their arra. Under the present system, all prime sponsors must plan
and implement a YCCIP program' in order to be allocated funds
needed for their youth population." (Detroit hearing, May 10, 1979.)

Other witnesses pointed to difficulties arising from the rigidities of
program requirements. The Director of the Washoe County, Nevada,
prime sponsor (Los Angeles hearing, June 15, 1979) pointed to the
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desire of her staff and advisory board to be able to move young people
between the YETP and the summer youth program and the difficulty
of doing so in the present system. Similarly, a representative of the-
Allegheny County, Pennsylvania, prime sponsor (Philadelphia
hearing, June 29, 1979) discussed the inability of her staff to provide
needed services, such as preparation for the GED test, to young peo-
ple enrolled in YCCIP.

Both the Deputy Mayor of Los Angeles and the former president of
the Michigan Manpower Directors' Associaticinone representing a
large city and the other, groups of rural CETA directorscited
problems arising from an attempt to devise and carry out on a local

basis programs that aro based on national standards, criteria, and
priorities. Problems are conceived and their solutions devised in
macro terms. The program solutions must be executed at the local
(micro) level. There is a need for federal officials to take intvccount
the wide variety of local conditions that exist.

B. Comments on SVEP

-Several of the witnesses commented on the inefficiencies resulting
from the manner in which the Summer Youth Employment Program
is administered. Some of the most pointed comments came from the
Chair of the Youth Committee of the Indiana Officeof Occupational
Development. She said the SYEP fails because of:

1.the short enrollment period;
inidequate targeting because of quick-start enrollment;
lack of continuity before and after the summer program;
continual, hiring of new staff; and
the difficulty of finding work sites. (Detroit hearing, May 10,

1979.)
Other witnesses echoed the sentiments of the witness from Indiana

about SYEP. As to the outcomes of SYEP, a member of the Los
Angeles prime spOnsor's youth staff said, "I think it introduces kids to
the world of work, gives them sonw idea of what working is. But I also
feel that an eight or nine week program with200 or 225 hours is not in
itself going to change the lives of a lot of these kids."

She went on, "I am not sure that a short summer program is the

answer to the needs of these youngsters who really do not know how
to find a job, how to keep a job. So itlisn't a very firm answer, but...1
think maybe the longer programs:. -svould be.more valuable to the
youth and to the muntry." (Los Angeles hearing. June 14, 1979.)
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III. Eligibility Standards

A number of the witnesses said they feh they were unabk oc a good
jot) for young people be( dime of (he lack of uniform etigibi y criteria
among the categorical youth programs.

These «imments were perhaps best encapsulated in the testimony
of (he -Administrator of the Baltimore Manpower Consortium:

11 ask any of you to envision yourself as an intake worker trying
to dec ide whic h strategy you would feel fs more appropriate for
youth. We have some that require no in«nne el igibil ity ; we have
some that ulitnre an inwme ( riteria of 70% of the low incorrie

# ...standard; we have others that require 85%; we have others
that require 100%. It is a too. to put it mildly, in terms of trying
to think that we ate trying to meet the spec di( needs of kids.
(Philadelphia heating. June 29.)

!he Dire( tot of the Minnesota Rural CEP made the same point this
way:

Prime spcmsors thould tun Ix. form! to I it ( lientsio priknams..!
rather they should do what they u. uthor ued to do: develop
progiams to fit ( hems needs.

IV. Planning

Planning for Null] progiams and Ct. I A puigtams generally was
matter that was dist ussed by several of the witnesses. Filen «nnments
went to the «intent of planning nd to the shout-Iron, quu k Itirn
around requitement., that had teen experienml with the youth
programs. Although it does not show in the temtd. sinne wittlessn

heduled firilie Philadelphia heating ( June 20-29) ( an«.11ed out at
the last minute bet use of a ( hange in depatunental requirements lot

1submittal of youth programs plan lot fen l yeat 1980.
Ihe Doe( tot of the Btowatd ;minty (Fhnula).Employmem nd

flaming AdmmistratHm m wiluen testimony prepared hn the
gemplus heating des( tibed- the 1978 plamung pio«.ss as folhnvs:

For Fen al Year 1978. final NI. FP and NI XIP regu ions were
not published until Smembrt 16. 1977; (ploposa1 lot granfa
were due m the Offu e of thAegional Admit) vitiator. Region
IV, on November 16. 1977. In the interim. the following bast(
tasks had to Ix. «ntiplete(I :

(I) I .egal dvertising of the availability of funds.

2.13
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(2) CBO's and other relevant training orFanizations were to be
solicited for participation in YEDPA.

(3) CBO's were to respond via proposal for the opportunity to
deliver parts of YEDPA.

(4) The Youth Planning eouncil (YPC) was to meet to estab-
lish procedures for reco\nmendations on YETP, YCCIP.

,(5) The,YPC was to meet to review and rate CBO proposals.
(6) Prime sponsor staff needed to coordinate all CBO

proposals into cohesive YETP and YCCIP grant
applications from the prime sponsor.

(7) CBO and local labor organizations were to be given 15
days to comment on the youth plan.

Needless to say, to meet all requirements'i the appropriate time
frame necessitated an abbreviated progrn planning and devel-
opment process and likely resulted in lo er quality programs
than would ordinarily result given adequate time to plan a
quality program, especially one which is not a continuation of
an existing program. In fact, to complicate matters, the YETP
planning grant to support the preparation of the grant appli-
cation was not ofMally allocated until October 14, 1977, much
too late to be used for hiring new staff to prepare the grant.

Other witnesses discussed the same kinds of problems. The
Director of the San Francisco prime sponsorship pointed to the quick
turn around times required for some projects. She noted an invitation
to apply for youth exemplary projects that had a 17-day turn around
and, not to single out just youth programs, she mentioned an
invOtion to apply for an exemplaky project for exoffenders that had a
12-day turn around time. Further she said:

We do have...the internal problem of last-minute proposals,
shOrt-term allocations, late guidelines, and lakt minute
funding. We are not doing a good job. (Los Angeles hearing,
June 15, 1979-)

The Director of the Atlanta primespAsorship questioned whether
any seriipus planning had taketk placein the manpower field for the
last four or five years. He saidsk,.!' . . . a key to improving youth
programs is planning time." .(Memphis hearing, May 22, 1979.)
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) .V. Repoing RequirementA
Concerns about the rePorting reqiiirements were expressed in terms
of the general requiremeints for reporting on federally-upported
employment and training programs and in terms of specific require-
ments arisigg from the categorical youth programi.

The Los Angeles Deputy Mayor in a comment that was under-
scored by the Director of the Los Angeles County prime sponsorship
expressed concern about the costs 1 submitting the reports required
by the Department. The Deputy ayor estimatedbased on experi-
ence with other federal programsthat some 25 percent of staff
resources are eaten up in meeting various kinds of reporting
requirements. He suggests that this will eat into resources that could
be put into ttaining or into jobs.

The Baltimore Administrator said that wirh the entitlement project
her office had to submit 25 reports quarterly just for youth proems.

h
"We are spending more time in now than we are in
developine useful project."

VI. Program Stability

-The idea that mtne prograni constancy is needed was an undertone
that ran through the entire set of hearings and is one that was heard by
staff in its site visits. There was more explicit discussion of this feeling
at the Memphis hearing than at any of the othets.

Representatiks of the Indiana Office of Occupational Develop-
ment said that aere is a need to work on improving the existing
system; don't start new ones and reinvent the wheel. (Memphis
hearing, May 25.)

Atlanta'sCETA Director suggested that rWe are so busy trying new
things that we never do anything right. The history of empIoyment
and training programs for youth is not good; so s ome. We have
not stayed on course !Ong enouglf to find out. We keep c ging and
cutting funds at political whims."

The Director of the Gulf Coast Consortium (Texas) s id, "In
regard to CETA programs what we don't need is more change, but
instead, we need more stability and.continuity." (Memphis hearing,
Atly 25.)
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VII. Policy Implications

Most of the Witnesses. luding those who called for more program
continuity, felt that the youth programs are too categorized. They
called for legislation:

--Puming the saMmer program into a year-round mode so that it
could be intluded in, regular program planning and not
handled op a crash basis.

Eliminatirlg the categorical youth programs such as YCLIP and
SYEP and providing the funds on a consolidated decentralized

basis. Whnessès seemed to be more or less evenly divided in
whether this, shouid be done by establishing a youth titleor
whether the funds should be allocated under Title II-B, the
structural program provided for both youth andidults under

'ETA.
iding multi-year funding for the programs so that

planning could be carried out on.a rpore rational basis.
Rationalizing the eligibility standards among the several

programs which would facilitate improved planning and
execution of programs.
Appropriating funds for youth and other employment and
training programs on a timely basic and publishing regulations
and planning estimates early enough to permit planning to
occur.
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Appendix IV

C9mmission Staff, 1979

The Commission's staff w supplemented during this year by people
detailed from other feder agencies, lcommunity-based organiza-
tions, and academia, an by cmpultants and other temporary
employees.

During 1979, the permane t staff members included:
Isabel V. Sawhill, pire tor
Patrick J. O'Keefe, Deputy Director*
Ralph E. Smith, Deputy Director*
Robert Ainsworth, Staff Associate
Everett Crawford, Staff Associate
Carol L. Jusenius, Staff Associate
Andra Rebar, Administrative Officer
Sara W. Hayes, Executive Assistant
Laura von Behren, Executive Assistant
Barbara Burns, Secretary
Margaret Corsey, Secretary
Deloris Norris, Secretary

The staff detailed to the Commission during this year were:
Patricia D. Brenner, Grinnell College, Staff Associate
David Lantry, Seattle Urban League. Staff Associate
Barbara Levin, Department of Health, Education and Welfare,

Office of Education, Staff Associate
Raymond Reisler, Department of Health, Education and Wel-

fare, Office of Education, Staff Associate
Wendy Wolf, University of Arizona, Staff Associate

°O'Keefe resigned in October and.was replaced by Smith.
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Consultants and temporary personnel included:
Robert Behlow, Consultant
Kathy Bruns, Student Intern
Deborah Hackett, Secretary*

.Patricia Hogue, Consultant
Diane Reynolds, Secretary
Betty Stem ley, itesearch Assistant
Janet Walker, Research Assistant
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Appendix V
Comments of the National Advisory Council

on Vocitional Education on the Reports of the
National Commission for Employment Policy,
and Comments of the National Commission

for Employment Policy on the Reports of
the National Apdvisory Council on Vocational Education

The Education Amendments of 1976 (P.L. 94-482) and the Compre-
hensive Employment and Training Act Amendments of 1978 (P.L.
95-524) require that the National Advisory Council on Vocational
Education (Council) and the National Commission for Employment
Policy ((ommission) each comment', at least once annually, on the
reports issued by the other body. These comments are to be published
in one of the reports of both the Council and the Commission.

During 1979, the Council issued two reports: -

A Study of the Administration, Operation, and Program
Services of Vocational-Technical Education, The Bureau of
Occupational and Adult Education, US. Office of Education;
and
OVERVIEW: 1978 Reports of the State Advisory Councils on
Vocational Education

During the same period, the Commission issued two policy reports:
Fourth Annual Report to the President and the Congress: An
Enlarged Role for the Private Sector in Federal Employment
and Training Programs; and
Expanding Employment Opportunities for Disadvantaged
Youth (Recorsimendations of Commission's Fifth Annual
Report, released prior to report's publication.)

The commen s of the Council and Commission follow.'
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A. Comments of the National Advisory Council on
Vocational Education on the Reports of the

National Commission for Employment Policy

The National Advisory Council on Vocational Education is required
to comment annually on the reports of the National Commission for
Employment Policy, under provisions of the Education Aniendments

of 1976 (P.L. 94-482, Title
The following comments concern the Commission's Fourth

Annual Report, entitled Art Enlarged_Role for the Private 5eaOr in
Federal Employment and Training Programs (December.1978), and
the Commission's recommendations on yOuth employment policies.

In its Fourth Annual Report, the Commission has provided
thoughtful consideration of the role of the private sector in dealing
with problems .of the unemployed, and a number of useful recom-
mendations. One of the major goals of CETA, which is too often
ignored by prime sponsors, is to prepare individuals for transition to
unsubsidized jobs in the public and private sector. Since the majority
of jobs are in the private sector, it is imperative that the private sector
be fully invqved in the planning and implementation of education

and training programs.
The National Advisory Council on Vocational Education, in

testimony before Congress on youth employment legislation and the
rrauthorization of CETA, and in other forums, has strongly urged
that private sector participation in these programs be expanded. It
particularly endorsed the concepts contained in Title VII of CETA,
and the 'Eargeted Jobs Tax Credit. The various recommendations of
the Commission are consistent with positions of the Council as
expressed in prior testimony.

The Council believes that programs for the structurally unem-
ployed should be designed as a developmental process which will
provide j(th munselling and pla«.ment as well as employability
skills. Ehe process should utility a variety of approm hes, including
basic remedial education, adult education, vocational education in
different settings at the semndary and postsecondary levels, alter-
native sc hcxils, cooperative education programs, on-the-job training.

other work experience programs, and combinations, of the above.
Work experience alone, and other "quick fix" approaches under
(kr& have given partic ipants few, if any, long-term benefits which
enhan«. their employability beyond their enrollment period.

'Elie idea of work-sharing in lieu of lay-offs (recommendation #2),
wupled with unemployment insurance benefits, should be,further
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explored. This approach should be expanded, however, to include
vocational training and upgrading. Periods of joblessness, or part-
time work, offer the opportunity to improve employability and job
skills. Work-sharing should not be approached on the unfounded
assumption that the jobs being cut back will, as a matter of course. be
fully restored when the economy iinproves. Many workers in such
circumstances will not be reinstated to their original jobs, and should
use the period of work-sharing to prepare for alternatives. The
National Advisory Council would encourage the Commission to
pursue.this «Incept, and would wekome the opportunity to work
with it in investigating the practicality of linking work-sharing with
programs for retaining and upgrading of skills.

1:.he (;ouncil strongly endorses the recommendations to fuud
Private hubmstry ("Amin ils (PI( 's) and extendthe data for reporting to
theCorkgrcssms then at tivities. As the PIC's are still in the formative
stages in many prime sponsor areas, there is not sufficient informa-
tion at this time to make valid assessments of their programs and
potential.

Uhe Commissicm in discussing the role of Private Industry
Count ils, has primarily emphasized the need to expand on-the-job
naming. I his is, of «mrse. an area in whit h PIC's «mld have con-
siderable impac t. liii ("A)in( il believes that the potential role of the
P1C's is tam glr.iIem , and urges that tlwy give c lose attentimi to their
mandate under Sec 705(a). subparagraphs

( I ) wordina Ong programs of jobs and training and education
enabling individuals to work for a private employer while
attending aft ethic aticm or training piogram;

(3) developing relationships betsVeen employment and train-
ing programs. ediu ational institutions, and the private sector;

(5) «mdm timig innovative moperative education programs for
south in se«mdams posismnulary schools (lesigned to
I ()ordinate educational programs with work in the private
sec tom.

( 7 ) «roith na t mg programs wider this title with other job devel-
opinent. plamnent. amid employment and training at tivities
can wd out by public and privaw agencies.

['mate Industry (:ouncils are in an excellent position, if they
ac t he mespc nisibility, to broker the involvement of all members of
dw « mummus We must use all fac ihties and resourt es available to
develop the employability skills of the structurally unemployed.
Vot ational educ ation. general education, wmmunity-based organi-
mtums, and other' servic e deliverers are more likely to respond to the
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need for institutional changes and the development of new partner-
ships when initiated by an interested third party. The PlC's should be

a good judge of what is needed to develop the skills-required for
transition to unsubsidized jobs, and of the ability of various service
deliverers to meet those needs. Once established and in operation, the
PlC's could prove to be the long-sought but elusive agents of coordi-
nation and change at the local level.

The Commission's recommendations an youth employment

policiesExpanding Employment Opportunities for Disadvantaged

Youthshould be given serious consideration in the development of

new youth employment legislation. The Council's representative to
the Commsion was a member of the Youth Task Force which
helped to develop the report and recommendations. The recommen-
dations deal with the concerns which have been addressed by the
Council, especially the need for a new commitment by agencies at the
local level, targeting on youth most in need, improving long-term
employability, providing basic educational skills through compen-
satory programs, and focusing on the special problems of Minorities
and women.

Ehe recem appointment by the President of a member of the
Commission to the Council, as required by statute, has provided
cross-representation in both directions between the Council and the
Commission. ['his has greatly enhanced the interaction between the
two txxlies and should lead to a closer working relationship in the

future.

B. Comments of the National Commission for
Employment Policy on the Reports of the National

Advisory Council on Vocational Education

t'nder provisions of the Comprehensive Employment and Training

t Amendments of 1978 (F.I.. 95-524, Tide V) the National Com-

mission for Employment Polic y is required to comment annually on
the reports of the National Advisory Cmuncil on Vocational

Education.
.1WO reports have been issued by the Counc i I since the Commission

issued its last annual report. (hey are: A Study of the Administration,
Operation, and Program Services of I 'cx.citronal-Techniral Educa-

tion, The Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education (BOAE),

Office of Education, December 1978, and OVERVIEW; 1978

Reports 01 the State Admory Councils on Vocational Education,

October 1979. The Commission has reviewed these reports.
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BOAE Study
The repor«m the Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education is the
final product of a «mgressionally-mandated study-, that was
completed over a two-year period. As indicated in the report. "the
focus of the Council's study was to identify and categorize the
problems in the Bureau which interfered with the administration and
operation of programmatic services." The report gives findings and
conclusions in nine areas: (1) national commitment, (2) mission
statement. (3) organizational structure. (4) staffing, (5).bperational
planning system, (6) internal and external communication and
cluTeration, (7) technical assistance and leadership, (8) personnel
development, and (9) functional activities. It makes 17 specific
re«mimendations.

'Fite study of the Bureau is largely a management studyone that
seeks to identify means of improving agency operations. The
Commission has not engaged in studies of this nature and it is not in a
postuon to make substantive comments on the recommendations for
administrative and management improvements that are made in the
report. [he Commission does, however, wncur in and support those
recommendations that are designed to improve coordination between
V' Of ational educ ation and the employment and training system.

Although the Commission cannot make specific comments on the
re«tmmendations made in the BOAE study, it recognizes the
importan«. of the issues identif Rad and the widespread concern kbout
the administration of vocational education that has ex, isted in
«mgressional circles. The Commission recommends that the
(Zinn( il repot( and any progress toward implementation of its
re«nnmendations be called to the attention of the Secretary of the new
Department of Educ ation.

Summary of SACVE Reports
Fite State Advisory Count ils on Vocational Education (SACVE's) are
required to submit «tpies of their annual evaluation reports to the
National Council and to the Office of Education. The Council
prepares and publishes annual ly an analysis and summary of the state
muntsthe Overview reports. The reports are designed to fulfill
«1 tam internal needs of the Coum il and to serve as a means of.
disseminating information about the activities of the state councils.

Ihe Cannmission believes that these Overview reports provide a
uwful information exc hang(' and tha«hey serve as a helpful form of
tec hnu al assistance from the Counc il to the SA( XE.s.
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Other. Comments
The Commission notes that tkle Congress over the past two decades

41e...demonstrated a growth concrrn with employability and
employment problems of young people who are encountering
difficulties in negotiating the school system and adults who face
difficulties in the world of work. Traditionally, such persons have not

been a major concern of vocational education. The Commission
urges the Council to consider ways in which the federal resources
going into vocational education can be targeted more specifically to
those persons who are experiencing such employability and employ-
ment problems and ways in which federal influence and leadership

can help to bring greiper targeting of vocational education funds that

are raised thrinigh state and local tax efforts.
Vocational education can be a preparatory step to the world of

work. It is important therefore for business and education to form a
collaborative partnership to mutually enhance the role that each can

play in the life and develo students whp seek employment.

Fhe c tutu ultun in voc a onal edtuatio ould be designed to teach

and develop marketable ski s. Restructuring vocational education so

1 to ensure that it is wmpetency based is an essential step in the

education process. The Commission -ircommend that the Council
explore and develop ways i n wh ich Au. h col la bora t ion bet ween

business and education can be promoted, and revisions in vocational

education c upic ula c an be designed and implemented. ,

The Gominission also recommends that the Council initiate
-studies to determine whether the vocational education system can be

used as an alternative system for assisting and motivating students
having diffic tilties in traditional academi c. settings to acquire basic

skills. Finally, the Commission remmmends that the CA)uncil
explore ways of fac ilitating attendance at postsecondary vocational

institutions tiv out-of-sc hool youth and young adults who need to
develop basic and or 0« upational skills.
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National Commission for employment Policy

Proceedings of a Conference on
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Special Report No. 1., May 1975
(NTIS Acctssion No.: PB 291135)
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13, December 1976
(NTIS Accession No.: PB 291194)
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power Policy: A Collection of
Policy Papers Prepared for Three
Regional Conferences, Special
Report No. 14, December 1976
(NTIS Accession No.: PB 291274)
Adjusting Hours to increase
Jobs: An Analysis of the
Options, Special Report No. 15,
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Community Based Organizations
in Manpower Program and
Policy: A Conference Report,
Special Report No. 16, October
1977
(NTIS Accession No.: PB 296954)
The Need to Disaggregate the
Full Employment Goal, Special
Report No. 17, January 1978
(NTIS Accession No.: Pa 298728)
The Effects of Increases in
Imports on Domestic Employ-
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cepts, Special Report No. 18, ,
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(NTIS Accession No.: PB 296833)
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Special Report No. 20, February
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Dual Aspect Jobs, Speci4
Report No. 21, March 1978
(NTIS Accession No.: PB 2fj6779)
Labor Market Intermediaries,
Special Report No. 22, March
1978
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Women's Changing Roles at
Home and on the Job, Special
Report No. 26, September 1978
European Labor Market Policies,
Special Report No. 27,
September 1978
Work Time and Employment.
Special Report No. 28, October,,,,
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Increasing Job Opportunities in
the Private Sector, Special
Report No. 29, November 1978
Trade and Employment, Special

'Report No. 30, November 1978
The Business Sector Role in
Employment Policy, Special
Report No. 31, November 1978

, Reports listed above are
available from the National
Commission for Employment
Policy at 1522 K Street, NW, Suite
300, Washington, D.C. 20005. ,

Monitoring the Public Service
Employment Program: The
Second Round. Special Report
No. 32, March 1979
The Utilization of Older Workers,
Special Report No. 33, March
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Temporary Admission of Foreign
Workers: Dimensions and
Policies. Special Report No. 34,
March 1979
Tell Me About Your $chool,
Special Report No. 35,
September 1979
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